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ABSTRACT

PHYSICAL LAYER SECURITY TECHNIQUES FOR
FUTURE WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

AGAINST EAVESDROPPING

Haji M. Furqan Ahmed Madni

Ph.D. in Electrical, Electronics Engineering and Cyber Systems

Advisor: Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Arslan

August, 2020

The inherent broadcast characteristics of wireless communication make it vulner-

able to passive eavesdropping. Conventionally, security techniques in the upper

layers like cryptography-based techniques have been employed for secure trans-

mission. However, such security techniques may not be adequate for future de-

centralized networks due to their high complexity of implementation and compu-

tation. Furthermore, the emergence of powerful computing devices makes these

techniques vulnerable to sophisticated adversaries. To cope up with these prob-

lems, physical layer security (PLS) techniques have attracted a lot of attention.

PLS techniques exploit the dynamic features of wireless communications, for ex-

ample, the randomness of the channel, interference, and noise, etc., to restrict

the eavesdropper from decoding the data while ensuring the successful decod-

ing of data for the legitimate user. In this thesis, novel security techniques are

proposed and developed based on the physical layer of wireless communication

to provide secure communication against eavesdropper. The main approaches

in the conducted research include the security techniques for the applications

in the following domains: multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), cooperative

communication, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), orthogonal

frequency division multiplexing with index modulation (OFDM-IM), cognitive ra-

dio (CR), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), and heterogeneous networks.

Moreover, an intelligent framework for physical layer security is also presented.

Keywords: Security, Physical layer security, OFDM, 5G, PHY.
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ÖZET

GELECEKTEKİ KABLOSUZ İLETİŞİM SİSTEMLERİ
İÇİN GİZLİ DİNLEMEYE KARŞI FİZİKSEL KATMAN

GÜVENLİK TEKNİKLERİ

Haji M. Furqan Ahmed Madni

Elektrik-Elektronik Mühendisliği ve Siber Sistemler, Doktora

Tez Danışmanı: Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Arslan (Advisor)

Ağustos, 2020

Kablosuz iletişimin doğasında bulunan yayılım özellikleri, onu pasif dinlemeye

karşı savunmasız kılmaktadır. Geleneksel olarak, güvenli bir iletim için üst kat-

manlarda kriptografiye dayalı güvenlik teknikleri kullanılmıştır. Bununla birlikte,

bu tür güvenlik teknikleri, yüksek uygulama ve hesaplama karmaşıklıkları ne-

deniyle gelecekteki merkezi olmayan ağlar için yeterli olmayabilmektedir. Ayrıca,

güçlü bilgi işlem cihazlarının ortaya çıkışı, bu teknikleri ileri teknolojiye dayalı

rakiplere karşı savunmasız hale getirir. Bu sorunların üstesinden gelmek için,

Fiziksel Katman Güvenliği (PLS) teknikleri büyük ilgi görmüştür. PLS teknikleri,

meşru kullanıcı için verilerin başarılı bir şekilde çözülmesini sağlarken, gizli din-

leyicinin verilerin kodunu çözmesini kısıtlamak için, kanalın rasgeleliği, girişim

ve gürültü gibi dinamik özelliklerinden yararlanır. Bu tezde, dinleyicilere karşı

güvenli iletişim sağlamak için kablosuz iletişimin fiziksel katmanına dayalı olarak

yeni güvenlik teknikleri önerilmiş ve geliştirilmiştir. Yürütülen araştırmadaki

ana yaklaşımlar, aşağıdaki alanlardaki uygulamalar için güvenlik tekniklerini

içermektedir: Çoklu-giriş çoklu-çıkış (MIMO), işbirliğine dayalı iletişim, Dikey

Frekans Bölmeli Çoklama (OFDM), İndeks Modülasyonlu Dikey Frekans Bölmeli

Çoklama (OFDM-IM), Bilişsel Radyo (CR), Dikey Olmayan Çoklu Erişim

(NOMA) ve heterojen ağlar. Ayrıca, fiziksel katman güvenliği için akıllı bir

çerçeve de sunulmaktadır.

Anahtar sözcükler : Güvenlik, Fiziksel katman güvenliği, OFDM, 5G, PHY.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Fifth-generation (5G) wireless systems are not just simple evolution of conven-

tional fourth-generation (4G) networks, but they are also expected to offer many

new services beyond internet to critical communication and internet of things

(IoT). The three main services of 5G include ultra-reliable low latency commu-

nication (URLLC), enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and massive machine-

type communication (mMTC) [7]. Overall, 5G will have a significant impact on

many areas of life [8] [9] and will bring a lot of interesting applications such as

autonomous driving, virtual reality, smart city, smart energy networks, remote

surgery, drone delivery, and so on. However, due to the broadcast nature of wire-

less communication, 5G is vulnerable to eavesdropping, which may compromise

the confidentiality of the signals.

The conventional solutions to provide secure communication in wireless tech-

nologies are based on cryptography, but they may not be well-suited for future

communication [10] due to the following reasons: firstly, future networks con-

sist of decentralized and heterogeneous wireless networks in which key manage-

ment processes are quite challenging. Secondly, future networks need to support
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new wireless technologies such as the IoT including both mMTC and URLLC.

The transceiver devices in these wireless technologies are naturally power-limited,

processing-restricted, and delay-sensitive which make cryptography-based tech-

niques infeasible for such types of technologies. Thirdly, future networks are

expected to support diverse services and scenarios that have different levels of

security requirements. However, encryption-based methods can only provide a

binary level of security [10]. To cope up with these problems, PLS techniques

have emerged as a promising solution that can complement and may even replace

the cryptography-based approaches [11]. PLS exploits the dynamic features of

wireless communications, for example, random channel, fading, interference, and

noise, etc., to prevent the eavesdropper from decoding data while ensuring that

the legitimate user can decode it successfully [10]. PLS has the following advan-

tages with respect to future networks as compared to cryptography. Firstly, PLS

approaches can be exploited to extract keys from the channel that is common be-

tween legitimate transmitter and receiver, thus avoiding key management issues.

Secondly, some of the PLS approaches can be implemented by relatively sim-

ple signal processing techniques which make it suitable for processing-restricted

and delay-sensitive services. Thirdly, in PLS, channel-dependent resource alloca-

tion and link adaptation can be designed to provide flexible and scenario-specific

security schemes [11].

The advantages and significance of PLS motivate us to design and develop new

practical security techniques by exploiting the intrinsic properties of the wireless

channel. In this thesis, new and effective security techniques are proposed for

current and future wireless communication systems by exploiting and redesigning

some significant enabling technologies such as multi-antenna transmission, multi-

carrier waveforms, and cooperative communication, cognitive radio, etc. The

proposed security techniques ensure secure communication against eavesdropper

by exploiting the dynamic physical properties of the wireless channel such as

noise, interference, and fading, etc.
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1.2 Scope of the Thesis

The scope of this thesis is to develop and design novel techniques to provide

secure communication against eavesdropping by exploiting the functionalities of

the physical layer in wireless communication systems. The chapters contain the

details about the related literature review, considered system model, proposed

security algorithms, and their performance evaluation through simulation results.

More specifically, the conducted research covers the following main directions:

a) security technique for multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO)

systems such as secret key generation using channel quantization with singular

value decomposition (SVD) for reciprocal MIMO channels, b) security tech-

niques for multi-carrier communication such as a new physical layer key

generation dimension: indices based key generation, enhancing PLS of OFDM-

based systems using channel shortening, adaptive OFDM-IM for enhancing PLS

& spectral efficiency, and secure and reliable IoT communications using non-

orthogonal signals’ superposition with dual-transmission, c) techniques related

to cooperative communication such as secure communication via untrusted

switchable decode-and-forward relay, d) NOMA related such as PLS for NOMA:

requirements, merits, challenges, and recommendations, e) Works related to phys-

ical layer authentication such as Primary User Emulation and Jamming Attack

Detection in Cognitive Radio via Sparse Coding, f) work related to intelligent

physical layer security such as cognitive security of wireless communication sys-

tems in the physical layer.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions of this research related to physical layer security include

following main topics

� Physical Layer Security Designs for 5G and Beyond
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Physical layer security (PLS) has emerged as a promising and powerful

concept for securing future wireless technologies, including fifth generation

(5G) and beyond networks, as it has the potential to solve many of the prob-

lems associated with conventional cryptography-based approaches. In this

chapter, the principles of PLS as a complementary solution to cryptography

for future networks are presented. The concepts, merits, and demerits for

different types of PLS techniques are discussed and explained. Moreover,

the recent applications of PLS to different emerging wireless technologies

are also presented. Furthermore, the details about physical layer authenti-

cation methods against spoofing attacks and details about jamming attacks

and related solutions are also included.

� Secret Key Generation Using Channel Quantization with SVD for

Reciprocal MIMO Channels

The generation of secret keys from reciprocal wireless channel by exploit-

ing their randomness nature, is an emerging area of interest to provide

secure communication. One of the main challenges in this domain is to in-

crease the secret key length, extracted from the shared channel coefficients

between two legitimate communication parties, while maintaining its ran-

domness and uniformity. In this work, we develop a practical key generation

method, based on channel quantization with singular value decomposition

(CQSVD), which is capable of significantly increasing the generated secret

key in MIMO systems. This is achieved through quantizing the phases and

amplitudes of the estimated MIMO channel coefficient’s matrix by using

an alternative form of SVD, where the key sequence is extracted from the

orthogonal basis functions of the decomposed channel. The extracted key

sequence is transformed to a random phase sequence, which is then used

to manipulate the transmitted data on a symbol level basis rather than bit

level-basis, to provide more secure communication. The comparative sim-

ulation results show that the proposed CQSVD method outperforms the

state of the art secret key generation methods.

� A New Physical Layer Key Generation Dimension: Indices Based

Key Generation
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In this paper, a novel algorithm for secret key generation from the wireless

channel in multi-carrier systems is proposed for ensuring the confidentiality

and authentication in wireless communication systems. The novelty of our

proposed algorithms lies in the generation of random secret bits not just

from the magnitudes of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

subchannels as it has conventionally been done in the literature, but also

from the indices/positions of the subchannels corresponding highest gains.

Thus, the proposed algorithms provides additional dimensions for enhancing

overall key rates. The efficiency of the proposed algorithms is evaluated

in terms of key mismatch rate (KMR) and key generation rate (KGR).

Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithms can enhance the

overall performance of physical layer key-based algorithms by providing

extra dimension for secret key generation.

� Enhancing Physical Layer Security of OFDM-based systems Us-

ing Channel Shortening

This work presents a simple, spectral and power efficient scheme for pro-

viding secure OFDM communication system using channel shortening. The

basic concept is to utilize a channel shortening technique, whose design is

based on the channel of the legitimate user (Bob), in such a way that the

length of the effective channel is made equal to or less than the cyclic prefix

(CP) at Bob only, while the length of the effective channel at the illegit-

imate receiver (Eve) is greater than CP. Thus, this causes inter-symbol-

interference (ISI), loss of orthogonality, and overall performance degrada-

tion at Eve. The simulation results show that the presented technique can

provide a significant BER performance gap between Bob and Eve, and can

provide Quality of Service (QoS) based security. The design is shown to be

robust against channel imperfections and can provide spectral and power

efficiency beside enhancing security.

� Adaptive OFDM-IM for Enhancing Physical Layer Security and

Spectral Efficiency

In this paper, we propose algorithms for enhancing physical layer secu-

rity and spectral efficiency of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
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(OFDM) with Index Modulation (IM) systems. Particularly, different acti-

vation ratios and/or constellation modulation orders are selected adaptively

for each sub-block based on the channel quality of the legitimate receiver.

More specifically, three approaches named as 1) OFDM with Adaptive In-

dex Modulation and Fixed Constellation Modulation (OFDM-AIM-FCM),

2) OFDM with Adaptive Index Modulation and Adaptive Constellation

Modulation (OFDM-AIM-ACM), and 3) OFDM with Variable Index Mod-

ulation and Variable Constellation Modulation (OFDMVIM- VCM) are

proposed for enhancing physical layer security and spectral efficiency. Sim-

ulation results are presented to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed

algorithms.

� Secure and Reliable IoT Communications Using Nonorthogonal

Signals’ Superposition with Dual-Transmission

Ensuring secure communication for internet of things (IoT) has drawn much

attention because of the limitation in the use of conventional cryptographic

techniques owing to the unique features of IoT devices such as low complex-

ity, lightweight computing, and power constraints. Physical layer security

(PLS) has the potential to provide security solutions that are suitable for

such applications. In this article, an efficient PLS approach is proposed for

providing secure communication against external and internal eavesdrop-

pers in a downlink multi-carrier IoT communication system. The system

consists of a transmitter with a single active antenna (and a single radio

frequency chain) that is trying to communicate with two single-antenna

IoT devices in the presence of a passive eavesdropper. In the proposed

algorithm, frequency selective channel based pre-coder matrices and dual-

transmission approach are jointly employed to provide simple and secure

communication without complex computational processing at the IoT de-

vices. Simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm can provide

security against internal and external eavesdroppers and is suitable for IoT

devices.

� Cognitive Security of Wireless Communication Systems in the

Physical Layer
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While the wireless communication systems provide the means of connec-

tivity nearly everywhere and all the time, communication security requires

more attention. In the traditional wireless security, the encryption tech-

niques are used to protect user data in the upper layers of the commu-

nication stack. Even though current efforts provide solutions to specific

problems under given circumstances, these methods are neither adaptive

nor flexible enough to provide security under the dynamic conditions which

make the security breaches an important concern. Before the problem is

moved up to the upper layers, the security demands due to ever increasing

complexity of wireless communication systems and prevalence of wireless

services in the daily life can be addressed by introducing new security mea-

sures in the physical layer. In this paper, a cognitive security (CS) concept

for wireless communication systems in the physical layer is proposed with

the aim of providing a comprehensive solution to wireless security problems.

The proposed method will enable the comprehensive security to ensure a ro-

bust and reliable communication in the existence of adversaries by providing

adaptive security solutions in the communication systems by exploiting the

physical layer security from different perspective. The adaptiveness relies

on the fact that radio adapts its propagation characteristics to satisfy secure

communication based on specific conditions which are given as user density,

application specific adaptation and location within CS concept. Thus, in-

stead of providing any type of new security mechanism, it is proposed that

radio can take the necessary precautions based on these conditions before

the attacks occur. Various access scenarios are investigated to enable the

CS while considering these conditions.

� Secure Communication via Untrusted Switchable Decode-and-

Forward Relay

In this paper, a practical power efficient technique is proposed for an un-

trusted decode-and-forward (DAF) based cooperative communication sys-

tem to provide secure communication between the source and the destina-

tion. More specifically, a DAF relay, called switchable DAF (sDAF), is de-

signed in such a way that it can be switched to amplify-and-forward (AAF)
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in certain predefined situations. The algorithm is based on destination-

assisted jamming and comprised of two phases. The first phase securely

shares the random manipulating sequence (RMS) through an untrusted

relay, while the second phase uses this RMS for secure communication

through untrusted relay. This algorithm not only provides secrecy, but

also enhances the power efficiency as compared to other destination-assisted

jamming techniques.

� Physical Layer Security for NOMA: Requirements, Merits, Chal-

lenges, and Recommendations

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has been recognized as one of the

most significant enabling technologies for future wireless systems due to

its eminent spectral efficiency, ability to provide an additional degree of

freedom for ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) and grant

free random access. Meanwhile, physical layer security (PLS) has got much

attention for future wireless communication systems due to its capabil-

ity to provide security without relying on traditional cryptography-based

algorithms. In this article, security design requirements for NOMA and

solutions provided by PLS to fulfill these requirements are discussed. The

merits and challenges arising from employing PLS to NOMA are identi-

fied. Finally, future recommendations and prospective solutions are also

presented.

� Primary User Emulation and Jamming Attack Detection in Cog-

nitive Radio via Sparse Coding

Cognitive radio is an intelligent and adaptive radio that improves the utiliza-

tion of the spectrum by its opportunistic sharing. However, it is inherently

vulnerable to primary user emulation and jamming attacks that degrade

the spectrum utilization. In this paper, an algorithm for the detection of

primary user emulation and jamming attacks in cognitive radio is proposed.

The proposed algorithm is based on the sparse coding of the compressed

received signal over a channel-dependent dictionary. More specifically, the

convergence patterns in sparse coding according to such a dictionary are

used to distinguish between a spectrum hole, a legitimate primary user, and
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an emulator or a jammer. The process of decision-making is carried out as

a machine learning-based classification operation. Extensive numerical ex-

periments show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in detecting the

aforementioned attacks with high success rates. This is validated in terms

of the confusion matrix quality metric. Besides, the proposed algorithm

is shown to be superior to energy detection-based machine learning tech-

niques in terms of receiver operating characteristics curves and the areas

under these curves.
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Chapter 2

Physical Layer Security Designs

for 5G and Beyond

2.1 Introduction and Motivation

Nowadays, wireless communication services are an integral part of our life due to

the increasing demand for mobility and ubiquitous connectivity. These services

have been employed in various beneficial civilian and military applications, where

a massive amount of data generated by these applications is transmitted over the

wireless media. However, communication over the wireless media is susceptible

to eavesdropping, spoofing, and jamming attacks by illegitimate nodes due to its

broadcast nature. Figure 2.1 presents different attacks in wireless communica-

tion by considering vehicular communication as an example. In eavesdropping,

an illegitimate receiver tries to intercept the communication between legitimate

parties, thus violating confidentiality and privacy. Figure 2.1 shows the example

of an eavesdropper trying to access parking-related information of a user. In the

case of jamming, the illegitimate node generates intentional interference to dis-

rupt the communication between the legitimate nodes. As shown in Figure 2.1,

a jammer might try to interrupt the communication between vehicles, forcing

them to collide. Finally, in the spoofing attack, the control of the communication
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Fig. 2.1: An overview of different security threats in wireless communication.
Jamming is shown to disrupt communication, while spoofing can manipulate the
interaction between entities to cause accidents. An eavesdropper is shown to
capture vehicle information at parking.

channel between the legitimate parties is taken by a spoofer, which can replace,

modify, and intercept the messages that are being transmitted between legitimate

parties. A spoofing attack on vehicular communication might result in vehicles

moving in direct collision paths of each other, as shown in Figure 2.1.

In all developed wireless communication systems and standards such as second-

generation (2G), third-generation (3G), fourth-generation (4G), fifth-generation

(5G), wireless fidelity (WiFi), worldwide interoperability for microwave access

(WiMax), wireless gigabit (WiGig), etc., the main objectives of the physical layer

(PHY) transmission techniques and schemes have mainly been focused on achiev-

ing two key design requirements: 1) increasing data rates (higher capacity and

spectral efficiency), and 2) enhancing reliability (lower error rates) along with re-

ducing latency. These two key design requirements have been the primary driving

factors for research and development in wireless communications in recent times.

In fact, these requirements related to spectral efficiency and reliability are usually
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fulfilled by using novel PHY-transmission techniques; while leaving security as an

out of scope requirement that is left to be handled by upper layers. This conven-

tional design paradigm has resulted in two phenomena: 1) what is called add-on

security (i.e., security is an additional overhead added to different open systems

interconnection (OSI) layers), and 2) making security requirement a computer

engineering issue rather than being a joint computer-telecommunication issue as

it must be. Consequently, the security services such as confidentiality and au-

thentication have conventionally been achieved so far at the upper layers such as

application (APP), transport (TRN), network (NET), and media access control

(MAC) layers [7].

For instance, to ensure the authenticity of a receiver, existing wireless systems

typically employ multiple authentication approaches simultaneously at different

layers, including MAC layer authentication, NET layer authentication, TRN layer

authentication, and APP layer authentication. A similar example applies to con-

fidentiality, i.e., data protection from eavesdropping, where multiple confidential-

ity approaches are usually employed at different layers simultaneously to prevent

data leakage to eavesdroppers. Particularly, at the application-presentation layer,

we have secure shell (SSH), where encryption is in support of secure file trans-

fer protocol (SFTP), secure hypertext transfer protocol (SHTTP), pretty good

privacy (PGP), and secure/multipurpose internet mail extensions (S/MIME). At

the transport layer, we have a secure socket layer and transport layer security

(TLS). At the network layer, we have internet protocol security (IPSec), encap-

sulating security payload (ESP), and IPSec tunnel ESP, which can be supported

by standard encryption algorithms such as data encryption standard (DES) and

advance encryption standard (AES). At the MAC layer, we have WiFi protected

access (WPA) and temporal key integrity protocol (TKIP). Obviously, this multi-

layer security approach is costly and inefficient as it creates significant network

bottlenecks, latency, signaling overhead, and increases computation complexity,

especially for future wireless systems that are expected to provide highly secure,

delay-sensitive, and low complexity applications and services such as internet

of things (IoT)-based services including massive machine-type communications

(mMTC) and ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) [7].
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To address these challenges, physical layer security (PLS) [12] is proposed as

a complementary solution to cryptography-based solutions that aims to provide

security as an inherent and built-in feature of the PHY-transmission mechanism.

This approach results in the need to design novel transmission techniques that

consider achieving the Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements for different ser-

vices/applications at the lower PHY in terms of not only reliability, capacity, and

latency, but also security. Therefore, security, in this case, will be applied to the

physical signals carrying the data bits, rather than being applied to the data bits

themselves, which are carried by the transmit electromagnetic waves as is the

case in upper layers cryptography approaches.

To deliver security at the PHY, PLS approaches exploit the dynamic charac-

teristics of the wireless channel such as channel randomness, interference, noise,

fading, dispersion, diversity, separability, reciprocity, etc., along with radio fre-

quency (RF) front-end-associated impairments to prevent the illegitimate node

from decoding data while ensuring that the legitimate user can decode it success-

fully [12]. Moreover, PLS is employed to confirm the authenticity of communi-

cation entities at the PHY in order to protect against spoofing attacks [7] and is

also employed to enable reliable communication during jamming attacks.

PLS security introduces an additional degree of freedom in terms of dynami-

cally adjusting the complexity, latency, and efficiency of communication systems.

This can be achieved by providing various flexible options regarding the func-

tionality split between PHY and upper layers using an intelligent security engine.

More specifically, such an engine can be used to adjust and maintain the security

functionalities of different layers jointly to enhance overall security while ensur-

ing the other requirements of communication systems such as complexity, delay,

latency, and efficiency.

In addition to the aforementioned key motivation behind PLS, we also have the

following reasons that motivate the continuous research efforts on PLS compared

to cryptography. These reasons are summarized below:

� The key distribution and management processes for the legitimate parties
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in conventional encryption-based systems are cumbersome and unfeasible

in large-scale, dense, and heterogeneous wireless networks as is the case in

the future beyond 5G systems, where a massive number of smart devices

are simultaneously connected to the network. This causes excessive com-

plexity, high signaling overhead, and costly computational processes. Also,

the management and exchange of control frames between communication

entities are usually not very well protected.

� Longer key length, which is usually preferable in cryptography approaches

to increase the security strength, results in more waste of resources, apart

from the fact that implementing security methods with Shannon’s perfect

secrecy is hard to be practically achieved with today’s huge data volume.

For instance, to perfectly secure a message of 10 gigabytes in practice, we

need to share and use a key of the same size and use it only once. When we

transmit another message, we must generate another key and so on, which

is costly and inefficient.

� The fast developments and advances in computing power devices reveal the

fact that the current secret key-based techniques can be cracked, no matter

how mathematically complex they are, especially when quantum computing

becomes a reality [12]. This would make all currently used encryption-based

algorithms at risk and consequently all the applications that depend on

using these algorithms for security.

� Cryptography-based security causes extra delay, consumes excessive com-

putational power, and increases complexity, making it inefficient and un-

suitable to the IoT-based Tactile communication applications such as au-

tonomous driving, remote surgery operation, controlling the unmanned

aerial vehicle (UAV), etc. These future applications require the utmost

security with minimal latency. Particularly, given the extremely wide range

of IoT-based wireless applications including industrial, medical, commer-

cial, governmental, and military applications, designing practical security

techniques is becoming an indispensable need for future wireless systems.

� Besides, future mobile base stations (BSs), as well as mobile devices and
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handsets (especially IoT devices), are expected to be noticeably different

from the existing ones in terms of requirements, hardware capabilities, and

channel nature. Thus, their security requirements and designs are also going

to be significantly different.

All of these issues together motivate the development and design of new prac-

tical complementary security techniques at the PHY to protect and safeguard

future wireless transmissions. Hence, the main goal of this chapter is to provide

a coherent overview and deep insights on PLS concepts against eavesdropping,

spoofing, and jamming for future wireless networks. In the first part of the chap-

ter, anti-eavesdropping techniques are presented. We classify the existing PLS

techniques against eavesdropping into two primary classes: signal-to-interference-

plus-noise ratio (SINR)-based class, which includes key-less PLS approaches, and

complexity-based class, that includes key-based PLS approaches.

The techniques belonging to each of these classes are discussed and explained

in time, frequency, and space domains with examples and illustrations. The

merits and demerits of each approach alongside important lessons are also dis-

cussed. Moreover, secrecy notions and secrecy performance metrics are also

elaborated. Furthermore, the recent applications of PLS to different emerging

wireless technologies such as millimeter-wave (mmWave), massive multiple-input

multiple-output (mMIMO), URLLC, IoT, UAV, and cognitive radio (CR) are

also presented. In the second part of the chapter, we cover and discuss the de-

tails about PLS beyond content secrecy including PHY-authentication methods

against spoofing attacks and details about jamming attacks and related solutions.

The chapter is concluded with future research directions and recommendations.
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Fig. 2.2: Generic system model of PLS related to eavesdropping problem in which
Alice tries to communicate confidentially with Bob without allowing Eve to get
any useful information from the ongoing communication.

2.2 Fundamentals, Preliminaries, and Basic

System Model for PLS

The basic foundation of the secrecy system was laid by Shannon in [13] which

has since been extensively used for providing secure communication. However, it

is based on cryptography-based approaches that face many challenges concerning

future communication systems as explained in the aforementioned discussion. In

order to solve all or some of the issues faced by the cryptography-based security

system, key-less based security approaches had emerged as effective solutions.

The first work in this direction is presented in [14] by Wyner and is considered

as a foundation of the research on key-less PLS. The basic idea in Wyner’s ap-

proach was that the secure communication between two legitimate parties can

be achieved if the illegitimate receiver’s channel is a degraded version of the le-

gitimate receiver’s channel. The security, in this case, is achieved by employing

channel-dependent stochastic encoders. Inspired by Wyner’s work, many research

studies and works have been proposed in the literature for different communica-

tion scenarios and channel types [12].

Figure 2.2 presents a generic model for PLS, which consists of a legitimate
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transmitter (Tx), Alice, that is trying to communicate securely with the legiti-

mate receiver (Rx), Bob, in the presence of an illegitimate receiver (eavesdrop-

per), Eve, who wants to decode and interpret the message that is intended for

the legitimate receiver. Moreover, due to the spatial de-correlation property of

wireless channels, legitimate and illegitimate nodes are assumed to experience

independent channels if they are at least half a wavelength apart.

To explain PLS more clearly, let’s assume that Alice wants to send a mes-

sage through the wireless channel. In the first step, Alice encodes the message

M and then sends a resultant encoded message X through the wireless chan-

nel. The received signal at the legitimate receiver is represented by RB while at

the illegitimate receiver it is represented by RE. Finally, Bob and Eve decode

their received signals to get M̂B and M̂E, respectively, as estimated versions of

the transmitted message, M . The goal of PLS is to design different methods

by exploiting the dynamic features of wireless communications, such as channel

randomness, dispersion, interference, fading, noise, etc. along with the architec-

ture of transceiver including hardware impairments, estimation, etc. to prevent

the eavesdropper from decoding data while ensuring that the legitimate user can

decode it successfully.

The availability of the channel state information (CSI) at the transmitting

nodes can be exploited to enhance the security and performance of wireless com-

munication. In PLS literature, it is assumed that the legitimate transmitter can

have (full/partial) knowledge of the CSI corresponding to the legitimate receiver.

The legitimate transmitter can attain the CSI by exploiting feedback in case of

the frequency division duplex (FDD) system or by exploiting channel reciprocity

property in case of time division duplex (TDD) system [12].

In general, there are two types of eavesdroppers: 1) internal, and 2) exter-

nal [15]. Internal eavesdropper is from the set of legitimate users of the network,

while the external one is not from that set. The eavesdropper can be consid-

ered as 1) active, or 2) passive. The active eavesdropper can interrupt wireless

communication by launching jamming or channel estimation attacks while pas-

sive eavesdropper just spies on the communication without interfering with the
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ongoing communication [16].

2.3 Secrecy Notions and Performance Metrics

In this section, the details about the secrecy notions and performance metrics for

PLS are presented.

2.3.1 Secrecy Notions

In PLS, different security algorithms provide different levels of security that can

be described by secrecy notions as design criteria. The popular notions of se-

curity include perfect secrecy, weak secrecy, and strong secrecy [12]. Based on

Shannon’s work, the communication is said to be perfectly secure if the capacity

of the legitimate receiver is equal to the secrecy capacity (zero information leak-

age to illegitimate node) for any code length. However, when the code length is

sufficiently long enough, this will result in what is called as strong secrecy. On the

other hand, Wyner’s work assumed that the communication is perfectly secure if

the secrecy capacity has a positive value with a certain probability, irrespective

of the value of capacity of the illegitimate node. Thus, this notion of secrecy is

known as weak secrecy. In addition to perfect, strong, and weak secrecy; there

are also other notions for secrecy such as semantic secrecy and ideal secrecy. The

conceptual and mathematical meaning of most commonly used secrecy notions

are as follows:
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2.3.1.1 Perfect Secrecy

It is the most stringent measure for secrecy which ensures that the amount of

mutual information leakage to the eavesdropper is zero irrespective of its compu-

tation capabilities and processing power. It can be given as follows:

I(M ;RE) = 0, (2.1)

H(M) = H(M |RE), (2.2)

where I(M ;RE) is the mutual information between M and RE, H(M) presents

the entropy of the information, while conditional entropy for the eavesdropper’s

observation is denoted by H(M |RE).

2.3.1.2 Strong Secrecy

The communication is said to be strongly secure if the increase in the length (n)

of the codeword to infinite causes the asymptotic mutual information to approach

zero values. More specifically, it forces I(M ;RE) to be zero on each channel use

and can be given as follows:

lim
n→∞

I(M ;RE) = 0. (2.3)

2.3.1.3 Weak Secrecy

The communication is said to be weakly secure if the increase in the length (n)

of the codeword to infinite causes the asymptotic mutual information rate to

approach zero values. More specifically, it does not require I(M ;RE) to be zero

on each channel use but only on average and can be given as follows:

lim
n→∞

1

n
I(M ;RE) = 0. (2.4)
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2.3.1.4 Semantic Secrecy

It means that the random guess of any function of the message, without consid-

ering the distribution of message or observation of the eavesdropper, is the best

estimate asymptotically. Moreover, it is impossible to estimate better than that.

It can be given as follows:

lim
n→∞

maxpmI(M ;RE) = 0, (2.5)

where pm represents all possible message distributions.

2.3.1.5 Ideal Secrecy

The communication is said to be ideally secure if the increase in the length (n) of

the codeword to infinite does not cause the asymptotic conditional entropy of the

message and the key to approach zero values. More specifically, in this case, there

is no unique solution of the plain text irrespective of the amount of ciphertext

intercepted by Eve. It can be given as:

lim
n→∞

H(M |RE) 6= 0, (2.6)

lim
n→∞

H(K|RE) 6= 0, (2.7)

where K is the secret key sequence.

2.3.2 Secrecy Performance Metrics

In PLS, proper quantization and evaluation of secrecy performance for any de-

signed security algorithm are among the most important steps, which can be done

efficiently by using appropriate security metrics. There are two major classes of

security metrics for PLS: 1) SINR-based, and 2) complexity-based. The SINR
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based class is for the key-less PLS algorithms, while the complexity-based class

is for key-based PLS algorithms.

The SINR based class includes packet error rate (PER) and bit error rate

(BER) based metrics, secrecy throughput, secrecy capacity, and secrecy outage

probability (SOP).1 One of the most popularly used metrics is secrecy capac-

ity, which is the difference between the channel capacities of the legitimate node

and illegitimate node [17]. It should be noted that the secrecy capacity metric

presents the achievable bounds of secrecy by assuming the wireless channel’s ran-

dom behavior. However, the actual secrecy performance can be obtained by using

the difference between the error probability rates of a legitimate and illegitimate

node such as PER and BER. Moreover, secure throughput and secrecy channel

capacity can be directly linked with PER and BER. In order to measure secrecy

in a fading environment, the researchers extended the secrecy capacity metrics to

outage secrecy rate or SOP for the cases when Eve’s channel is unknown. The

SOP is the probability that the value of the secrecy rate is less than the minimum

required threshold value of secrecy rate [17].

On the other hand, in the case of key-based PLS algorithms, the illegitimate

receiver can employ a brute force attack using the exhaustive search method.

Hence, the complexity-based metric is a good fit for these types of techniques. In

key-based PLS methods, it is desirable to have longer keys with uniform distri-

bution and high entropy. Moreover, to measure the effectiveness of the key-based

method on the performance of the system, the key mismatch probability between

the communication parties is used [18]. It should be noted that the probability

of error at the illegitimate user is not a good metric for key-based methods as it

cannot fulfill the requirements of secrecy in these methods.

1The mathematical details about the popular metrics for PLS are explained in Chapter 19.
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2.4 Popular Security Techniques

In this section, we present detail about the classification, concepts, merits, and de-

merits of PLS techniques against eavesdropping. PLS approaches can be broadly

classified into SINR (key-less)-based and complexity (key)-based approaches.

SINR-based techniques include secure channel coding design, channel-based adap-

tation and optimization, and artificial interfering/noise-based approaches. On the

other hand, the complexity-based approaches are divided into two main classes

based on the layer at which the extracted secret sequences are applied.

2.4.1 PLS based on Secure Channel Coding Design

2.4.1.1 Concepts, Merits, and Demerits

The foundation of channel coding based secure communication was proposed by

Wyner [14] and is the first work in the direction of key-less based secure commu-

nication. The basic idea is that the secure communication between the legitimate

entities can be achieved by employing channel-dependent stochastic encoders if

the illegitimate receiver’s channel is a degraded version of the legitimate receiver’s

channel. The basic advantage of this approach is that it can solve many problems

related to conventional cryptography-based as explained in section 2.1. However,

Wyner based work also has some drawbacks. Firstly, it was assumed that ille-

gitimate users will always have a degraded version of the channel compared to

the legitimate user. However, in practice, illegitimate user’s channel conditions

can be better than the legitimate user’s channel due to the random nature of

the wireless channel. Secondly, there will be some loss in the throughput and

capacity to achieve secrecy in this approach.

To this end, popular secure channel coding designs include low-density parity-

check (LDPC) codes and polar codes [16]. The use of these codes for security

augmentation is depicted in [19], where the authors make use of nested sparse

graph-based LDPC codes. These codes help in achieving the secrecy capacity
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when Bob’s channel is noiseless whereas Eve’s channel is a binary erasure channel

(BEC). We find another interesting example of this approach in [20], where the

authors make use of polar codes that achieve the secrecy capacity for a wide range

of wiretap channels. However, the presented scheme is valid only when both the

main and the wire-tap channels are binary symmetric channels.2

2.4.1.2 Learned Lessons

Most of the security codes studied in the literature [16] are based on the assump-

tion of having infinite block length. However, this assumption is less practical

for the case of URLLC and multimedia-based communication because of finite

block length and latency constraints in them. Therefore, there is a need for the

design of realistic codes for practical situations, where a finite block length is con-

sidered [21], and the secrecy rate does not need to be exactly equal to the main

channel capacity. However, the design of these practical codes will face some

challenges, especially if it is required to comply with the practical constraints

including delay, throughput, and complexity. Additionally, to the best of our

knowledge, the design of secrecy codes without taking into account the informa-

tion on the eavesdropper’s channel is unclear and not addressed by the literature.

Therefore, the need of the hour is to come up with a novel coding technique to

address the problems mentioned earlier.

2.4.2 Channel-Based Adaptation and Optimization for

PLS

2.4.2.1 Concepts, Merits, and Demerits

Concept: The basic idea of this approach is to adapt and/or optimize the

transmission-based on the requirements, location, and fading channel conditions

2For having more detailed information about channel coding based PLS, we refer the reader
to [16].
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of the legitimate receiver. Therefore, Bob’s SINR is better than that of Eve’s

SINR as the transmitted signal is optimized for Bob’s channel and not for Eve’s

channel, who happens to experience a different channel. Moreover, there is no

need for any extra processing at Bob’s end to decode the data in this approach.

However, this approach requires full or partial knowledge of CSI of the legiti-

mate receiver at the transmitter. Figure 2.3 presents a basic representation of

the channel-based adaptation and optimization approach for PLS.

Fig. 2.3: Channel-based adaptive transmission for PLS, where basic idea is to
adapt and optimize the transmission based on the requirements, location and
wireless fading channel conditions of the legitimate receiver.

In addition to the feedback knowledge of the CSI at Alice, other useful feedback

mechanisms can be beneficial for enhancing security. These include but are not

limited to acknowledgment (ACK) and negative acknowledgment (NACK) mes-

sages in the automatic repeat request (ARQ) process, received signal strength

indicator (RSSI), pre-coding matrix indicator (PMI), a rank indicator (RI) in

multi-antenna systems, etc. Signaling information by partial/full CSI or feed-

back allows the transmitter to meet the legitimate receiver’s requirements as well

as makes the signal appear to be un-optimized with respect to the eavesdropper.
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For example, in order for the signal to be optimized for the legitimate receiver, the

transmitter can utilize adaptive waveforms and pulse shaping, adaptive resource

allocation, adaptive scheduling, adaptive interleaving, adaptive modulation and

coding, adaptive power allocation, and pre-coding, etc. based on signaling infor-

mation.

Merits: Apart from enhancing PLS, this approach also improves efficiency,

saves power, and augment Bob’s reliability. Additionally, the technique can be

used in FDD, TDD, or hybrid division duplex systems. Moreover, security will

always be maintained at a specific level such that, even if Eve knows the feedback,

it cannot benefit much from it. Furthermore, it does not require extra processing

at the receiver which makes it suitable for IoT systems.

Demerits: Despite the approach being free and not requiring extra processing

power (a desirable feature in future technologies and IoT devices), it requires full

or partial CSI at the transmitter. These techniques may not be of much use in

the case of multiple collaborative eavesdroppers that can capture different copies

of the signal. A promising course of action can be the amalgamation of these

techniques with other efficient security techniques with hopes of developing and

maintaining an adequate secrecy level against multiple collaborative eavesdrop-

pers.

2.4.2.2 Examples in Time, Frequency, and Space Domains

The techniques based on channel adaptation can be categorized into time, fre-

quency, and space domains.

In the time domain, the information-carrying signal is transmitted and received

by making use of a single antenna and one carrier frequency [1, 22]. In [1], for

example, a secure waveform called orthogonal transform division multiplexing

(OTDM) waveform is proposed. Here, the authors particularity make use of

orthogonal transform basis functions extracted from the legitimate channel to

modulate and demodulate the data symbols securely. A brief description of the
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Fig. 2.4: The transceiver structure of secure OTDM waveform proposed in [1],
where orthogonal transform basis functions extracted from the legitimate channel
are used to modulate and demodulate the data symbols securely.

OTDM waveform is presented in Figure 2.4. The proposed design in [1] assures

a reliability gain in addition to security over OFDM.

Frequency domain can also be utilized for channel adaptation based techniques.

In this domain, by making use of a single antenna, a one-time slot or a block of

data symbols is transmitted and received over several subcarrier [23, 24]. For

example, in [24], the authors propose a technique called OFDM with subcarrier

index selection (OFDM-SIS) and adaptive interleaving. In the scheme, the en-

tire OFDM block is divided into smaller sub-blocks each experiencing good and

bad sub-channels. To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the legitimate

receiver only, this scheme makes use of an optimal channel-based selection of the

subcarrier indices in each sub-block. It can be seen that the OFDM-SIS scheme

not only improves and enhances the secrecy performance but also enhances reli-

ability for the legitimate user. In doing so, the scheme saves power and reduces

complexity, which makes it an appropriate contender for 5G URLLC service.

In the space domain, the signal of interest consists of a one-time slot, one car-

rier frequency, but several spatial transceiver sources (i.e., antennas). In general,

the space domain includes MIMO, multiple-input single-output (MISO), single-

input multiple-output (SIMO), distributed antenna system (DAS), coordinated
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Fig. 2.5: The basic beamforming approach that is based on the idea of the sig-
nal’s power enhancement at the legitimate user and its suppression in the other
directions.

multipoint (CoMP) systems, relays, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), and

so on. Secrecy can be provided via adaptation techniques in the space domain

too based on the above-mentioned concepts. Several techniques can be used to

realize and exemplify the security in space domain such as adaptive power alloca-

tion, transmit antenna selection, beamforming, interference alignment, pre-coding

(zero forcing, geometric mean decomposition, minimum mean squared error, and

generalized singular value decomposition), full/partial pre-equalization, relay se-

lection, RIS phase optimization, and so on. In [25], for example, beamforming

based security approach is presented that is based on enhancing the signal power

at the legitimate user and suppressing it in other directions, as illustrated in

Figure 2.5. In [26], the authors discuss the directional modulation based multi-

antenna security concept. The basic idea of this scheme involves the relative

positions of the constellation points. More specifically, the constellation points

maintain their positions relative to each other in the desired direction; however,

they get jumbled in phase and amplitude at undesired directions. Therefore,

the performance at Eve undergoes degradation despite getting the same signal

power. The basic concept of directional modulation for PLS is presented in Fig-

ure 2.6. Moreover, when the space domain is concerned, the relays offer good

contenders for channel adaptation based security techniques. Relays create an
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Fig. 2.6: PLS using directional modulation, where the constellation points main-
tain their positions relative to each other in the desired direction only.

additional path to the source through which the signal is transmitted to the des-

tination [27]. This additional degree of freedom can be exploited for enhancing

the overall security of the system. For example, in [28], a beamforming system

based on collaborative use of relays is designed to maximize the secrecy capacity.

In this scheme, some nodes are used for jamming to degrade the performance of

legitimate users while other nodes are used for beamforming.

2.4.2.3 Learned Lessons

The majority of the adaptation based security schemes emphasize upon the op-

timization of the PHY-transmission parameters in accordance with the channel

characteristics. However, there is not much thought given to the upper layer

parameters based on secrecy requirements in this process. Specifically, the no-

tion of cross-layer security design comprising the interaction between different

layers from a PHY-perspective is not yet well studied in the literature: 1) Cross
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MAC-PHY-security: This approach involves the maximization of secrecy along-

side meeting the QoS requirements of the legitimate users. This is achieved by

the joint optimization of the MAC functionalities including resource allocation,

scheduling, hybrid ARQ, multiplexing, prioritization, etc. The work in [2] high-

lights a study that incorporates an example of this area of research. The study

highlights the joint design of AN and ARQ functionality to enhance security. 2)

Cross NET-PHY-security: This concept makes use of the collective optimization

of network layer functionalities including switching from one node to another,

relaying, and routing along with the PHY-parameters to enhance the secrecy. A

study built upon this concept is highlighted in [29]. The paper discusses the de-

sign of a power-efficient and secure routing protocol. 3) Cross APP-PHY-security:

This concept is based on the adjustment of PHY-transmission parameters in ac-

cordance with the channel and the running applications at the user side. The

data rates and sensitivity to the error of these applications are also taken into

account in a way to enhance the secrecy of the overall system. An example of

APP-PHY-security is presented in [2].

2.4.3 Addition of Artificial Interfering (Noise/Jamming)

Signals for PLS

2.4.3.1 Concepts, Merits, and Demerits

Concept: The basic idea in this approach is that an interfering signal (called

artificial noise (AN) or jamming) is added by a trusted node such as Alice, Bob,

or a third party to degrade Eve’s performance. This approach makes use of

the channel’s null space of the legitimate user to add interference signals. In

case when there is no null space in the channel, the transceiver structure can be

exploited (such as combiners, filters, pre-coders, equalizers, etc.) along with the

help of diversity to add artificial interference signal.

Merits: One of the biggest advantages of this approach is that very strong
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security can be realized at any distance from the source in both fading and non-

fading environments by employing it. The additional benefit for this approach can

be seen in the fact that neither does it require extra processing at the receiving

end nor does it increase complexity, making it backward compatible with the

current handheld devices. Furthermore, this approach can be applied to FDD

and TDD systems. And of course, in addition to secrecy, the added interfering

signals can provide added benefits which include a reduction in peak-to-average

power ratio (PAPR) and the mitigation of the adjacent channel interference and

out-of-band emission (OOBE).

Demerits: Like any other scheme, this too comes with its tradeoff. Injection

of an interfering signal requires the CSI knowledge at the transmitter and it also

causes little degradation in the channel capacity alongside the sacrifice of the

power resources. This degradation in the channel capacity is also observed due to

the loss of a degree of freedom in order to provide security. A little degradation

in the performance might also occur at the legitimate receiver due to channel

estimation errors. Moreover, if the AN signal is not properly designed, it may

also cause an increase in PAPR.

2.4.3.2 Examples in Time, Frequency, and Space Domains

The addition of artificial interfering based techniques can be further divided into

time, frequency, and space domains.

Considering the artificial interfering techniques in the time domain, the proce-

dure involves the addition of the interfering signal on top of the information signal

in such a way that the signal gets canceled out only at the desired receiver while

causing a severe degradation at the eavesdroppers. An interesting work related

to AN is proposed in [30], where the operation is performed in the time domain.

As seen in Figure 2.7, this technique uses OFDM as a transmission scheme, and

the transmitted signal is added with a properly designed AN in such a way that

AN gets accumulated over the cyclic prefix (CP) part of the signal at the only

legitimate receiver when it passes through frequency selective channel. Therefore,
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Fig. 2.7: An OFDM transceiver structure with AN addition in the time domain,
where the transmitted signal is added with a properly designed AN in such a way
that it gets accumulated over the CP part of the signal at the only legitimate
receiver when it passes through frequency selective channel.

this allows Bob to get rid of the noise automatically when the signal is processed

to remove the CP part of the OFDM signal. Contrary to this, signal degradation

is observed at Eve’s end because AN is designed based on the degree of freedom

provided by CP with respect to Bob’s channel.

Fig. 2.8: Design structure of ARQ with AN scheme proposed in [2] for providing
secure communication.

It should be noted that the implementation of the time domain AN schemes

in [7] are applicable to the SISO systems in case of rich scattering channels. In

addition to this, the secrecy performance of these techniques improves with the

increase in the number of channel taps. However, if the channel happens to

have a single tap, none of the above-mentioned schemes is successful in providing

secrecy. To negate this dependency, an efficient algorithm is proposed in [2] that

successfully provides secrecy even in the presence of a single tap. This is achieved

by adding a specially designed AN on top of each transmitted data packet by

exploiting ARQ protocol along with maximum ratio combining (MRC). More

specifically, the re-transmission process in ARQ is designed in such a way that,

when the same packet is requested by Bob, a specially designed AN canceling
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signal is added to the next re-transmission round. This results in the reception

of an AN-free packet at the legitimate receiver by means of the MRC process.

On the other hand, the performance at Eve is significantly reduced due to AN.

Figure 2.8 represents a brief structure of ARQ with AN scheme.

As far as the frequency domain is concerned, the addition of the designed

interfering signal can also be done without degrading the performance of the

desired receiver. An example of this is quoted in [31], where the author exploited

faded subcarriers of OFDM systems to add AN instead of data to confuse the

eavesdropper. As the eavesdropper has a different channel than that of Bob,

thus it cannot distinguish between subcarriers filled with AN from those used to

carry the data symbols. This ultimately results in the degradation in the channel

capacity and performance of eavesdropper based on the number of sub-channels

filled with AN.

There are a lot of interesting works in the literature in the space domain based

on the concept of AN [32]. The security techniques in the literature cover the

majority of scenarios of space domain such as SIMO, MISO, MIMO, DAS, CoMP,

relays, RIS, etc. An example is presented by Goel and Negi in [32], where multiple

antennas are used to implement AN based algorithm, as depicted in Figure 2.9.

In order for this technique to be successful, two conditions must be fulfilled: 1)

there should be a null space in the channel and for that, the number of transmit

antennas must be greater than that of legitimate receiver antennas, and 2) in

order to ensure that Eve cannot align the added noise, the number of antennas

at Eve must be less than that of Alice. Relay assisted interference techniques

are also popular security techniques. For example, interference/jamming signals

can be sent to the eavesdroppers via relays to prevent them from receiving the

secret message [33], as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Moreover, in cases when the

relay is untrusted yet enhances the reliability of the scheme [34], the destination

can be used to jam the relay in a way such that the reliability is improved but

the information from the signal can not be extracted by the relay, as presented

in the Figure 2.11.
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Fig. 2.9: A MIMO wireless system with Alice, Bob, and Eve, each having multiple
antennas. Alice exploits multiple antennas to add AN in the null space of the
channel.

Fig. 2.10: Cooperative jamming of eavesdropper with AN by trusted relay.

2.4.3.3 Learned Lessons

While the above-mentioned studies that deal with AN concentrate mainly on

enhancing the secrecy capacity, a little attention is paid to the underlying con-

straints that might hinder the practical realization of these techniques. For in-

stance, an increase in the PAPR due to additive white Gaussian noise results in

several issues. These issues include, but are not limited to out-of-band and in-

band interference, power inefficiencies, inter-modulation product generation, and

coverage range reduction. Therefore, it is crucial to consider and understand the
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Fig. 2.11: Cooperative jamming of eavesdropper and untrusted relay with AN.

practical constraints to properly design interference signal such that the proposed

strategies are also applicable in real-world situations.

2.4.4 Extraction of Secret Sequences from Wireless Chan-

nels

2.4.4.1 Concepts, Merits, and Demerits

Concept: The proposed security approach comes into action when both the

transmitter and receiver generate secret keys (random sequence vectors or ma-

trices) from legitimate channel link [35]. The legitimate parties can exploit the

phase and amplitude of channel impulse response (CIR), RSSI, and other feed-

backs for key generation.3 The fundamental assumptions at the back end of

the key-based approach are as follows: 1) channel decorrelation, which implies

that the legitimate and the illegitimate nodes who are positioned at least half-

wavelength apart will experience channel responses that are independent of each

other in a rich scattering environment, 2) channel reciprocity, where same chan-

nels at the ends of a link can be used to generate similar keys at both ends, 3)

channel randomness in temporal, spectral, and spatial domains, due to multipath

3Note that the techniques mentioned in this section are applicable for both confidentiality
and authentication purposes. The detail about authentication is presented in section 2.5 of this
chapter.
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Fig. 2.12: Basic steps for secret key generation from the legitimate wireless chan-
nel including channel estimation, quantization, reconciliation, and privacy ampli-
fication.

propagation in a rich-scattering environment.

Figure 2.12 presents the primary steps for secret key generation. The details of

these steps are given as follows: 1) probing the channel at both ends of the link to

generate random correlated measurements using sounding techniques, 2) mining

channel features and using them as shared random variables, 3) generating secret

random keys via channel quantization, 4) applying reconciliation to minimize

mismatch in the key, and 5) conducting privacy amplification to optimize the

overall randomness of the key.

Merits: The key aspects that have motivated and influenced the research on

the channel-based key are as follows: 1) overcoming the key management issues

such as those involving distributing, sharing, and storing of keys, 2) this approach

works even when Eve might have good channel conditions compared to Bob.

Demerits: This particular method cannot be extended to practical situations

for achieving a flawless Shannon’s notion of secrecy since the number of random
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bits generated is constrained by variations in the channel. Nonetheless, they can

be broken down by quantum computing. Moreover, it is worth stating that this

approach is prone to channel reciprocity mismatch and imperfect channel esti-

mation which negatively impacts overall performance. This channel reciprocity

mismatch stems from the difference in hardware impairments at Alice and Bob.

It can also result due to different interference levels in the uplink and downlink.

Hence, it becomes necessary to integrate robust channel calibration techniques

along with reconciliation approaches to overcome these problems. It should be

noted that this approach requires additional signaling and add-on processing at

both Alice and Bob, giving rise to the need for a complex processing infrastructure

that increases overheads and causes further delays. It is also worth mentioning

here that this approach is limited to TDD systems and there is very little work

related to FDD based key generation. Finally, this approach is ineffective in cases

where there is a lack of variations and randomness in the channel such as in the

line-of-sight (LOS) or poor scattering environments.

2.4.4.2 Examples in Time, Frequency, and Space

The techniques based on key generation can be categorized into time, frequency,

and space domains.

Time domain deals with the generation and extraction of random keys by Alice

and Bob with respect to variations of the channel as a result of fading, interfer-

ence, dispersion, and noise in time domain [36, 37]. For instance, in [36], secret

bits have been extracted from RSSI and CIR measurements through quantiza-

tion. Another example in this scenario pertains to the manipulation of single-bit

feedback messages (ACK and NACK) from the ARQ protocol for key genera-

tion [37].

Frequency domain can also be used for efficient secret key generation in a

manner quite similar to key extraction methods based on time-domain channel

variations [38]. An example of this approach is presented in [39], where authors

utilized the randomness of channel responses of individual OFDM subcarriers for
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efficient key generation method.

In the key generation approaches when a single link cannot generate high secret

key rates, a suggested approach is to consider the exploitation of spatial domain

for key generation. The space domain approach incorporates multiple antennas

and relays for generating secret keys. In fact, multi-antenna techniques of secret

key generation and agreement of transceivers greatly improve the channel’s ran-

domness [18, 40]. As an example, the authors in [40] investigated multi-antenna

systems for key generation in real-time by using RSSI along with multi-level quan-

tization at each antenna. Similarly, in [18], the authors presented a practical key

generation method involving channel quantization with singular value decompo-

sition. This particular method can efficiently boost the generated secret key in

MIMO systems. Relays are also important components that can be used in the

space domain for PLS based key generation [41]. The relays can improve the rate

as well as the randomness of the key by providing an alternate path. For exam-

ple, [42] presents a secret key generation approach that exploits multiple trusted

relays. Likewise, [43] proposes a smart scheme for improving the key generation

process by employing multiple untrusted relays.

2.4.4.3 Learned Lessons

It should be noted that the above-mentioned studies dealing with the key gen-

eration are only concerned with the extraction of high key rates while keeping

the randomness of the key. There is another direction related to the application

of key at the PHY in which pre-shared keys are used at the legitimate nodes

for PHY-encryption (PLE). More specifically, PLE involves the application of

key on a symbol level basis. Other than that, pre-shared keys can be helpful in

creating: 1) non-linear power modulation that takes advantage of the character-

istics of power amplifiers, 2) interfering signals to covert the transmitted symbols,

3) artificial inter-symbol-interference, or 4) suppression or concealing of different

features of OFDM waveform.

In should be noted that the key generation schemes based on the channel do not
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offer full-fledge PLS since the extracted key applied at the upper layers (similar

to other conventional encryption schemes) may be easier to crack using a simple

brute force attacks. Likewise, PLE schemes are also considered to provide partial

PLS because the problems involving key distribution and management remain,

especially if the keys are being shared between the communicating parties. Thus,

combining these two approaches into one scheme addresses not only PLS concerns

but also solves the issue related to key distribution and management.

The reader should be aware that extracting keys with high rates comes with

its own set of challenges, particularly in LOS or poor scattering environments,

where there is a lack of variations in the channel as a result of long coherence

time. Few studies in the literature have recently addressed these challenges and

have proposed the use of randomized beamforming along with diversity to create

a virtual random channel or by exploiting artificial interference to extract high

secret key rates with good entropy regardless of variations of the channel [12].

2.5 PHY-Authentication Against Spoofing At-

tacks

This section presents details about the spoofing attacks and their solutions. In

a spoofing attack, the control of the communication channel between the le-

gitimate parties is taken by a spoofer. The spoofer can replace, modify, and

intercept the messages that are being transmitted between legitimate parties.

Moreover, spoofer can also launch a primary user emulation attack (PUEA) and

spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) attacks in CR to degrade its through-

put performance. In the SSDF attack, an illegitimate node provides false sensing

information to degrade the performance of the collaborative spectrum sensing

approach. On the other hand, PUEA is based on emulating the characteristics of

the PU transmission to deceive the SUs about spectrum occupancy. Furthermore,

a spoofer can also attack the global positioning system (GPS) receiver by trans-

mitting a fake GPS signal to confuse drones, cars, sailors, etc. In order to protect
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wireless communication from a spoofing attack, one of the effective solutions is

to use an efficient authentication method.

Authentication is a process that is used to distinguish between authorized

and unauthorized nodes. Conventionally, it is handled by cryptography-based

approaches. However, these approaches suffer from many critical challenges over

the dynamic wireless heterogeneous network, as explained in section 2.1 of this

chapter. In order to solve these issues, PHY-authentication can be exploited

to validate different nodes. The popular types of PHY-authentication include

wireless channel-based authentication and authentication based analog front-end

(AFE) imperfections (or RF front-end imperfections) of wireless transceivers [44],

as presented in Figure 2.13.

Compared to the conventional cryptography-based approaches, it is extremely

difficult to impersonate the PHY-authentication because of their direct relation-

ship with the communication devices and the propagation environment. More-

over, PHY-authentication can be done without demodulating the signal, which

can avoid the waste of resources needed for the signal processing of unintended

transmission. Furthermore, estimation and compensation techniques of device

imperfection and channel are inherent parts of the communication system for

enhancing the performance of reception. Hence, no additional security overhead

incur in order to accomplish PHY-authentication.

2.5.1 Channel-based PHY-Authentication

This type of authentication is based on exploiting radiometric characteristics

of the environment between transceiver pairs such as the RSSI, CSI, direction

of arrival (DoA), round trip time (RTT), etc. These features related to the

channel can be used to distinguish between authorized and unauthorized nodes.4

In channel-based authentication, pilot signals are used to estimate the channel

in the first step. Afterward, hypothesis testing is done to analyze whether the

4The techniques mentioned in section 2.4.4 are applicable for PHY-authentication also.
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Fig. 2.13: Basic illustration for channel-based authentication versus AFE-based
authentication.

current communication attempts are done by the same node which attempted

earlier. Figure 2.14 presents a basic system model for PHY-authentication that

includes Alice, Bob, and Impersonator. It is assumed that Bob first stores the

CSI of Alice (hAB). Afterward, Bob can confirm the authenticity of Alice based

on the noisy measured version of the channel (ht) by using a simple hypothesis

test, as given by:

y =

{
H0 : ht = hAB,

H1 : ht 6= hAB,
(2.8)

where hypothesis, H0, means null hypothesis, and it shows that the terminal is

authorized node, while hypothesis, H1, means an alternative hypothesis, which

shows that claimant is an unauthorized node. CSI based authentication can

also be done using machine learning. For example, the authentication algorithm

in [45] exploits a linear Fisher discriminant analysis and support vector machine

for training the hypothesis test of cyclic feature vectors of CSI.
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Fig. 2.14: Basic PHY-authentication model that includes Alice, Bob, and Im-
personator. Bob stores the CSI between Alice and Bob and it can confirm the
authentication of Alice while protecting herself from the Impersonator that is
trying to launch spoofing attacks.

2.5.2 AFE-based PHY-Authentication

AFE imperfections, which are relatively more stable than channel-based charac-

teristics, can also be explored for PHY-authentication. The fabrication of the

analog components process introduces these inevitable variations (AFE imper-

fections). Many device-specific characteristics have been exploited for PHY-

authentication including carrier frequency offset (CFO), in-phase and quadra-

ture imbalance (IQI), power amplifier characteristics, digital-to-analog converter

characteristics, etc. The core of AFE-based authentication includes signal pre-

processing, feature extraction, and selection of an appropriate classifier to be

trained based on extracted features. Figure 2.15 presents the basic illustration

for AFE-based authentication based on machine learning. It includes a system

database module that contains a training fingerprint of each enrolled device. This

training data is used to train the machine. After classifier training, the testing

stage presents the run-time operation of the authentication algorithm. For each

incoming test signal, AFE-based feature is extracted after pre-processing of this

signal and the feature vector is obtained. Afterward, it is fed into a learned clas-

sifier to determine the authenticity of the claiming node. In [46], the author used

the Bayesian classifier for frequency, amplitude, and phase recognition. On the
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other hand, authors exploit a multi-discriminant classifier to perform one-to-one

device verification processes and one-to-many device classifications.

Fig. 2.15: AFE-based authentication scheme using machine learning, which in-
cludes signal pre-processing, feature extraction, and feature recognition for au-
thentication.

2.6 Wireless Jamming Attacks and Counter-

measures

A jamming attack can be launched by emitting an unwanted radio signal to in-

terrupt the transmission between a legitimate node pair. The intended jammer

wants to jam either the transmission or the reception of legitimate wireless com-

munication as presented in Figure 2.16.
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Fig. 2.16: A basic illustration of jamming attacks, where jammer wants to jam
either the transmission or the reception of legitimate wireless communication.

2.6.1 Wireless Jamming Attacks: A Brief Summary

The categorization of these jammers based on jamming attacks are as follows:

� A constant jammer, that transmits the jamming signal continuously.

� An intermittent jammer, that transmits the jamming signal periodically.

� A reactive jammer, that transmits only when the legitimate user is active.

� An adaptive jammer, where a jamming signal is tailored to the level of

received power at the legitimate receiver.

� An intelligent jammer, who exploits the upper layer protocols to block le-

gitimate user transmission.

2.6.2 Wireless jamming Attacks, Detection, and Solutions

This subsection presents the details about different jamming attacks, their detec-

tion methods, and techniques for their countermeasures.

2.6.2.1 Constant Jammer

Constant jammer disrupts legitimate user communication by constantly sending

the jamming signal over the shared medium. This constant jamming signal affects
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the legitimate transmission in two ways: 1) firstly, because of the transmission of

the constant jamming signal, the legitimate transmitter finds the channel always

busy, and thus it prevents the legitimate transmitter to access the channel, 2)

secondly, it increases the interference and noise to delimit the signal reception

quality at the legitimate receiver. Hence, the legitimate communication can be

jammed in these two ways regardless of the type of wireless system. However,

the constant transmission of jamming signals makes the constant jammer energy-

inefficient.

Detection and solution: For the detection of the constant jammer, there

are different statistical tests that are based on received signal strength (RSS),

carrier sensing time (CST), PER, etc. The RSS detector computed the energy of

the received signal and compare it with the predefined threshold value of energy

to decide whether constant jammer is present or absent. Thus, the computed

energy of the received signal confirms the presence of a jammer on the wireless

channel. The constant presence of a jamming signal over the wireless channel may

result in high CST, and thus this information can be used for jammer detection.

Furthermore, legitimate communication is adversely affected because of jamming,

which results in the degradation of PER performance. Therefore, PER can also

be used as a parameter to detect the presence of jamming signals. After the

successful detection of the jammer, it is required to defend the legitimate trans-

mission against jamming attacks. Frequency hopping is a classical anti-jamming

technique that defends against jamming attacks by rapidly changing the carrier

frequency with the help of a pseudo-random sequence. Frequency hopping can

either be proactive or reactive. In the former case, the transmitter proactively

performs pseudo-random channel switching regardless of the presence or absence

of the jammer. In the latter case, frequency hopping is performed by switching

to a different channel only when the jammer is present. Thus, proactive hopping

does not require the detection of the jammer. It should be noted that frequency

hopping is resilient against jamming attacks as long as the jammer does not know

the pseudo-random hopping patterns. Currently, cryptography-based techniques

are employed for the secure generation of pseudo-random hopping patterns. How-

ever, the secret key can also be generated by using PHY-characteristics of channel
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and AFE imperfection.

2.6.2.2 Intermittent Jammer

Intermittent jammer transmits a jamming signal periodically to interfere with

legitimate communication. It sends a jamming signal for a certain time and then

it becomes inactive. Hence, compared to constant jamming, energy consump-

tion is reduced. Therefore, from the perspective of energy-constrained scenarios,

intermittent jamming is preferred over constant jamming. However, jammer’s

performance can have a trade-off between jamming effectiveness and energy effi-

ciency by optimization of the transmit time and inactive span. Particularly, an

increase in the inactive span improves energy efficiency at the cost of jamming

performance degradation.

Detection and solution: For the detection of the intermittent jammer, the

same statistical measurements can be used as that of constant jammer detection.

Moreover, reactive and proactive frequency hopping could be effective solutions

to protect legitimate communication from such jamming attacks.

2.6.2.3 Reactive Jammer

Reactive jammer senses the legitimate user transmission on wireless channel and

when it found that the legitimate user is active, it starts transmitting the jamming

signal to disturb the legitimate transmission. A reactive jammer’s performance

depends on its sensing and successful detection of the legitimate user. In scenarios

where fast fading and shadowing effects dominate, the detection of the legitimate

signal becomes weak, and thus the jammer is unable to detect the legitimate

transmissions and is ineffective in such scenarios. However, it is more energy-

efficient compared to intermittent and constant jammers.

Detection and solution: The reactive jammer only corrupts the reception
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without affecting the legitimate transmitter activity to access the wireless chan-

nel. Hence, CST becomes ineffective for the detection of the reactive jammer.

However, RSS and PER based detection can be used to detect such jammer be-

cause an abnormal increase in RSS and PER depicts the presence of a reactive

jammer. An effective solution to defend the legitimate user against reactive jam-

mer is to assist the legitimate user in becoming undetectable. Direct-sequence

spread spectrum (DSSS) technique spreads the signal over a wide frequency band,

and thus the signal power spectral density is low. In this way, the reactive jam-

mer is unable to track the legitimate traffic activity and it can not corrupt the

legitimate transmission. Classical frequency hopping can also work against the

reactive jammer if the hopping rate is higher than the jammer’s reaction.

2.6.2.4 Adaptive jammer

This jammer can adjust its jamming power to any specified power level to dis-

turb the legitimate transmission. If the channel spanning between transmitter

and receiver is good and signal arriving at the legitimate receiver is strong, then

adaptive jammer increases its jamming power to efficiently corrupt the legitimate

reception. On the other hand, if the channel is having deep fades and a legiti-

mate receiver is not able to decode its received signal, then adaptive jammer may

not send a jamming signal at all. While comparing with the constant, intermit-

tent, and reactive jammers, the adaptive jammer is the most energy-efficient one.

Moreover, as per observations, the adaptive jammer must have the prior knowl-

edge of signal strength of the legitimate receiver for adapting its jamming power.

However, it is a challenging task to obtain a priori knowledge of signal strength in

practice, since the main channel’s strength varies in time and is unknown to the

jammer. This limits the application of the adaptive jammer in practical wireless

systems.

Detection and solution: Due to the adaptive power control mechanism of

an adaptive jammer, it is task challenging to detect it. Joint detection based on

RSS and PER can be performed for the efficient detection of such jammer. If

the value of both RSS and PER is unexpectedly high, it indicates the presence of
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an adaptive jammer. More specifically, the presence of adaptive jammer causes

high RSS and also causes a high PER. Another case is high RSS and low PER,

which indicates a reliable legitimate transmission among legitimate transmitter

and receiver. In order to defend against adaptive jammer, an effective solution

is to evade the adversary. For example, in [47], the authors proposed a pair of

evasion methods to defend against the adaptive jamming attacks that include

channel surfing and spatial retreating solutions. Specifically, in channel surfing,

the legitimate transmitter and receiver are allowed to change their jammed chan-

nel to a new channel. On the other hand, the spatial retreating technique enables

a jammed wireless node to escape by moving away from the jamming area.

2.6.2.5 Intelligent Jammer

The jamming attacks discussed above are based on the PHY and do not consider

the upper layers protocol specifications. On the other hand, an intelligent jammer

exploits the vulnerabilities in the upper-layer protocols to interrupt and jam the

critical control packets in the network. In order to block the legitimate commu-

nications between the source node and the AP, an intelligent jammer can simply

corrupt the request-to-send (RTS) or clear-to-send (CTS) control frames, rather

than data packets, which minimizes its energy consumption. There are several

intelligent jamming attacks such as RTS jammer, CTS jammer, ACK jammer,

etc. An RTS jammer senses the channel to be idle for a specified time period and

transmits a jamming signal to disrupt a possible RTS packet. Contrastly, a CTS

jammer attempts to detect the presence of an RTS frame, and upon detecting

the RTS arrival, it waits for the RTS period plus a specified time interval before

sending a jamming pulse for disrupting the CTS frame. The CTS jamming strat-

egy will results in zero throughput for the legitimate transmission, since no data

packets will be transmitted by the source node without successfully receiving a

CTS frame. Similar to the CTS jamming, an ACK jammer also senses the wire-

less medium, and upon detecting the presence of a packet, it waits for a certain

time interval, and then jams the wireless channel, leading to the corruption of an

ACK frame. If the source node constantly fails to receive the ACK, it will finally
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give up transmitting data packets to the AP.

Detection and solution: The above-mentioned jammers can be detected

by tracking the traffic of MAC control packets to check abnormal events and

behaviors in terms of sending or receiving the RTS, CTS, and ACK. In order

to defend against such attacks, a protocol hopping approach can be used [48].

This approach allows legitimate nodes to hop between different available protocol

parameters to ensure reliable communication even in the presence of such jammer.

Similarly, a game-theoretic framework to defend against such jammer is proposed

in [48], which is based on modeling the interactions between an intelligent jammer

and the protocol functions.
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Chapter 3

Secret Key Generation Using

Channel Quantization with SVD

for Reciprocal MIMO Channels

3.1 Introduction

Due to the broadcast nature of wireless signals, the security of wireless devices

is becoming more challenging than before. Traditional security techniques are

mainly based on cryptographic keys [49] to fulfill the security requirements [50].

However, key establishment, management and distribution processes in wireless

networks, are challenging, especially with current and future heterogeneous and

de-centralized networks. Recently, physical layer security has drawn great re-

search interest because of its capability in eliminating the requirement of an

authenticated communication channel, to manage and distribute keys, by using

channel and noise measurement as a source of randomness to generate secret

keys [50], [51].

In physical layer-based key generation, the transmitter and receiver extract
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random sequences, called secret keys, from the random variations of the recip-

rocal wireless channel between them, and then use them to encrypt and decrypt

the data by performing similar processing at their sides [52], [53]. The funda-

mental theoretical work behind this direction can be traced back to [54], which is

very similar to the work independently done in [55], [56]. The secret key genera-

tion analysis made in [54], was extended to account for the presence of an active

eavesdropper in [57] [58] [59]. In [60], researchers proposed a technique that uses

the short term reciprocity of the radio channel to secure information, in which,

the exchange of information does not require the availability of a common secure

key between two users since the phase of the fading coefficients are used as a

secret key. The proposed technique in [60] can also be used for cryptographic key

agreement between two users. In [61], a technique, which directly quantizes the

complex channel coefficients, was suggested. In [62], discretizing the extracted

coefficients of some practical and standardized multipath components, was in-

vestigated. In [63], level crossing rates of the fading processes are exploited for

key generation. In [64], channel estimates are used as correlated random variable

for information reconciliation. Quantization of channel phases to generate longer

keys for a multi-tone communication system was studied in [65] [66] [67]. On

the other hand, the authors of [68], [69] used time-varying frequency characteris-

tics of OFDM wireless systems to explore channel based key generation and key

agreement.

Multiple-antenna based devices are capable of significantly increasing the ran-

domness of channel, which can be used for secret key generation and agreement.

Recently, multiple antenna links and the corresponding secrecy and secret key

rates are studied in [70], [71]. In [72], the secret key rate for the basic source

model with a MIMO channel was studied. In [73], a practical multiple-antenna

based key generation technique is presented, in which the randomness is extracted

from the measured received signal strength indicator (RSSI). It was shown that

the increase in the number of antennas at Eve could not infer more information

to her about the secret keys generated from the main channel. In [74], the author

proposed two practical key generation techniques for the MIMO-OFDM systems.

The first is based on using precoding matrix indicator (PMI) for secret key gener-

ation, while the second matrix is based on channel quantization for increasing the
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length of the secret key. In RSSI and channel quantization-based key generation

techniques [71], the length of the generated key is not only affected by the chan-

nel randomness, but also by the quantization method applied on the estimated

channel coefficients.

In this work, we develop and propose a key generation method based on chan-

nel quantization with SVD (CQSVD), for increasing the generated key length in

MIMO systems. In specific, the amplitudes and phases of the complex MIMO

channel coefficients, are quantized using the proposed CQSVD method. By us-

ing this method, it is shown that a key vector of length 2M3 can be generated

from a block fading M × M MIMO channel. To achieve key renewal process,

the generated key vector can be updated over each fading block or after several

blocks. Moreover, in this work, encryption is performed on a symbol level basis

rather than bit level-basis to provide more secure communication, since in this

case brute force attack cannot easily be performed on the application layer with-

out using specific devices to capture the data symbols. The obtained results prove

that the employment of such method can significantly increase the key length,

without causing high key mismatch probability or breaking its uniformity and

randomness. Additionally, since the operation of this method highly depends on

the channel, the key performance is tested against the effect of imperfect channel

estimation and imperfect reciprocity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model

is presented. Then, the proposed method is explained in Section III. In Section

IV, the simulation results are discussed, while the conclusion is drafted in Section

V.

3.2 System Model and Preliminaries

We consider a spatial multiplexing MIMO communication system model as pre-

sented in Fig. 3.1. In particular, a legitimate source (Alice) and a legitimate user

(Bob), that are equipped with multiple antennas denoted by Mt and Mr, respec-

tively, want to generate a shared secret key vector by using the channel related

information, i.e., amplitude and phase. The antenna spacing at each terminal is
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Fig. 3.1: The wireless communications scenario considered in this work.

at least have wavelength (λ
2
) to provide sufficiently de-correlated signals. Also,

there is a passive adversary, Eve, who tries to eavesdrop on the communication

between Alice and Bob. Eve is equipped with multiple antennas (Me) and can

listen to all the communication between Alice and Bob, and she also knows the

key extraction algorithm. We also assume that Eve cannot be very close to le-

gitimate nodes, i.e., Eve’s distance to legitimate nodes cannot be less than few

multiples of the wavelength [75]. This will ensure that Bob and Eve experience

independent channel realizations [54]. Under these assumptions, Alice first trans-

mits a reference signal to Bob for channel estimation and then Bob sends back a

reference signal to Alice and after that they apply CQSVD method, which will

be explained in detail in the next section. After that, Alice applies symbol level

encryption on the transmitted data symbol vector xn ∈ CMt×1 using a phase

randomization (PR) vector, made from the extracted key. Alice then transmits

the resulting encrypted data symbol vector x ∈ CMt×1 to Bob. The baseband

received signal at Bob’s side in a matrix form is given by

yb =

√
Ex
Mt

Hbx + zb (3.1)

where, Ex is the symbol energy, Mt is the number of transmit antennas, Hb ∈
C [Mr×Mt] and zb ∈ CMr×1 are the complex channel response and the zero-mean

complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of Bob’s channel, respectively.

The baseband received signal at Eve’s side in matrix form is given by

ye =

√
Ex
Mt

Hex + ze (3.2)
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Where He and ze are the complex channel response, and AWGN of the Eve’s

channel, respectively. It should be noted that in this system we assume that

each antenna (independent of the others) experiences a one-tap Rayleigh fading

channel with constant channel gain over one packet length, but independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d) from one packet to another. Accordingly, the mini-

mum mean square error (MMSE) signal detection at Bob’s and Eve’s side is given

by [76] as follows

x̂
b/e
MMSE = Ŵ

b/e
MMSEyb/e (3.3)

= (H∗b/eHb/e + σ2
zI)−1H∗b/eyb/e (3.4)

= x̂b/e + (H∗b/eHb/e + σ2
zI)−1H∗b/ezb/e. (3.5)

Where H∗ is the hermitian transpose of the channel, while x̂MMSE is the estimated

signal by using MMSE detection method. After this step, the receiver, Bob will

apply symbol based decryption to get the original version of the signal, while Eve

will receive a degraded version of the signal.

3.3 Proposed CQSVD Method

In this section, we explain our proposed CQSVD method to generate a PR vector

for symbol level encryption as presented in Fig. 3.2. Under the assumption

of channel reciprocity, HAB = (HBA)T , where HAB and HBA are the channels

between Alice and Bob and between Bob and Alice, respectively, and (.)T stands

for the transposition. In this way, Alice and Bob are able to compute similar

information for key generation, but Eve is unable to generate similar key [71].

Hence, channels between Alice and Eve HAE and between Bob and Eve HBE are

independent to HAB and HBA, respectively. To generate shared secret key vector

(PR vector) in the multiple antenna system by using CQSVD method, Alice and

Bob perform the following main steps:

1. Estimation of the complex channel coefficient’s matrix.

2. Decomposition of the channel matrix.
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3. Generation of random matrices.

4. Reshaping to generate PR vector.

Each of the main step has further small sub-steps. The detail of the main steps

and their sub-steps is as follows:

3.3.1 Estimation of the Complex Channel Coefficient’s

Matrix

1. In the first step, Alice sends a reference signal ref ∈ CMt×1 to Bob for

channel estimation.

2. Bob estimates the channel HAB ∈ C [Mr×Mt] and sends a reference signal to

Alice (within coherence time).

3. Alice also estimates the channel HBA ∈ C [Mr×Mt] from reference signal.

3.3.2 Decomposition of Channel Matrix

After estimating the channel matrix {H} at both Alice and Bob, each node will

do the following steps:

1. Finding magnitudes and phases of the matrix {H}.

2. In order to generate PR vector for encryption, the channel magnitude ma-

trix and phase matrix are decomposed by using simple SVD or alternative

SVD, and then step (C) and (D) are performed. Firstly, we will explain

matrix decomposition by using simple SVD and then by using alternative

SVD. In linear algebra, SVD states that a rectangular matrix G ∈ C [Mr×Mt]

can be factorized into product of three matrices [77] as follows:

SV D{G} = USVT, (3.6)
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where S is a diagonal matrix, U is a unitary matrix and VT is the transpose

of another unitary matrix. Firstly, We apply simple form of SVD on the

channel’s magnitude and phase matrix and then implement step (C) and

(D) to generate PR vector for encryption. Since applying SVD on the

channel’s magnitude and phase matrix gives 6 matrices, each has size of

(M ×M), where four of them are unitary matrices, while the other two are

diagonal matrices, the total length of resulting PR vector by using simple

SVD is 4M2 + 2M as presented in Fig. 3.2. However, the length can

further be increased by using an alternative form of SVD as presented in

Fig. 3.2. The alternative form of SVD can be used to decompose any matrix

G ∈ C [Mr×Mt] into a weighted, ordered sum of M separable matrices [77] as

follows:

G =
M∑
i=1

Ai =
M∑
i=1

σiui ⊗ vi (3.7)

where ui and vi are the ith columns of the corresponding SVD matrices U

and V, respectively, and σi is the ith ordered singular values from S, and

each Ai is M ×M matrix. Note that the number of non-zero σi is exactly

the rank of the matrix. So, by using this alternative form of SVD both the

channel amplitude matrix as well as channel phase matrix are decomposed

into M matrices, each of which contains M ×M elements. In this way, we

get total 2M quantized matrices per MIMO channel observation, and from

which PR vector of length 2M3 can be obtained by applying steps (C) and

(D), which is much more longer than the length of PR vector by simple

SVD case that is 4M2 + 2M as presented in Fig. 3.2. So, we prefer to use

alternative form of SVD in CQSVD method.

3.3.3 Generation of PR Matrices

After getting matrices from alternate form of SVD, both Alice and Bob will apply

the following procedure on each matrix to generate PR matrices.

1. Take the mean p of each matrix and compare it with every entry of matrix
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SVD

Step 4:  If 𝑢1(k, i)>p; 𝑢1(k, i)=1 else 𝑢1(k, i)=0
for k=1,… M and i=1,……M

{where 𝑢1(k, i) is element of kth row and ith column of 𝑈1)

Step 5: Convert binary into complex phase as
𝑈1= (2*𝑈1-1)*1j,  where j is imaginary

Step 7: PR1=  Concatenate (𝑈1 𝐷𝑆1 𝑉1
𝑇

𝑈2 𝐷𝑆2 𝑉2
𝑇 ))

Step 8: PR=reshape(PR1) 
(where length of PR vector  4𝑀2 + 2𝑀}

Step 2: 𝑆𝑉𝐷{𝑄1} = 𝑈1𝑆1𝑉1
𝑇 ,

𝑆𝑉𝐷{𝑄2} = 𝑈2𝑆2𝑉2
𝑇

Step 6: Repeat step 3, 4, 5 for 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑆1), 𝑉1
𝑇 ,

𝑈2, 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑆2 ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉2
𝑇

Step 1: Calculate 𝑄1=magnitude{𝐻𝑀𝑋𝑀} and 
𝑄2=phase {𝐻𝑀𝑋𝑀} 

Step 4: If 𝑎𝑖(𝑘, 𝑗)> p; 𝑎𝑖(𝑘, 𝑗)=1 else 𝑎𝑖(𝑘, 𝑗)=0
For k=1,… M and J=1,……M

{where 𝑎𝑖(𝑘, 𝑗) is element of kth row and jth column of 𝐴𝑖

Step 5: Convert binary into complex phase as
𝐴𝑖=  (2*𝐴𝑖-1)*1j,  where j is imaginary

Step 6: Repeat step 3, 4, 5 for  all values of  𝐴𝑖
′

Step 2: 𝑄1=  𝑖=1
𝑀 𝐴𝑖 = 𝑖=1

𝑀 𝞼𝑖𝑈𝑖⨂𝑉𝑖 ,

𝑄2 =  𝑖=1
𝑀 𝐴𝑖

′ = 𝑖=1
𝑀 𝞼𝑖

′𝑈𝑖
′⨂𝑉𝑖

′

Step 1: Calculate   𝑄1=magnitude{𝐻𝑀𝑋𝑀} and 
𝑄2=phase {𝐻𝑀𝑋𝑀} 

Alternate SVD

Step 3:   Take p = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐴𝑖) for all i

Step 7: PR1=  Concatenate [𝐴𝑖 𝐴𝑖
′]

Step 8: PR=reshape(PR1) 
{where length of PR vector  2𝑀3}

Alice and Bob estimate channel matrix H

Step 3:   Take p = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑈1)

Fig. 3.2: SVD and Alternate SVD based channel quantization method.

A. If the value of any element is greater than p assign one to that index, else

assign zero. With this procedure the resultant matrix will contain random

values of 1’s and 0’s.

2. As explained earlier that our scheme is based on symbol level encryption, so

we have to convert 1’s and 0’s into phases. We achieve this task by multi-

plying each element in the matrix by 2, subtracting 1 and then multiplying

by “j”, (2 × A − 1) × 1j, where j is an imaginary number. The resultant

matrix is called PR matrix. We apply the above mentioned procedure on

each of the remaining matrices.

3.3.4 Reshaping to Generate PR Vector

1. Finally, we concatenate these PR matrices into one vector called PR vector

of length 2M3.

2. In the literature of channel-based secret key generation methods, data en-

cryption is usually applied on a bit level basis. However, in our method, the

extracted secret key is applied on a symbol level basis as it is composed of

random phases instead of random bits. This feature increases the security
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level against eavesdroppers as compared to bit level encryption.

After generating PR vector, Alice generates a signal, modulates it and divides

modulated symbols into Mt streams, in such a way that each frame contains 2M3

symbols, and then encrypt these symbols by multiplying each symbol with an

element of PR vector, for example, encryption of any symbol xn is given by

rk = Aeφk (3.8)

x = xnrk (3.9)

where rk is an element in PR vector, A = 1 and φk ∈ j,−j are amplitude and

phase of rk, respectively, xn is the original data symbol and x is the encrypted

symbol. The process of decryption x is performed at Bob by dividing output of

MMSE detector by rk.

x̂n = x̂/rk = Aeφk (3.10)

In this way, Bob will get the original symbol. It is mentioned in [71] that theo-

retical results predict M2 growth of key generation rates, without channel quan-

tization, for a MIMO system. However, key of length longer than M2 can be

generated by using different method of quantization [71]. Hence, by using SVD,

at high SNR, we can generate a key vector of length 4M2 + 2M . This length

can further be enlarged by using alternate SVD, which can generate a key vector

of length 2M3. It should be emphasized that unlike the quantization techniques

in [53], [65] and [71], which require public sharing of information about the used

quantization level, the proposed CQSVD method does not require sending any

public messages about quantization. To reduce the key mismatch probability

between the estimated keys and increase its robustness, we propose using power-

ful estimators, whose training data symbols are long enough and have sufficient

power.

It should be noted that in our algorithm due to the comparison with the mean

in the process of key generation (Step C), the key is expected to be uniform and it

will be shown in the next section. The randomness of our key is verified by using
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Run test function for randomness provided by MATLAB Statistics Toolbox as

h=runstest(r), where r is our generated key vector (Step C). This function returns

a test decision for the null hypothesis that the values in the data vector r come in

random order, against the alternative that they do not. The test is based on the

number of runs of consecutive values above or below the mean of r. The value of

result h is 1 if the test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5 % significance level, or

the value is 0 otherwise [78], where h = 0 means random and h = 1 means not

random. In our case, several tests are carried out for different channel and all of

them have given a result of zero, which means the key is random.

3.4 Simulation Results
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Fig. 3.3: Secret key mismatch probability (key error rate) under imperfect channel
estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity.

In this section, simulation results are presented to analyze the effectiveness of

the proposed secret key generation scheme based on CQSVD method. In order

to fully assess the performance of the generated key, two main metrics, which

reflect the effect of the estimated channel and the adopted quantization method,

are evaluated. These metrics include key mismatch probability (error rate) and

key rate (efficiency) per matrix of MIMO channel coefficients. Moreover, the

CQSVD is compared with the state of the art channel quantization alternating

(CQA) method for key generation from reciprocal MIMO channels [79]. In all the

simulations, imperfect channel estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity due
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Fig. 3.4: Secret key rate (efficiency= Bits/channel coefficient) vs SNR, under
imperfect channel estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity.

to possible realistic synchronization, interference and noise errors are taken into

account. This is performed by introducing intentional independent estimation

errors to both Alice and Bob. Thus, the estimated erroneous channels at Alice

and Bob can be modeled as Ĥa = H + ∆Ha and Ĥb = H + ∆Hb, respectively,

where H is the true channel. ∆Ha and ∆Hb are modeled as independent complex

Gaussian noise vectors with zero mean and error variance σ2 = e × 10
−SNRdB

10 .

It should be emphasized that the error variance value of the estimated channel

depends on the quality of the adopted estimator, which is highly affected by the

length of the training sequence and its power. Thus, three variances with different

e’s, corresponding to three different estimators, are considered.

Fig. 3.3 shows the key mismatch probability (KMP) between the generated key

sequences at Alice and Bob, whose estimated erroneous channels are independent,

but have equal variance value since the same estimators are considered at both

sides. It is clear that as σ2 decreases by reducing e from 1 to 0.01, the KMP of

the proposed method (CQSVD) also decreases. Also, it is shown that CQSVD

outperforms CQA method with a quantization level Q equals to 256, at SNRs less

than 30. It should be mentioned that CQA method can have different Q values.

However, for fair comparison, Q=256 is selected for comparison since CQA with

Q=256 can generate the same key rate as that of CQSVD at high SNR, as it can

be shown in Fig. 3.4 at SNR=35 dB. For more details about CQA, readers can

refer to [71]. Fig. 3.4 presents the possible key rate measured in terms of bits

per single estimated channel coefficient and is defined as the average identical
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number of bits that can be extracted from a single channel coefficient. It is

evident from Fig. 3.4 that CQSVD exceeds CQA at low SNRs since the channel

quantization process in CQSVD exploits the orthogonality property brought by

SVD, instead of sector segmentation process employed by CQA, which is more

sensitive to noise than CQSVD. However, at high SNRs, it is noticed that both

CQSVD and CQA have the same key rate as both methods become noise-error

free. In general, for a block fading MxM MIMO system with M2 channel degree

of freedom (coefficients), the length (L) of the generated key can be defined as

L = M2(1 −KMP )c, where c = 2M is the maximum number of generated bits

per estimated channel coefficient. Furthermore, the secrecy rate (SR) can be

defined as SR = (1 −KMP )c. In Fig. 3.5, we show the distribution of the key

before conversion into complex phase (Section III, Step C). It is clear that our key

vector is approximately uniform. Fig. 3.6 presents the phases of the complex RP

vector (Section III, Step D). It is clear that key is approximately random. The

randomness is also verified by run test function, provided by MATLAB Statistics

Toolbox (2015) (as explained earlier in Section III).

Now, since the proposed scheme implements symbol level encryption by using

the generated PR vector, it is of importance to test the effect of the developed

technique on data communication. This can be characterized by calculating the

BER performance versus SNR [50]. The simulation parameters of the considered

spatial multiplexing MIMO system are presented in Table 3.1. In the simula-

tion, in order to check the robustness of the method, both imperfect channel
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Fig. 3.5: Distribution of elements of PR key vector (step D1) (uniformity).
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Fig. 3.6: Phase of final PR key vector (randomness).

Table 3.1: Simulation parameters

No of antenna at Tx 4
No of antenna at Rx 4
Block (Packet) length 128

Modulation 4-QAM
No. of Packets/frame 1000

No. of frames 128
Equalization type MMSE

Fading type Raleigh fading channel

estimation (ICE) and imperfect channel reciprocity (ICR) are considered at all

communication parties [80]. In specific, channel estimation errors are modeled as

mentioned before and we will show performance for e = 0.01 and e = 0.001 . Fig.

3.7 presents the effect of employing secret key generation using CQSVD method

on the BER performance of the considered spatial multiplexing MIMO system.

It is shown that ICE and ICR lead to a small degradation in the BER, due to the

mismatch between the generated PR vectors at both sides. It should be noted

that the resulting small degradation can be overcome by increasing the training

sequence length and its power, where better channel estimation can be obtained.
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Fig. 3.7: BER performance of RP method with QPSK under imperfect channel
estimation and imperfect channel reciprocity.

3.5 Conclusion

This paper has provided a secret key generation method, called CQSVD, which

exploits the reciprocity of M ×M MIMO channel. In this method, a phase ran-

domization (PR) key vector for symbol level encryption is generated by applying

alternative form of SVD on channel’s phase and magnitude matrices. It was

shown that for M ×M MIMO channel, a key length of (2M3) can be generated.

Simulations with a simple 4×4 MIMO channel have been presented. The scheme

has been analyzed for perfect and imperfect channel estimation as well as for

perfect and imperfect channel reciprocity.
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Chapter 4

A New Physical Layer Key

Generation Dimension: Indices

Based Key Generation

4.1 Introduction

The broadcast nature of wireless communication makes it vulnerable to adver-

sarial eavesdropping and intervention. In current wireless networks, to ensure

confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of wireless communication, classic

encryption-based techniques are employed at the upper layers [12]. However,

these techniques may not be suitable for the fifth-generation (5G) and beyond

heterogeneous wireless networks because of the complexity of establishment, man-

agement, and distribution of secret keys in such networks. In addition, with the

development of powerful computing devices, these encryption-based techniques

become more susceptible to sophisticated adversaries. In order to solve the prob-

lems faced by traditional security techniques, the physical layer key generation

provides an efficient complementary solution to both asymmetric and symmetric

encryption algorithms. The basic idea is to exploit the channel reciprocity prop-

erty between communicating nodes as a common source of randomness for secret
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key generation. Also, in a rich multi-path scattering environment, an eavesdrop-

per will experience uncorrelated channel measurements if it is half-wavelength

apart from legitimate nodes. Thus, Eve cannot extract key bits similar to those

extracted by legitimate nodes. Besides, the key generation from channel does not

need any infrastructure for its distribution and management [81].

Among many top research areas in physical layer key generation, securing

the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform has got much

attention [82]. There are several works in the literature proposing different tech-

niques for secret key generation in OFDM based systems. These techniques are

based on the exploitation of phases and amplitudes of the channel impulse re-

sponse (CIR), received signal strength (RSS), and other feedbacks for key gener-

ation [35]. The authors in [83] proposed RSS based key generation for the OFDM

system in indoor and outdoor environments. In [84], multiple independent phases

are quantized to generate secret keys in a multi-tone communication system. On

the other hand, authors of [85] studied the secret key generation of an OFDM

system based on phase change of the time-varying channel frequency response.

In [86], precoding matrix indices along with OFDM subcarriers are exploited to

generate secret keys.

One of the main challenges in the channel-based key generation is to increase

the secret key length while maintaining the randomness and uniformity of the key.

The above-mentioned techniques mainly exploit phases and amplitudes of channel

gains or RSS for random and uniform secret key generation. However, all of these

methods have certain limitations in terms of secret key generation rate [87]. In

order to further enhance the key rate of the conventional key generation methods,

in this work, novel key generation methods for multi-carrier systems are proposed.

The contributions of the proposed work are as follows:

1. New dimensions of secret key generation for single-input single-output

(SISO) multi-carrier communication systems are proposed, where posi-

tions/indices of subcarriers corresponding to the largest channel gains are

exploited to generate secret key bits along with amplitudes of subcarriers.
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Hence, they provide a novel way to enhance the overall key rate of con-

ventional key-based algorithms. The proposed methods are inspired by the

concept of OFDM with index-modulation (OFDM-IM) [88]. Particularly,

similar to the concept of OFDM-IM, the whole OFDM is divided into sub-

blocks and a subset of subcarriers is selected in each subblock. However, in

the proposed algorithms, the subcarriers in each subblock are not selected

based on data to convey information as in OFDM-IM but rather selected

adaptively based on the positions of largest channel gains in each subblock

between legitimate nodes to generate secret keys. Thus, the proposed ap-

proaches will enhance the overall key rate of conventional key generation-

based algorithms.

2. The proposed approaches are applicable to any multi-carrier system such

as OFDM, OFDM-IM [88], and OFDM-SIS [82] [89] for providing confi-

dentiality and authentication against eavesdropping and spoofing attacks,

respectively. In addition, the proposed algorithms also have the potential

to be explored in other domains such as space, time, and code.

3. In order to get useful insights into the proposed key generation methods

different performance metrics such as key mismatch rate (KMR) and key

generation rate (KGR) are evaluated. Moreover, in order to check the

randomness of generated key bits, a statistical test suite provided by the

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is adopted.

Notations : Matrices are denoted by bold-capital letters, vectors are denoted

by bold-small letters. The Hermitian and transpose are represented by ( · )H and

( · )T, respectively. b.c represents the floor function.
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4.2 System Model and the Proposed Algorithm

4.2.1 System Model

The system model is assumed to be single-input single-output (SISO) OFDM

wireless system with time division duplexing (TDD), where the legitimate trans-

mitter (Alice) tries to communicate securely with a legitimate receiver (Bob)

in the presence of a passive eavesdropper (Eve) as shown in Fig. 4.1. The

impulse responses of the channels between Alice-Bob, hb(hab) ∈ C[1×L], Bob-

Alice ha(hba) ∈ C[1×L], and Alice-Eve, he(hae) ∈ C[1×L], are assumed to be

slow varying Rayleigh fading channel with L exponentially decaying taps. The

property of reciprocity is also adopted, where the channel hab can be estimated

from hba. In addition, due to the location and environment differences, both

Bob and Eve are assumed to experience independent channels. At the trans-

Alice

Bob

Eve

Fig. 4.1: A simplified system model for the considered security algorithm.

mitter, the frequency domain OFDM symbols (pilots) can be represented as

s =
[
s0 s1 ... sN−1

]T

∈ C[N×1], where N represents the number of frequency

domain complex data symbols (pilots). In order to map the pilots symbols to

orthogonal subcarriers, the resulting block is passed through an IFFT process

FH ∈ C[N×N ], where F is the discrete Fourier transform matrix. Afterwards, a

cyclic prefix (CP) of length L is inserted by employing the CP appending ma-

trix C ∈ R[(N+L)×N ]. Finally, the resultant signal x is transmitted through the

channel, and reaches to both Bob and Eve. Afterward, each of them uses matrix
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D ∈ R[N×(N+L)] to remove CP and then applies FFT process using the matrix

F ∈ C[N×N ] to convert the signal into the frequency domain for estimating the

channel. The received signal in frequency domain, yb/e ∈ R[N×1], at Bob/Eve

can be given as

yb/e = FD
(
Hb/eCFHs + zb/e

)
, (4.1)

= Hf
b/es + ẑb/e,∈ C[N×1], (4.2)

where vectors zb/e and ẑb/e represent the zero-mean complex additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) and its Fourier transform, respectively, with variance

of σ2
b/e at Bob/Eve. On the other hand, Hb/e(Hab/ae) ∈ C[(N+L)×(N+L)] and

Hf
b/e = Hf

ab/ae = FDHb/eCFH ∈ C[N×N ] represent the Toeplitz matrix corre-

sponding to the channel impulse response and the diagonal matrix corresponding

to the channel frequency response, respectively, with respect to Bob/Eve.

4.2.2 Proposed Algorithms

This section presents the details about the proposed indices based key generation

(IKG) and joint key generation (JKG) algorithms.

The basic steps for the IKG algorithm are as follows:

1. In the first step, Alice and Bob send pilot signals, s =
[
s0 s1 ... sN−1

]T

∈
C[N×1], to each other within the coherence time of the channel to estimate

the channel as explained in subsection 4.2.1. The estimated channel at any

node (Alice/Bob) in frequency domain can be represented as Hf ∈ C[N×N ].

2. The resultant diagonal channel matrix at any node is multiplied with a

random interleaver, R, and the resultant vector can be given as hf =

diag(HfR), where hf ∈ C[N×1]. Note that the interleaving operation is

employed to distribute the deep fades of subchannel uniformly over whole
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Fig. 4.2: Channel magnitude (CM) versus frequency index (FI) for frequency
responses of channel of Bob and Eve (shown in upper part of the figure) alongside
their interleaved channels i.e., Hf

bR and Hf
eR (shown in lower part of the figure)

along with IKG algorithm.

OFDM block and make them look random and uncorrelated as presented

in Fig. 4.2.

3. Afterwards, the whole hf vector is divided into G subblocks with n elements

in each subblock (hβ), where hf = [h1, . . . ,hG], hβ = [hβ,1, . . . , hβ,n], G =

N/n and, β ∈ {1, . . . , G}.

4. In the next step, the absolute values of each of subblock’s elements are

calculated as |hβ,j|, where hβ,j is the jth element of hβ subblock.

5. Afterwards, mβ number of strongest subcarriers are selected in each of hβ

subblock based on the values of |hβ,j|. Finally, their positions/indices are

used to generate key bits by using look-up table. The look-up table maps the

position of indices to key bits. A look-up table example is presented in Table

I for n = 4, mβ = 2. The first column of Table I shows the mβ strongest

subcarriers in hβ subblock, the second column shows the position/indices

of the strongest subcarriers, and the third column shows the generated key

bits corresponding to those indices. The total number of key bits generated
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Fig. 4.3: Proposed IKG and JKG algorithms, where IKG includes all blocks
except the gray ones while JKG includes all blocks.

in any OFDM block is a function of mβ, n, N , and G that can be given as

Gblog2

(
n
mβ

)
c.

Table 4.1: Look-up table for IKG algorithm for m=2 bits and n=4

subblocks Indices Key bits[
|hβ,1| 0 0 |hβ,4|

]
{1, 4} [0 0][

0 |hβ,2| 0 |hβ,4|
]
{2, 4} [0 1][

|hβ,1| 0 |hβ,3| 0
]
{1, 3} [1 0][

0 |hβ,2| |hβ,3| 0
]
{2, 3} [1 1]

In order to further clarify IKG, consider the following example. Lets suppose

we have hf ∈ C[N×1], N = 128, mβ = 2, and n = 4. Afterwards, hf is divided

into G = N/n = 128/4 = 32 subblocks. In each subblock, mβ = 2 strongest

subcarriers are selected. Afterwards, the positions of these subcarriers for each

subblock are mapped to generate key bits by using Table I. The total number

of key bits generated by OFDM block is 64 for IKG algorithm. Note that mβ

can take any value from the set, {1, . . . , n− 1}, but in this algorithm one of the

values from this set is used for all subblocks, mβ = 2.

In order to further enhance the key rate of IKG, a joint key generation (JKG)

approach is suggested. In the JKG approach, bits are generated by using both

indices as well as amplitudes of subcarriers. The first four steps (1, 2, 3, 4) of

JKG are similar to the IKG algorithm. In the fifth step, firstly, the key bits
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are generated from the indices of hβ subblock similar to the fifth step of IKG.

Afterwards, the average of absolute values of subblock’s element is calculated as

follows:

avβ =

∑n
j=1 |hβ,j|
n

, (4.3)

where β ∈ {1, . . . , G}. Finally, each element of hβ subblock is compared with its

mean, avβ, to generate secret key bits. For example, if |hβ,j| > avβ, 1 is generated

as key bit otherwise 0 is generated. Hence, JKG based approach provides a higher

key rate by exploiting both indices and amplitudes. For example, in the case of

N = 128, mβ = 2, n = 4, and by using look-up Table I, the total number of bits

generated by OFDM block is 192 for JKG algorithm. The summary of the basic

steps of IKG and JKG algorithms is presented in Fig. 4.3.

Due to channel decorrelation assumption, the generated key bits at legitimate

and illegitimate nodes for IKG and JKG approaches will be different. The rea-

son is that, even though the illegitimate node applies the same key generation

method as the legitimate node, due to different channel responses compared to

the legitimate node, the resultant key bits are different.

4.3 Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results are presented to demonstrate and analyze the

effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. A practical SISO-OFDM system with

N = 128 subcarriers and a CP of length L is considered. The total number of

subblocks in each OFDM block is N/n = 32 with n = 4, and mβ = 2. Note

that the values of N , G, n, and mβ have different effects on the proposed al-

gorithm. However, the current simulations present one example of these cases.

An identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) block-fading channel with coef-

ficients having Rayleigh distribution is considered. The length of the multi-path

channel between any communicating node pair is equal to L = 9 samples, where

exponentially decaying power delay profile is considered [90].
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Fig. 4.4: KMR versus SNR performance under imperfect channel reciprocity and
imperfect channel estimation for IKG, JKG, and CKG approaches.

The performance comparisons between IKG, JKG, and conventional key gen-

eration (CKG) approaches are presented here. IKG and JKG algorithms are

explained earlier while the CKG approach is based on key generation from the am-

plitudes of estimated channel coefficients by comparing them with their mean [91].

The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is presented in terms of KMR and

KGR [92]. Moreover, the randomness of the key bits is evaluated by using a

statistical test suite provided by NIST. Furthermore, the effects of imperfect

channel reciprocity and imperfect channel estimation that exist due to noise,

interference, and synchronization errors are taken into consideration [93]. The

estimated channel along with the effect of imperfections at Alice and Bob can be

given as: Ĥf
ba = Hf + ∆Hf

ba and Ĥf
ab = Hf + ∆Hf

ab, respectively, where Hf

represents the perfect channel. ∆Hf
ba and ∆Hf

ab are modeled as independent

complex Gaussian noise vectors with zero mean and error variance σ2, where

σ2 = e× 10
−SNRdB

10 , wherein e ∈ R is a scale that corresponds to estimator qual-

ity. It should be noted that the quality of the estimator directly affects the error
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variance value of the estimated channel such that better quality estimator results

in lower values of error variance, σ2. In the current work, three estimators with

different qualities that correspond to three different values of e are considered

such as e ∈ {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}.
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Fig. 4.5: KGR versus SNR performance under imperfect channel reciprocity and
imperfect channel estimation for IKG, JKG, and CKG approaches.

Fig. 4.4 presents KMR versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) plots between the

generated key at Alice and Bob under imperfect channel assumption for IKG,

JKG, and CKG approaches, where imperfections are assumed to be independent

at legitimate nodes but with equal error variance value. It is observed that as the

values of σ2 decreases by reducing the values of e from 0.01 to 0.0001, the KMR

for all of the algorithms decreases. It is also observed that the key generation

for the IKG approach is better than the JKG approach while the KMR for the

CKG approach is worst compared to others. Moreover, Fig. 4.4 also presents the

KMR at the eavesdropper that generates key bits based on its channel by using

the JKG approach. Thanks to channel decorrelation, there is a significant gap

between the KMR at the legitimate node and Eve as compared to all the cases

at legitimate nodes.

Fig. 4.5 presents the KGR (efficiency= bits/channel coefficient) versus SNR

comparisons between IKG, JKG, and CKG approaches. It is observed from the
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figure that as the values of e decrease, from 0.01 to 0.0001, the KGR improves for

all approaches. It is also observed that the JKG approach outperforms both the

CKG and IKG approaches in terms of KGR while the KGR of CKG approach is

in between KGR of JKG and IKG approaches as shown in Fig. 4.5. Moreover,

considering the KMR and KGR of CKG and JKG approaches from Fig. 4.4 and

Fig. 4.5 jointly, it is observed that due to the exploitation of the proposed dimen-

sion, there is an increase in the overall key rate in the JKG approach compared to

the CKG approach without degrading the KMR performance. More specifically,

there is a 50 % increase in key rate as presented by the JKG plot compared to

the CKG approach due to the involvement of the proposed dimensions of key

generation. Moreover, Fig. 4.5 also presents the KGR performance of Eve, where

it is using the JKG approach based on its channel. It is observed that Eve has

the worst performance in terms of KGR compared to all the cases with respect

to generated key bits at the legitimate nodes due to channel decorrelation.

In order to evaluate the randomness of the key bits a statistical test suite

provided by NIST is used [94]. There are 15 tests in NIST’s statistical test suite,

where each test evaluates a particular random characteristic. For example, the

periodic features of the sequence are detected by the DFT test, the proportion

of ones and zeros are detected by the frequency test. All of these tests return

a P − value in order to check the randomness of the sequence. The P − value
is compared with a significance value, α, where range of α is [0.001, 0.01]. The

sequence is accepted as random if P − value > α, otherwise it is considered

as non-random, where we choose α = 0.01 [95]. The generated bitstream by

our algorithm meets the input size recommendation of 8 NIST tests because the

remaining tests require a very long sequence e.g 106. Therefore, we ran 8 tests,

which still satisfies the requirements of NIST [95] [94]. It is observed from Table II

that the generated bitstream by the proposed algorithms (IKG and JKG) passed

the conducted randomness tests of the NIST test suite. More specifically, the

P − values for our case are greater than 0.01.
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Table 4.2: NIST statistical test suite results. The P − value from each test is
listed below. To pass a test, the P − value for that test must be greater than
0.01.

P − values (IKG) P − values (JGK)

Frequency 0.774 0.762

Block frequency 0.820 0.796

Runs 0.748 0.723

Longest run of 1s 0.601 0.531

DFT 0.782 0.741

Serial
0.611

0.590

0.583

0.501

Approx. Entropy 0.514 0.482

Cumulatic sum (forward) 0.672 0.625

Commulative sum (reverse) 0.601 0.599

4.4 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this work, efficient algorithms are proposed for secret key generation from

the wireless channel, where key bits are not only generated by amplitudes of

the subcarriers but also by the indices of subcarriers corresponding to highest

channel gains. Specifically, in the first step, the communicating nodes convert

the correlated frequency response of the channel at them into random order by

exploiting random interleaver. Afterwards, the estimated channel response in the

frequency domain at them is partitioned into small subblocks. Finally, the key

bits are generated by both amplitudes of individual subcarriers by comparing with

their mean as well as by indices/positions of good sub-channels in each subblock

by employing a look-up table. The proposed novel dimensions for secret key

generation results in the enhancement of overall KGR without degrading overall

performance as shown by simulation results. More specifically, there is a 50

% increase in key rate as shown by JKG performance compared to the CKG

approach due to the involvement of the proposed dimensions of key generation.

For future work, different variations of the proposed algorithm assuming different

activation ratios and block sizes can be considered. In addition, the proposed
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algorithm of secret key generation can be extended to other domains such as

time, space, and code domains.
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Chapter 5

Enhancing Physical Layer

Security of OFDM Systems

Using Channel Shortening

5.1 Introduction

Due to the broadcast characteristics of wireless communication services, it is

inherently vulnerable to eavesdropping and spying. Thus, designing effective

and efficient security techniques is one of the most crucial requirements [92].

The conventional security techniques are mainly focused on cryptography, but

they are not sufficient due to their high complexity in key’s establishment and

management, especially for future decentralized network [93]. Nowadays, physical

layer security (PLS) techniques have drawn a lot of attention due to their ability

to solve the challenges in the conventional encryption-based techniques. The PLS

techniques provide security by means of exploiting the impairments of the wireless

channel, such as noise, fading and interference, etc.

Among the many emerging PLS fields, securing OFDM transmission has be-

come one of the most important areas of PLS research [93]. This is due to the
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fact that OFDM is the most popularly used technique in current and for future

wireless systems because of its high spectral efficiency, and ability to combat

frequency-selective fading channels [93]. In the literature, a lot of PLS tech-

niques have been proposed to secure OFDM. These techniques include: a) secret

key generation [96], b) artificial noise (AN) [97], c) signal feature suppression [98],

and d) channel based adaptive transmission, such as adaptive power allocation

and pre-equalization based on Bob’s channel for PLS [50].

In OFDM, to combat multipath fading effects of the channel, a cyclic prefix

(CP) is inserted between OFDM blocks [99]. The CP ensures immunity to mul-

tipath effect only if the length of the channel delay spread is less than or equal to

the CP. Otherwise, it will destroy the orthogonality of subcarriers and will cause

ISI. However, the length of channel delay spread is very long for certain outdoor

multipath channels. Thus, they require longer CP, causing more spectral and

power efficiency loss [100].

To avoid this efficiency loss due to longer CP, one solution is to reduce the

length of effective channel by means of channel shortening (CS) [99]. In the

literature, a lot of techniques have been proposed in order to design coefficients

of the channel shortening filter by using time or frequency domain characteristics

of the channel. The proposed methods in [99] [100] [101] tried to shorten the

channel on the basis of its time domain characteristic. These techniques try to

maximize the energy inside the window that contains V + 1 consecutive samples

of the channel, where V is CP length. In [102], a method of CS is proposed,

in which the channel is shortened by removing the zeros of an all-zero wireless

system model with the help of series of cascaded feedback filters. The proposed

techniques in [103] [104] [105] exploit frequency domain characteristics of channel

to design filter coefficients. These techniques try to maximize sub-channel Signal

to Interference and Noise Ratio (SSINR) to enhance the data rate. The above

mentioned techniques require training sequence for CS operation and in order

to avoid transmission of training sequence, blind CS base schemes have been

proposed [106].

In the literature, CS techniques are mainly applied at receiver side, and only
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a few studies reported its use at the transmitter. To the best of the authors’

knowledge, no work has been reported to use CS technique for PLS. Therefore,

in this study, a simple approach to provide PLS by using CS is presented. More

specifically, the basic idea is to use smaller CP, and apply CS method at trans-

mitter side, and design the equalizer coefficients in such a way that the effective

channel for Bob does not cause ISI, while effective channel for Eve causes ISI.

Although CS at the transmitter looks similar to pre-equalization but they are

different, because in CS the channel is shortened in time domain, while in pre-

equalization, the amplitude and phase of the channel are equalized in frequency

domain [99], [100]. Thus, CS has lower peak to average power (PAPR) and is

more robust to channel estimation errors as compared to pre-equalization [99]. It

is shown by simulation results that the use of smaller CP and CS schemes with

respect to Bob’s channel at transmitter can provide QoS based security.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The system model is presented in

Section II, followed by the proposed approach for using CS for security in Section

III. Section IV presents simulation results, and the paper is concluded in Section

V.

5.2 System Model and Preliminaries

Our system model consists of a legitimate transmitter (Tx), called Alice, that

wants to have a secure communication with a legitimate receiver (Rx), called Bob,

in the presence of a passive eavesdropper, called Eve, as presented in Fig. 5.1.

The notations hb(hab) and he(hae) denote slow varying rayleigh fading coefficients

from source to destination and source to Eve, respectively, while nbk and nek

represent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at source to destination and

source to Eve, respectively. Channel reciprocity property is also adopted, where

the channel from Alice to Bob can be estimated from the channel of Bob to Alice

in TDD system, i.e. hab = hba.
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Fig. 5.1: System Model.

5.3 Proposed Approach to Use CS for Security

Consider a simplied OFDM based model with CS shortener w(n) as presented

in Fig. 5.1. At the Tx, the total number of modulated symbols in one block

is N , that also represents the utilized frequency spectrum. Thus, the frequency

domain of each OFDM symbol can be represented as X = [X0 X1 ..... XN−1] ∈
C [N×1]. These blocks are then passed through an IFFT process, which maps

the frequency domain data symbols to time domain points represented by

x = [x0 x1 ... xN−1] ∈ C [N×1]. To avoid ISI, a CP of length V is inserted at

the beginning of the block. The resultant signal is then passed through time

domain channel shortener, w(n), as presented in Fig. 5.1. Finally, the signal is

transmitted through the channel, and reaches to both Bob and Eve. The output

of linear time-invariant wireless OFDM with respect to Bob’s channel without

w(n) is given by

yb(n) = hb(n) ∗ x(n) =
L−1∑
k=0

hb(k)x(n− k). (5.1)

We can re-write the above equation as follows

yb(n) = hb0x(n) +
v∑
k=1

hb(k)x(n− k)+

L−1∑
k=v+1

hb(k)x(n− k). (5.2)
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The output of linear time-invariant wireless OFDM with respect to Eve’s channel

without w(n) is given by

ye(n) = he(n) ∗ x(n) =
L−1∑
k=0

he(k)x(n− k) (5.3)

The above equation can be reformulated as

ye(n) = he0x(n) +
v∑
k=1

he(k)x(n− k)+

L−1∑
k=v+1

he(k)x(n− k). (5.4)

The first term at the right side of equation 2 and 4 is the desired term for Bob

and Eve, respectively, while the second and third terms are the undesired ones.

The second term can be handled by CP, while the third term causes ISI. More

specifically, if the channel length is equal to or less than CP then CP can remove

ISI completely but if the channel length is greater than CP then it can destroy

the orthogonality of the system, and causes performance degradation. This is the

basic principle that is used for CS based security concept.

To avoid efficiency loss due to longer CP, smaller CP is preferred with chan-

nel shortening techniques. In the literature, majority work is based on channel

shortening techniques at receiver side and no work has been reported related to

PLS based CS. Therefore, in this work, CS techniques are applied in such a way

that they not only provide spectral and power efficiency, but also provide QoS

based security. Our idea can be applied by using two approaches:

(A) Approach 1: Shortening based on Bob’s and Eve’s channels.

(B) Approach 2: Shortening based on Bob’s channel only.
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5.3.1 Approach 1: Shortening based on Bob’s and Eve’s

Channels

We use smaller CP and apply CS technique at the transmitter by designing w(n)

with respect to channel of both Bob and Eve, simultaneously. More specifically,

the filter coefficients w(n) are designed in such a way that the energy of the

effective channel at Bob, heffb = w(n) ∗ hb(n), gets concentrated in a window

of V + 1 consecutive samples of effective channel, while the energy of effective

channel at Eve, heffe = wb(n) ∗ he(n), gets concentrated out of window of length

(V + 1). In this way, CP is enough for Bob, while CP is not enough for Eve, so

ISI is caused at Eve.

5.3.2 Approach 2: Shortening based on Bob’s Channel

only

We use smaller CP and apply CS technique at the transmitter by designing w(n)

with respect to the channel of Bob only. In this approach, w(n) are designed in

such a way that the energy of the effective channel at heffB = w(n) ∗ hb(n) gets

concentrated in the window of length V + 1 while the energy of tails around it

get minimized out of window.

Both of the above mentioned approaches can provide QoS based security. It

should be noted that the first approach can provide more security, but it requires

channel state information of Eve which is not always available. Thus, in this work,

we focus on the second approach. To show the effectiveness of second approach,

we design CS coefficients by using two channel shortening techniques based on

Bob’s channel and we apply them at the transmitter side. As the coefficients are

designed with respect to Bob’s channel, this approach not only provides spectral

and power efficiency but also QoS based security. These techniques are as follows:

1. Maximum shortening SNR (MS-SNR)-based CS.
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(a) Bob’s channel (b) MS-SNR-CS(Bob) (c) ZT-CS(Bob)

(d) Eve’s channel (e) MS-SNR-CS(Eve) (f) ZT-CS(Eve)

Fig. 5.2: Channel at Bob and Eve with MSSNR-CS and ZT-CS.

2. Z-Transform (ZT)-based CS.

5.3.2.1 Maximum Shortening SNR (MS-SNR)-based CS

The MS-SNR-based technique [99] helps to design equalizer coefficients such that

the maximum energy lies just in a portion of the effective channel that is less

than or equal to V + 1. Let us suppose Hb is the toeplitz matrix for hb and

heffb = Hbw is the effective channel after passing through equalizer. Let us

suppose pwinb = Hwinbw, represents a window of V +1 consecutive samples of heffb

where we want to concentrate maximum energy and pwallb = Hwallbw represents

the remaining L + t − V − 2 samples, where L is the length of channel, t is

length of effective channel, V is CP length and Hwinb & Hwallb are parts of Hb

corresponding to pwinb and pwallb, respectively.

We can define MS-SNR problem as to “maximize ||pwinb|| subject to the con-

straint ||pwallb|| = 1” . The problem can be defined as

max
w

(wTBw) subject to wTAw = 1, (5.5)
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A = HT
wallbHwallb, B = HT

winbHwinb. (5.6)

The solution of the above equation leads to the equalizer coefficients w(n) that

satisfy the generalized eigenvector problem given as

Bw = λAw. (5.7)

The solution of the above problem for w(n) will be the generalized eigenvec-

tor corresponding to the largest generalized eigenvalue λ. Alternatively, we can

also define MS-SNR problem as to “minimize ||pwallb|| subject to the constraint

||pwinb|| = 1”. The solution for w(n) will be the generalized eigenvector corre-

sponding to the smallest generalized eigenvalue λ̄.

5.3.2.2 Z-Transform (ZT)-based CS

The impulse response of wireless channel can be represented as a finite impulse

response (FIR) filter thus it has only zeros. In this method the channel is short-

ened by removing zeros of wireless channel with the help of series of cascaded

feedback filters. In order to derive filter coefficients based on Bob’s channel, we

apply Z-transform on both sides of equation (1) and then simplify it by using

partial fraction as follows

Hb(z) =
Yz
Xz

= h0

L−2∏
k=0

(1− rkz−1). (5.8)

where rk is the root (also know as the zero) of H(z). The inverse of the factor

“(1−rkz−1)” is stable and causal if the zero “rk” is inside unit circle, which ensures

that the system ak(z) = 1/(1−rkz−1) and Hb(z)ak(z) are both causal and stable.

Thus, the zeros of channel can be canceled by using ak(z) = 1/(1− rkz−1), that

can be implemented by using feedback with lower complexity, such that one zero

of channel can be canceled by one feedback filter. In order to cancel e taps of

channel, we require e feedback filter. Thus, CS based shortener w(n) consists of

series of cascaded feedback filters ak(z).
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From the above mentioned techniques, the coefficients for CS based techniques

are calculated based on Bob’s channel and applied at the transmitter. Finally,

signal passes through hb and he and reaches to Bob and Eve. After receiving,

each of them will first discard the CP and then perform FFT process. After that,

both receivers will apply frequency domain equalization. The effective channel at

Bob, heffb(n) = hb(n) ∗w(n), does not cause ISI because CP is enough to combat

ISI. The received signal at Bob with w(n) is given by

yb =
L−1∑
k=1

heffB(k)x(n− k). (5.9)

The effective channel at Eve, heffe(n) = he(n) ∗ w(n), causes ISI because CP is

not enough at Eve. The received signal at Eve with w(n) is given by

ye =
L−1∑
k=1

heffE(k)x(n− k) (5.10)

Due to ISI there will be a degradation for Eve’s BER performance that will

provide QoS based security.

5.4 Simulation Result

In this section, the channel impulse response (CIR) at Bob and Eve before and

after CS techniques as well as the simulation results using bit error rate (BER)

as a metric [96], [107] are presented to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed

method. The basic simulation parameters are presented in Table 5.1.

In Fig. 5.2 CIR at Bob and Eve before and after the channel shortening

techniques is presented. Fig. 5.2. a, 5.2. b and 5.2. c present the CIR at

Bob before shortening, Bob with MS-SNR-based CS and Bob with ZT-based CS,

respectively. It should be noted that MS-SNR-based CS algorithm concentrates

maximum energy of effective channel in window of V + 1 length as much as

possible, and minimizes energy out of window as much as possible, but there is

still some leakage outside the window that causes some ISI. On the other hand,
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Table 5.1: System parameters

Modulation QAM
Channel Rayleigh fading channel

Bob’s Channel length hb 16
Eve’s Channel length he 16

FFT size 64
CP length (required) 16

CP length (used) 8
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Bob-MSSNR CS
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Bob-MSSNR-CS

(IPCE a=0.1)

EVE

Fig. 5.3: BER performance for MS-SNR-CS.

ZT-based algorithm can eliminate ISI completely as compared to MS-SNR and

there is negligible leakage.

On the other hand, Fig. 5.2. d, 5.2. e and 5.2. f show the CIR at Eve before

shortening, Eve with MS-SNR-based CS and Eve with ZT-based CS, respectively.

It is observed that MS-SNR and ZT-based CS algorithm do not help too much to

Eve to concentrate energy inside window of V +1 because w(n) is designed based

on Bob’s channel which is different from Eve’s channel due to spatial decorrelation

nature of the wireless channel. Thus, Eve will suffer from the leakage in window

out of V + 1 and CP will not be enough for Eve.
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In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, simulation results are shown by using BER as a

metric. In all simulations, the effect of imperfect channel estimation that may

occur due to possible noise, interference etc. is taken into account.

The imperfectly estimated channel at Alice and Bob can be modeled by adding

intentional errors (∆hT/R) to the perfect channel (hb) at both the transmitter

and receiver and is given by ĥT/R = hb+ ∆hT/R, where ∆h is modeled as an

independent complex Gaussian noise vectors with zero mean and error variance

σ2 = a× 10
−SNRdB

10 , where a represents different estimation qualities [107], [108].

In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 the BER performance at Bob and Eve for MS-SNR and

ZT-based CS algorithm is presented. The results show BER performance at Bob

under different estimation qualities with a=0 (perfect estimation), a=0.05 and

a=0.1. It is shown in both cases that there is some degradation due to imperfect

channel estimation. However, this degradation can be overcome by using training

sequence of longer length and by using higher power. Furthermore, Fig. 5.3 and

Fig. 5.4 also present performance of conventional OFDM (OFDM-Ref.) for

comparison. In OFDM-Ref. no CS is applied and longer CP corresponding to

channel length (L) is used. It is shown that the performance of ZT-based CS

is approximately same as OFDM-Ref., while there is a small degradation in the

performance of MS-SNR based CS as compared to both ZT-based and OFDM-

Ref. The reason is that although MS-SNR-based CS algorithm concentrate the

energy of effective channel in window of V + 1 as much as possible but there is

still some leakage as presented in Fig. 5.2. b.

Moreover, Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 also present performance for Eve. It is

observed that there is a BER performance degradation at Eve for both MS-SNR

and ZT based CS. The reason is that the equalizer coefficients w(n) are designed

based on Bob channel and w(n) will not help Eve to shorten its channel and thus

the effective channel causes ISI and detroies the orthogonality at Eve. The BER

performance at Eve is greater than 10−2, which can provide QoS based security

[107]. More specifically, it can secure voice communication between legitimate

parties as per LTE [107]. Hence, our algorithm can provide QoS based security.
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Fig. 5.4: BER performance for ZT-CS.

5.5 Conclusion

In this work, a practical spectral and power efficient security method is presented

that is based on channel shortening. Channel shortening equalizer coefficients are

designed based on Bob’s channel and CS is used at transmitter in such a way that

the effective channel ensures no ISI at Bob, while causing ISI and performance

degradation at Eve, thus, QoS based security can be provided. The simulation

results are given for both perfect and imperfect channel estimation to demonstrate

the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm. The proposed scheme

can provide QoS based security and can successfully secure voice communication

between legitimate parties. The idea can be extended to provide security to any

single carrier or multi carrier CP based system.
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Chapter 6

Adaptive OFDM–IM for

Enhancing Physical Layer

Security and Spectral Efficiency

6.1 Introduction

The inherent broadcast characteristic of wireless communication makes it vul-

nerable to the passive eavesdropping. Conventionally, security techniques in the

upper layers, such as cryptography based techniques, have been employed for

secure transmission. However, such security techniques may not be adequate for

future decentralized networks due to their high complexity in implementation and

computation [109]. Furthermore, the emergence of powerful computing devices

makes these techniques vulnerable to sophisticated adversaries. In order to cope

up with these problems, Physical Layer Security (PLS) techniques have attracted

a lot of attentions [110]. PLS techniques exploit the dynamic features of wire-

less communications, such as channel randomness, interference and noise, etc., to

prevent the eavesdropper from decoding data while ensuring that the legitimate

user can decode it successfully [109]. In the literature, practical signal processing

based PLS techniques are proposed in order to secure communication between
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legitimate parties [111], [112].

On the other hand, Index Modulation (IM) is an emerging technique for future

wireless networks because of its higher Energy Efficiency (EE) and controllable

Spectral Efficiency (SE) [113]. Spatial Modulation (SM) and OFDM-IM are two

well known applications. Especially, OFDM-IM has been studied intensively in

the literature [113], [114]. Unlike conventional OFDM, which sends data via

M-ary signal constellation, in OFDM-IM, data is sent by both M-ary signal con-

stellation and indices of the subcarriers. Due to high EE and adjustable SE,

it is considered not only for Machine Type Communication (MTC) but also for

high speed wireless communication systems [113], [115]. There are a lot of in-

teresting works for enhancing spectral efficiency of SM and OFDM-IM. In [116],

pre-coding based technique is proposed in which spatial modulation works in both

the in-phase and quadrature parts of the received signals, thus conveying addi-

tional information bits compared with conventional generalized precoding-aided

spatial modulation. In [117], information is conveyed through multiple distin-

guishable modes and their full permutations. Authors proposed frequency index

modulation technique and a joint code-frequency index modulation techniques

for enhancing energy and spectral efficiency in [118] and [119], respectively. The

proposed techniques are simple and can reduce PAPR without sacrificing data

rate. In [120], authors proposed a scheme to enhance the spectral and energy

efficiency by using initial conditions to generate different chaotic sequences that

can convey extra bits per transmission.

In the following, we will first explain some of the related and popular PLS tech-

niques for OFDM and then for SM and finally for OFDM-IM. In the literature,

many promising PLS techniques have been proposed for OFDM. In [121], secret

key generation based techniques are proposed for OFDM system. The basic idea

is to extract random sequence from the wireless channel. Motivated by the effec-

tiveness of Artificial Noise (AN) for providing PLS, authors in [122] added AN

signal on top of OFDM data signal in such a way that when the AN passes through

the channel it gets accumulated in Cyclic Prefix (CP) at the legitimate receiver

only. Thus, it causes no interference at the legitimate receiver, but degrades the

performance of Eve. In [123], signal feature suppression based PLS technique
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was proposed. In this technique certain signal features are suppressed to avoid

eavesdropping, such as CP periodicity feature concealing. Furthermore, adap-

tation based security techniques are also very popular PLS techniques in which

transmitter parameters are adjusted in order to fulfill the Quality of Service (QoS)

requirement of the legitimate receiver only, for example, adaptive modulation and

coding with Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [124], fading based sub carrier ac-

tivation technique [125], optimal power allocation based techniques [126], channel

shortening [127], OFDM-subcarrier index selection for enhancing PLS [128], etc.

It may be noted that adaptation based techniques, such as adaptive modulation

and coding can jointly enhance the security and spectral efficiency of wireless

systems [126].

Now moving from PLS techniques for OFDM to PLS for IM. There are a

few interesting PLS techniques proposed in the literature for SM in MIMO sys-

tems [129]- [130]. In [129], authors proposed transmit precoding based PLS tech-

niques for SM. Moreover, jamming signal based PLS techniques are presented

in [131]. In [132], authors proposed PLS techniques based on exploiting the chan-

nel reciprocity of Time Division Duplex (TDD) system to redefine the transmit

antenna indices. However, the proposed technique cannot secure data symbol

modulation. In order to solve this deficiency, the authors in [133] proposed a

technique in which the rotation of both the indices of transmit antennas and

constellation symbols based on the channel state information of the legitimate

receiver are exploited. Thus, securing both index modulation and data symbol

modulation. To the best of authors’ knowledge, the first work related to PLS

in OFDM-IM has recently been introduced in [130]. The authors investigate the

randomized mapping rules based on channel reciprocity in TDD mode in order

to secure both data symbol modulation and index modulation but in that work

spectral efficiency is not taken into account.

In the literature, majority of the works related to PLS are focused on the

enhancement of security, but only a few works are reported to focus on the joint

consideration of both spectral efficiency and security. Moreover, there are some

techniques in which security is achieved at the cost of loss in resources.
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Inspired by the need for joint consideration of security and SE, in this paper, we

propose algorithms for the enhancement of PLS of OFDM-IM and for the quality

of service (QoS) based communication in order to enhance SE of OFDM-IM. The

proposed algorithms are based on adaptive subcarrier switching and adaptive

modulation. More specifically, three approaches are proposed, namely OFDM

with Adaptive Index Modulation and Fixed Constellation Modulation (OFDM-

AIM-FCM) for enhancing PLS and SE, OFDM with Adaptive Index Modulation

and Adaptive Constellation Modulation (OFDM-AIM-ACM) for enhancing PLS

and SE and OFDM with Variable Index Modulation and Variable Constellation

Modulation (OFDM-VIM-VCM) for QoS based communication in order to en-

hance SE. In particular, the first two approaches are based on channel based

adaptation of subcarrier activation ratios and constellation modulation orders of

subblocks in OFDM-IM by utilizing channel reciprocity concept in TDD mode

while the third approach is based on QoS based adaptation. The works in [116]

and [117] focus on spectral efficiency alone without considering security concerns

while first two proposed schemes provide security with some enhancement in spec-

tral efficiency. The scheme in [117] and our third proposed algorithm both target

enhanced SE, while the proposed technique keeps the benefits of OFDM-IM,

namely low ICI and high EE, [117] does not keep these benefits.

Notation: Bold, lowercase and capital letters are used for column vectors and

matrices, respectively. rank (A) and det (A) denote the rank and determinant

of A, respectively. λi(A) is the ith eigenvalue of A. The expectation of an event

is denoted by E{.} and P (.) stands for probability of an event. S denotes the

complex signal constellation of size M . b.c is the floor function and Q(.) denotes

the tail probability of the standard Gaussian distribution. CN (0, σ2
X) represents

the distribution of a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable X

with variance σ2
X . (.)H and (.)T denote Hermitian transposition and transposition,

respectively.
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6.2 System Model and Preliminaries

In this work, we consider a Single Input Single Output (SISO) OFDM-IM sys-

tem. The basic system model consists of a legitimate Transmitter (Tx), Alice,

that wants to communicate securely with a legitimate Receiver (Rx), Bob, in the

presence of an illegitimate node, Eve, as shown in Fig. 6.1, where TDD is con-

sidered as an operational mode. The notations hab(hb) ∈[1×L] and hae(he) ∈[1×L]

denote the slow varying multi-path Rayleigh fading exponentially decaying chan-

nel from Alice to Bob and Alice to Eve, respectively, where L is the length of

the channel. In this work, Eve is considered to be passive, and hence there is

no knowledge of Eve’s channel at Alice. Moreover, it is also assumed that Eve

is not very close to Bob such that Bob and Eve will have independent channel

realizations [128]. In addition, the property of channel reciprocity is also adopted

in this work, where the channel from Alice to Bob (hab) can be estimated from

the channel of Bob to Alice (hba) in TDD.

hab
Alice

Eve

Bob

Fig. 6.1: System Model.

6.3 Adaptive OFDM-IM Model and Proposed

Algorithms

In this Section, basic concepts related to OFDM-IM with respect to adaptivity

as well as proposed algorithms for enhancing PLS and SE are presented.
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6.3.1 Adaptive OFDM-IM Model

In this subsection, OFDM-IM model [113], [114] with respect to Channel Based

Adaptation (CBA) is explained. In this system, we employ a simplified OFDM-

IM model as presented in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, where Fig. 6.2 presents the

OFDM-IM transmitter (Tx) while Fig. 6.3 presents the OFDM-IM receiver (Rx),

respectively. Let us suppose that mi number of information bits, corresponding

to ith block, enters the OFDM-IM for the transmission, where the value of mi

is different for different OFDM-IM blocks due to CBA and will be explained in

subsection III.B. These mi bits are split into G groups, such that each group

contains pj bits, where j ∈ {1, ......, G}. The pj may be different for different

groups based on CBA. The total number of bits in ith block can be represented
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as follows:

mi =
G∑
j=1

pj (6.1)

In OFDM-IM, the subcarriers are also divided into G subblocks. The number

of subcarriers in any subblock, β, is n, where n = N/G and N is the total

number of subcarriers in any OFDM-IM block. After that, pj bits of each group

are mapped to corresponding subblock, β. This mapping is done by means of

symbols and by the indices of subcarriers based on CBA.

The pj bits of each group are divided into p1j and p2j bits, where p1j bits are

carried by indices and p2j bits are carried by symbols. More specifically, in each

OFDM subblock, kj out of n subcarriers are active and selected by index selector

based on p1j bits while the symbols corresponding to inactive subcarriers are

set to zero. In the proposed work, each subblock may have different Subcarrier

Activation Ratio (SAR), kj/n, and Constellation Modulation (CM) order based

on CBA. In this work, we consider four cases for SAR that are 1/4, 2/4, 3/4

and 4/4 and four cases of CM that are 2, 4, 8 and 16. The index selector of

OFDM-IM uses a predefined look-up table for each subblock based on its SAR.

Fig. 6.4 presents look up tables for SARs of 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4, while the case of

SAR value of 4/4 does not require any lookup table because no information is sent

by indices (Classical OFDM). The remaining p2j bits are mapped on to M-ary

data symbols, based on subblock CM, that modulates the active subcarriers. In

this way, the information is conveyed by both indices of subcarriers and M-ary

symbols that modulate the active subcarriers.

The selected indices are given by Iβ = {iβ,1, ......, iβ,kj}, where β ∈ {1, ......., G},
iβ,γ ∈ {1, ......, n}, and γ ∈ {1, ......, kj}. Therefore, the total number of bits

carried by the indices of all G groups in the ith block is given by

m1i =
G∑
j=1

p1j, (6.2)

p1j = blog2

(
n

kj

)
c. (6.3)
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Hence, Iβ has c = 2p1j possible realizations. On the other hand, the total

number of information bits carried by M-ary signal constellations are given by:

m2i =
G∑
j=1

p2j, (6.4)

p2j = kj log2Mj, (6.5)

where Mj is the modulation order and kj is the number of active subcarriers in

each subblock. In this scheme, the total number of active subcarriers in each

OFDM block is given as K =
∑G

j=1 kj. The output of M-ary modulator is given

as

sβ = [sβ(1), . . . , sβ(kj)], (6.6)

where sβ(γ) ∈ S. It should also be noted that the signal constellation is nor-

malized to have unit average power. Finally, the OFDM block creator uses Iβ

and sβ to create all of subblocks and then forms N × 1 main OFDM-IM block by

concatenation of G subblocks and is given by:

x = [x1, x2, ....., xN ]T . (6.7)

where x(α) ∈ {0,S}, α ∈ {1, ..., N}. After this point, the block x is passed

through G × N interleaver to ensure that the subcarriers in each subblocks are

affected by uncorrelated wireless fading channels.

The resultant OFDM block after interleaver, x̃, is then passed through IFFT

process, N√
K
IFFT{x̃}, which maps the frequency domain data symbols to time

domain points represented as follows:

q̃ = [q1, q2, ....., qN ]T (6.8)

In order to avoid ISI, a CP of length (Lcp) is added at the beginning of each block,

where Lcp is assumed to be equal to or greater than the channel delay spread.

Finally, the resultant signal q̃ ∈ C [N+L×1] is transmitted through the Rayleigh

fading channel, which is assumed to be constant during the transmission of each

OFDM block, and reaches to both Bob and Eve. The baseband signal received

at Bob can be represented as

yb = hb ∗ q̃ + zb, (6.9)
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where hb is the channel impulse response seen by Bob and zb represents additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at Bob with distribution of CN (0, N0,T ). Similarly,

the baseband signal received at Eve is given by:

ye = he ∗ q̃ + ze, (6.10)

where he is the channel impulse response seen by Eve and ze represents AWGN

at Eve with distribution of CN (0, N0,TE).

The basic block diagram of the receiver is presented in Fig. 6.3. The receiver

(both Bob and Eve) first removes the CP and then applies FFT on the received

time domain signal yd with normalization factor of K√
N

and finally deinterleaves

the resultant signal to get the received signal, yfd = [yfd(1), yfd(2), ....., yfd(N)]T ,

in frequency domain, where d can be Bob or Eve.

The receiver task is to detect the indices of active subcarriers and correspond-

ing symbols by processing, yfd(α), where α = {1, ......, N}. In our algorithm, we

use look up table based modified Log-likelihood-Ratio (LLR) detector for detec-

tion of active indices for each subblock [114]. First of all, LLR values of frequency

domain symbols corresponding to each subcarrier are calculated as follows:

λ(α) = ln

(∑M
χ=1 P (x(α) = sχ | yfd(α))

P (x(α) = 0 | yfd(α))

)
(6.11)

The above equation can be further simplified by using Bayes’ formula as

λ(α) = ln(k)− ln(n− k) +
| yfd(α) |2

N0,f

+ ln

(
M∑
χ=1

exp
(
− 1

N0,f

| yfd(α)− hF (α)sχ |2
))

(6.12)

where N0,f is the noise variance in frequency domain (N0,f = (K/N)N0,T ). In

(12), numerical overflow can be prevented by using the Jacobian logarithm [134]

. For example, for M = 2 and kj = n/2, (12) simplifies to

λ(α) = max(a, b) + ln(1 + exp(− | b− a |)) +
| yfd(α) |2

N0,f

(6.13)
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where b = − | yfd(α) + hf (α) |2/N0,f and a = − | yfd(α)− hf (α) |2/N0,f . In

our work, we also use higher order modulation and use the following identity

ln(ea1 + ea1 + ..... + eaM ) = (fmax(fmax(...fmax(fmax(a1, a2), a3), ...), aM)), where

fmax(a, b) = ln(ea1 + ea1) = max(a1, a2) + ln(1 + e−|a1−a2|).

In order to detect the active indices, LLR value corresponding to each subcar-

rier is calculated using (12). Afterwards, the receiver calculates the sum of LLRs

corresponding to each combination of the subcarriers in the lookup table with

respect to subblock based SAR as follows:

dwβ =

kj∑
γ=1

λ(n(β − 1) + iwβ,γ) (6.14)

where w = 1, ....., c and c is the total number of combinations of subcarriers in

the look up table with respect to any SAR. The receiver makes a decision of set of

active indices by selecting the set with maximum value of sum of LLRs as follows:

ŵ = argmax
w

dwβ (6.15)

After selecting the set with maximum LLR, the receiver gets the set of active

indices corresponding to SAR. After the detection of active subcarrier, the infor-

mation is then passed to index demapper based on look-up table to estimate m1i

bits. After determination of active indices, the demodulation of the constellation

symbols (M-ary symbols) is carried out and finally we get m2i bits.

6.3.2 Proposed Algorithms for OFDM-IM

In this subsection, proposed algorithms for enhancing PLS and spectral efficiency

are presented.

6.3.2.1 OFDM-AIM-FCM

In OFDM-AIM-FCM, SAR for each subblock is changed adaptively while fixed

CM is used for all subblocks. The basic idea of OFDM-AIM-FCM is presented

in Fig. 6.5. The basic steps for OFDM-AIM-FCM algorithm are as follows:
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Fig. 6.4: Look up table for SAR values of {1/4, 2/4, 3/4}.

� In the first step, the channel is estimated at all nodes. In order to do that,

Alice and Bob send a reference signal to each other (within coherence time).

After channel estimation, they take FFT to convert the channel coefficient

vector into frequency domain vector, hf .

� Afterwards, the vector hf at each node is divided into G subblocks with n

elements in each of, β, subblock, where n = N/G.

� In the next step, the average, av(β), of absolute values of subblock’s ele-

ments is calculated as follows

av(β) =

n∑
r=1

| hsβ,r |

n
, (6.16)

where hsβ,r is the rth element of β subblock.

� After finding the average value, av(β), for each of G subblocks, they are

divided into four groups based on their av(β). More specifically, find the

mean, me, of av, where av is a vector containing average values for all

subblocks. Afterwards, divide the subblocks into two groups, g1 and g2,

by comparing their corresponding av(β) values with me. The sub-group g1

contains those subblocks whose av(β) values are greater than or equal to
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me while g2 contains those subblocks whose values of av(β) are less than

me. Afterwards, both g1 and g2 are further divided into two sub-groups

by using mean method as explained above. As a result, G subblocks are

divided into four groups such as g11, g22, g33 and g44. The resultant groups

are sorted in descending order in term of average channel magnitude such

that g11 contains those subblocks that have highest values of av(β) while

g44 contains subblocks with lowest values of av(β).

Fig. 6.5: Proposed: OFDM-IM-AIM-FCM.

Table 6.1: OFDM-AIM-FCM.

Group SAR
g11 4/4
g22 3/4
g33 2/4
g44 1/4

� Finally, higher SAR values are selected for those groups that have higher

values of av(β) while lower values of SAR are selected for those groups that

have lower values of av(β), such that SAR values of 4/4, 3/4 , 2/4 and 1/4

are selected for groups g11, g22, g33 and g44, respectively, as presented in

Table 6.1.

Based on the above algorithm (OFDM-AIM-FCM), Alice determine SAR for

each subblock and the total number of bits, mi, for ith block. Afterwards, data is
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loaded to the indices and the symbols based on adaptive SAR and fixed CM and a

block is generated using adaptive OFDM-IM model explained in subsection III.A.

Finally, the resultant signal q̃ ∈ C [N+L×1] is transmitted through the Rayleigh

fading channel and reaches to both Bob and Eve.

Bob and Eve will then detect the active subcarriers based on SAR values of

subblocks with respect to OFDM-AIM-FCM. The resultant information is passed

to the index demapper that provides the information carried by indices. After

determination of active indices, constellation symbols are demodulated.

Thanks to channel decorrelation assumptions, Bob and Eve will have differ-

ences in their determined subblock based SAR values. Due to channel reciprocity

employment, the SAR values for different subblocks determined by Bob are sim-

ilar to that of Alice’s while they are different at Eve. This dissimilarity in SAR

values for different subblocks at Eve leads to wrong detection of bits at Eve.

Hence, there is a performance gap at Bob and Eve, which enables the secure

communication between Alice and Bob.

6.3.2.2 OFDM-AIM-ACM

In OFDM-AIM-ACM both the SAR and CM order are adaptively varied based

on channel of legitimate node in order to enhance PLS and SE. The basic concept

of OFDM-AIM-ACM is presented in Fig. 6.6.

Fig. 6.6: Proposed: OFDM-AIM-ACM
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Table 6.2: OFDM-AIM-ACM

Group SAR M
g11 4/4 16
g22 3/4 8
g33 2/4 4
g44 1/4 2

� First four steps of OFDM-AIM-ACM are similar to that of OFDM-AIM-

FCM. Specifically, hf vector is divided into G subblocks. The resultant G

subblocks are grouped into four groups such as g11, g22, g33 and g44 using

mean method as explained earlier.

� The basic difference in OFDM-AIM-ACM as compared to OFDM-AIM-

FCM is that both the SAR and CM order are varied adaptively for each

subblock in it. In OFDM-AIM-ACM, higher SAR with higher order CM are

selected for those groups that have high values of av(β) while lower values

of SAR with lower order CM are selected for those groups that have lower

values of av(β). Based on OFDM-AIM-ACM, SAR value of 4/4 is selected

with M = 16, 3/4 with 8, 2/4 with 4 and 1/4 with 2 for groups g11, g22,

g33 and g44, respectively, as presented in Table. 6.2.

Based on the above mentioned algorithm (OFDM-AIM-ACM), Alice determine

SAR and CM order for each subblock and the total number of bits, mi, for ith

block. Afterwards, data is loaded to the indices and symbols based on adaptive

SAR and adaptive CM and finally a block is generated using adaptive OFDM-IM

model explained in subsection III.A. Finally, the resultant signal q̃ ∈ C [N+L×1] is

transmitted through the Rayleigh fading channel and reaches to both Bob and

Eve.

Bob and Eve will first detect active subcarriers based on subblock-SAR values

with respect to OFDM-AIM-ACM. The resultant information is then passed to

the index demapper which provides the information carried by indices. After

determination of active indices, constellation symbols are demodulated based on
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subblock CM order with respect to OFDM-AIM-ACM.

Due to the channel decorrelation, the SAR values and CM orders of different

subblocks determined by Bob and Eve based on OFDM-AIM-ACM are different.

The SAR values and CM orders of different subblock determined by Bob is sim-

ilar to that of Alice’s due to channel reciprocity, while it is different at Eve as

compared to Alice. This difference in subblock based SAR values as well as CM

order at Eve compared to Alice will cause errors in the detection of data carried

by indices and symbols. Hence, there is a significant performance gap between

Bob and Eve. This performance gap will ensures secure communication between

Alice and Bob. It should also be noted that OFDM-AIM-ACM is more difficult

to be attacked as compared to OFDM-AIM-FCM because in the latter case only

subblock based SAR is varied adaptively, while in the former both the SAR and

CM are varied adaptively.

6.3.2.3 OFDM-VIM-VCM for QoS

In OFDM-VIM-VCM, the IM and CM order are varied for QoS based communi-

cation in order to maximize the spectral efficiency. The basic motivation behind

this approach is that instead of using complex optimization based approaches for

maximizing spectral efficiency, simple simulation based approach is proposed for

this purpose. The basic concept is to vary the SAR and CM with the change

in average SNR to maximize the spectral efficiency while fulfilling certain QoS

requirement. The basic procedure can be summarized as follows:

� First, OFDM-IM is implemented with different modulation order for each

SAR. Afterwards, BER and Throughput curves are simulated for each of

SAR value with higher order modulation, for example, in this work, we are

considering SAR values of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 and CM order of 2, 4, 8

and 16.

� Then, all BER curves are merged in one figure and all throughput curves

in another figure.
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� In the next step, certain BER curves are selected based on their perfor-

mance gap and throughput values. More specifically, among the BER curves

that have similar performance, select a curve that has maximum value of

throughput. From the selected curves in the former step, select those curves

that have a performance gap between them. Afterwards, the throughput

curves corresponding to selected BER curves are also selected.

� Finally, switching table is constructed based on QoS requirement. The

table depicts the values of different SAR and CM of system for different

average SNR ranges to maximize the spectral efficiency while fulfilling QoS

requirements.

� After construction of switching table, this table is then used for QoS based

communication for maximizing spectral efficiency.

6.4 Performance Analysis of Adaptive OFDM-

IM Scheme

6.4.1 Throughput of Adaptive OFDM-IM

This section presents the details related to the throughput of the adaptive OFDM-

IM. The throughput for adaptive OFDM-IM can be given as

Throughput =

∑G
j=1 p1j +

∑G
j=1 p2j

N +NCP

(6.17)

where p1j = blog2

(
n
kj

)
c and p2j = kj log2Mj. The basic difference between con-

ventional OFDM-IM and adaptive OFDM-IM is in kj and Mj which are fixed

in the former but vary adaptively in the latter. In case of OFDM-ACM-FCM,

kj is different for different subblocks and Mj is same for all subblocks while in

case of OFDM-ACM-AIM and OFDM-VIM-VCM both kj and Mj are different

for different subblocks.
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6.4.2 Performance Analysis of Adaptive OFDM-IM

Scheme

This section presents the analytical evaluation for the upper bound of the average

bit error probability (ABEP) of the adaptive OFDM-IM scheme (OFDM-AIM-

FCM with M = 2) based on pairwise error probability (PEP). In this analysis,

ML detector with a look-up table is considered whose results are equal to and

applicable to the modified LLR detector (near ML) with a look up table. This is

because of the fact that the error performance of ML detector is almost similar

to that of modified LLR detector as explained in [114].

In the conventional OFDM-IM, same SAR value are used in all subblocks

while in case of OFDM-AIM-FCM different SARs values are used in different

subblocks. As explained earlier that there are N subcarriers that are divided

into G subblocks with n subcarriers in each subblock. In OFDM-AIM-FCM,

the subblocks are divided into four groups, g44, g33, g22 and g11 with SAR

values of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4, respectively, used in them. In order to simplify

the analysis, we can assume that the size of each of above mentioned groups in

OFDM-AIM-FCM is same.It should be noted that the PEP event is similar in

the subblocks corresponding to the same group and is different for subblocks that

belong to different groups.

In the first step, the average bit error probability (ABEP) of first subblock of

first group is calculated and then the results are extended to include subblocks of

other groups. Afterwards, we will find average ABEP for each group and finally

find the ABEP of adaptive OFDM-IM subblock.

The input output relationship in frequency domain for the first subblock of

first group is given as:

y = Xh + w. (6.18)

where X is an n × n diagonal matrix containing [x(1), x(2), . . . , x(n)]T
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as diagonal data elements, y is the received signal sub-vector con-

taining [yfd(1), yfd(2), . . . , yfd(n)]T , h is the channel sub-vector contain-

ing [hf (1), hf (2), . . . , hf (n)]T and w is the noise sub-vector containing

[w(1), w(2), . . . , w(n)]T . Let us assume that Kn = E[hhH ] is a covariance sub-

matrix of rank r1 (r1 = rank(Kn)).This matrix is valid for all subblocks. More-

over, the concatenation of these small covariance sub-matrices give K matrix

which is the covariance matrix of hf . Let us suppose that X signal is transmit-

Table 6.3: System parameters.

Channel Multipath Rayleigh fading channel
Channel length 10

OFDM frame size (N) 128
Length of subblock 4

Detector Modified LLR based detector
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Fig. 6.7: BER performance for OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = {1, 2, 3, 4}).

ted through channel and received as erroneous signal X̂. The receiver can make

decision error in both constellation symbols and indices. One of the best way

to analyse these error is in terms of PEP. In [135], an expression for conditional

pairwise error probability (CPEP) is presented for the model of (18) and is given
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as

P (X −→ X̂|h) = Q

(√
δ

2N0,f

)
, (6.19)

where δ = hHAh, and the A matrix equals to (X−X̂)H(X−X̂). In order to find

the unconditional pairwise error probability (UPEP), the expectation of CPEP

is taken with respect to the channel and is given as: P (X −→ X̂) = Eh{Q(x)}.
Based on [136], we can define an orthogonal matrix F where FHF = I. The

covariance sub-matrix and channel can be simplified as Kn = FDFH and h = Fu,

respectively. Here, D is a diagonal matrix and is equal to D = E[uuH] = D

and u is eigen vector. Using the probability density function (p.d.f) of u [114]

and simplification of Q(x) and δ, the Unconditional Pairwise Error Probability

(UPEP) can be written as

P (X −→ X̂) =
1/12

det(In + q1B)
+

1/4

det(In + q2B)
, (6.20)

where In is an identity matrix, B = AKn, q1 = 1/(4N0,f ) and q2 = 1/(3N0,f ).

The above equation can be further simplified as:

P (X −→ X̂) = (12qr1

r∏
ξ=1

λξ(B))−1 + (4qr2

r∏
ξ=1

λξ(B))−1 (6.21)

where r ≤ min{r1, r2} and r2 = rank(A). For different SAR r2 will be different,

so above equation (21) is still applicable to any SAR.

The overall average bit error probability of τth subblock of any group can be

calculated by using UPEP as follows:

P τ
b (E) ≈ 1

pτ nτx

∑
Xτ

∑
X̂τ P (Xτ −→ X̂τ )

e(Xτ , X̂τ ), (6.22)

where pτ is the number of information bits in τth subblock of any group, nτx

represents the number of realizations of Xτ , and e(Xτ , X̂τ ) is the number of

information bit errors committed by choosing X̂τ instead of Xτ . Using the above

equation (22), the ABEP for Υth group can be calculated as:
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PΥ
b (E) ≈ 1

z

( z∑
τ=1

P τ
b (E)

)
(6.23)

where z is the number of subblocks in any group and z = 8 in our case. Equation

(23) can be re-written as:

PΥ
b (E) ≈ 1

z
∑z

τ=1

(
1

pτ nτx

∑
Xτ

∑
X̂τ P (Xτ −→ X̂τ )

e(Xτ , X̂τ )
)

(6.24)

Finally, ABEP for the OFDM-IM block can be calculated as follows:

Pb(E) ≈ 1

Ω

Ω∑
Υ=1

PΥ
b (E) ≈ 1

Ω

(
P 1
b + P 2

b + P 3
b + P 4

b

)
(6.25)

where Ω is the number of groups and in this case Ω = 4. The theoretical BER

curve will be presented Section V.

6.5 Simulation Result

This section presents the simulation results to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed algorithms, named as OFDM-AIM-FCM, OFDM-AIM-ACM and OFDM-

VIM-VCM by using bit error rate (BER) and throughput as performance metrics.

In this work, we consider an OFDM-IM system with N = 128 subcarriers and

a CP of length 10. As explained in subsection III.A, OFDM-IM block is divided

into G = N/n = 128/4 = 32 subblocks, where n = 4 is the number of subcarriers

in each subblock. The multi-path Rayleigh fading channel is considered for both

Bob and Eve with equal number of channel taps (L = 10). The basic simulation

parameters are presented in Table. 6.3. In this work, look-up table based special
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Fig. 6.8: Throughput performance for OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = {1, 2, 3, 4}).

LLR detector is employed at receiver, as explained in subsection III.A, to de-

termine the active indices and corresponding constellation symbols based on the

proposed algorithms. Additionally, we also consider that Eve knows our security

algorithms. For simplicity and without loss of generality, CP is not considered in

the throughput calculation.

It should be noted that the proposed scheme is a type of scheme which does

not cause much difference in the SNR between Bob and Eve, but still Eve cannot

decode, while Bob can decode (This case is somehow similar to the case of inter-

leaver or precoder based security techniques [137], [138]). In such cases, BER can

be used as a metric to measure secrecy instead of secrecy capacity and secrecy

outage probability as reported in [137], [138], [139]. Therefore, in this work, we

use BER-based secrecy gap metric [138] to evaluate the secrecy. Furthermore,

in this work we are targeting Quality of service (QoS) based security [124]. The

basic idea behind QoS based security is to secure different services (voice, video

etc) instead of focusing on providing perfect secrecy. More specifically, it should

be noted that perfect secrecy is not always needed to provide a perfectly secure

service. In reality, each service has different QoS requirements than the others,

and if we ensure that Eve is operating below these requirements, then practical

secrecy can be guaranteed. So, in this work we target to provide security for

services such as voice and video and make sure that error rate at Eve is greater
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Fig. 6.9: BER performance for OFDM-AIM-FCM, Secure SM [3] and OFDM-IM
(n = 4, k = 2).

than minimum required error rate criteria to use that service [124]. For example,

voice and video can be made secure at Bob by making sure that PER (corre-

sponding to BER) at Bob is less than minimum required PER (corresponding

to BER) in order to use that service while PER at Eve is made greater than

minimum required PER. The minimum PER requirement for different services

are presented in Table 6.4 [6]. Hence, although the throughput is non-zero, the

proposed scheme can still provide QoS based security (It should be noted that

PER can be calculated from BER as follows: PER = 1− (1−BER)n), where n

is the block size).

Table 6.4: QoS LOOKUP TABLE [6].

Service PER
Voice 10−2

Video 10−3

In the first phase, OFDM-IM is simulated for different SAR values, such as 1/4,

2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 based on lookup tables presented in Fig. 6.4 with FCM (M=2).

Afterwards, we simulate OFDM-AIM-FCM for BPSK (M = 2) for PLS and

also extend it for higher order modulation such as M = 4, M = 8 and M = 16.

Then, OFDM-AIM-FCM is extended to OFDM-AIM-ACM for providing another
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Fig. 6.10: Throughput performance for OFDM-AIM-FCM, Secure SM [3] and
OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2).

stronger PLS technique. Finally, we implement OFDM-VIM-VCM for QoS based

communication in order to maximize the spectral efficiency.

6.5.1 OFDM-AIM-FCM

Fig. 6.7 presents the BER plots for OFDM-IM with different SAR values, such

as 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 for M = 2. It should be noted from Fig. 6.7 that

the BER performance for lower values of SAR is better than the case of higher

values of SAR, for example, the BER performance of 1/4 case is best while BER

performance of 4/4 is worst. The reason for the better performance of BER at

lower SAR is due to the fact that in case of lower SAR there will be less noise in

the frequency domain.

Fig. 6.8 presents throughput for OFDM-IM with different SAR values for

M = 2. It should be noted that the throughput for the system improves as

the activation ratio increases except for the case with SAR value of 3/4 which

outperform 4/4 case. The reason is that each subblock carries 4 bits in case of

SAR value of 4/4 while each block carries 5 bits in case of 3/4.
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Fig. 6.11: BER performance for OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-AIM-ACM.

Fig. 6.9 presents a comparison of BER performances among the proposed

OFDM-AIM-FCM scheme, the scheme presented in [3] and OFDM-IM (n =

4, k = 2) (Ref.1). It is observed from Fig. 6.9 that the BER performances of

OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-IM [114] are similar for the case of Bob but the

scheme presented in [3] have worst performance as compared to others. It is

also observed that the performance of Eve is worst for all values of SNR for the

proposed OFDM-AIM-FCM technique and the scheme presented in [3] while her

performance is similar to that of Bob for the cases of OFDM-IM [114]. Hence,

the proposed technique and the technique presented in [3] are secure as compared

to OFDM-IM [114]. Fig. 6.9 also presents the theoretical upper bound BER per-

formance of OFDM-AIM-FCM based on (25). It should be noted that theoretical

curve becomes tight at higher SNR with the simulation curve.

Fig. 6.10 shows the comparison of throughput performances among the

proposed OFDM-AIM-FCM scheme, the scheme presented [3] and OFDM-IM

(n = 4, k = 2) [114] with M = 2. It is observed that the throughput perfor-

mances of all of these schemes for Bob are approximately similar at higher values

of SNR. At equivalent BER we can notice that the throughput of the proposed

OFDM-AIM-FCM scheme outperforms the OFDM-IM (2/4) [114] at lower values

of SNR. Moreover, the proposed scheme (OFDM-AIM-FCM) also outperforms in

1Ref. means the reference scheme to which we compare our proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 6.12: Throughput performance for OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-AIM-
ACM.

terms of throughput as compared to the scheme presented [3] at lower values of

SNR. It is also observed that the throughput performance of Eve is worst for the

proposed OFDM-AIM-FCM technique and the scheme presented in [3] while her

performance is similar to that of Bob for the case of OFDM-IM [114] scheme.

6.5.2 OFDM-AIM-ACM

Fig. 6.11 presents the BER performance of Bob and Eve for OFDM-AIM-FCM for

M = 2, M = 4, M = 8, and M = 16. It should be noted from the figure that as

the modulation order increases the BER performance degrades. The performance

of Eve for OFDM-AIM-FCM is worst for all cases of CM such as M = 2, M = 4,

M = 8, and M = 16. Fig. 6.11 also presents the BER performance of Bob

and Eve for the proposed OFDM-AIM-ACM. It is observed from Fig. 6.11 that

the BER performance of OFDM-AIM-AIM is approximately same as the case of

OFDM-AIM-FCM for M = 8, while the BER performance of Eve is worst for

all values of SNR. Hence, OFDM-AIM-ACM can provide secure communication

between Alice and Bob. Fig. 6.12 presents throughput performance of Bob and

Eve for OFDM-AIM-FCM with M = 2, M = 4, M = 8 and M = 16. Similarly,
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Fig. 6.13: BER comparison of OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2), OFDM-AIM-ACM and
OFDM-FIM-ACM (n = 4, k = 2).

Fig. 6.12. also presents the throughput results of our proposed OFDM-AIM-

ACM based PLS technique for Bob and Eve. It is clear from Fig. 6.12 that the

throughput of OFDM-AIM-ACM is approximately similar to the case of OFDM-

AIM-FCM with M = 8 while throughput of Eve is worst for all the values of

SNR.

Fig. 6.13 presents a comparison of BER performances between the proposed

OFDM-AIM-ACM scheme and OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2) (Ref.) with CM order

of {2,4,8,16}. It is observed from Fig. 6.13 that the BER performance of OFDM-

AIM-ACM is similar to the case of OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2) (Ref.) with M = 8.

At equivalent BER, it is also noticed that the throughput of the proposed OFDM-

AIM-ACM outperforms the OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2) (Ref.) with M = 8 at all

values of SNR as presented Fig. 6.14. It is also observed from Fig. 6.13 and Fig.

6.14 that the BER and throughput performances of Eve are worst at all values of

SNR for the proposed OFDM-AIM-ACM scheme while her BER and throughput

performances are similar to that of Bob for the cases of OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2)

(Ref.). Hence, the proposed scheme can enhance security and spectral efficiency

jointly.

Moreover, Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14, respectively, compare the BER and
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Fig. 6.14: Throughput comparison of OFDM-IM (n = 4, k = 2), OFDM-AIM-
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throughput performances of the OFDM-AIM-ACM scheme with the OFDM-

FIM-ACM (n = 4, k = 2) based on [140]. It is observed from the figures that

at approximately equivalent BER the proposed OFDM-AIM-ACM outperforms

OFDM-FIM-ACM (n = 4, k = 2) in terms of throughput. It is also observed

from Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 that OFDM-FIM-ACM (n = 4, k = 2) can also

provide security. Note that OFDM-AIM-ACM is more secure as compared to

OFDM-AIM-FCM because in the case of OFDM-AIM-ACM both SAR and CM

are varied adaptively while in case of OFDM-AIM-FCM only SAR is varied.

The below sub-sections present the effect of imperfect channel estimation and

effect of channel correlation between Bob’s channel and Eve’s channel on the

performances of OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-AIM-ACM.

6.5.2.1 Security Algortihms under imperfect channel estimation

In order to evaluate the robustness of the the proposed security algorithms against

imperfect channel estimation, intentional error is added at both the transmitter
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Fig. 6.15: BER comparison of OFDM-AIM-FCM (mse = 0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1).

and receiver (∆hT/R) to the true channel (h) to obtain new erroneous chan-

nels given by h̃ = h + ∆h [138] [141] . The intentional error (∆h) is mod-

eled as an independent complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance

(σ2 = mse×10
−SNRdB

10 ), where mse is a variable related to mean square of estima-

tor’s quality. Fig .15 and Fig. 6.16, respectively, present the BER performances

for OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-AIM-ACM under different estimation quali-

ties with mse = 0 (perfect estimation), mse = 0.02, mse = 0.05 and mse = 0.1.

It is shown that imperfect channel estimation leads to small degradation in the

BER performance. However, this degradation can be overcome by increasing the

length or power of the training sequence. Moreover, there are some interesting

algorithms proposed in the literature that can minimize the channel estimation

error, such as in [109]

6.5.2.2 Effect of Eve’s channel correlation with Bob’s channel

This subsection presents the effect of the correlation between the channel of le-

gitimate receiver and Eve and evaluate the performance in term of BER as a

security metric. Firstly, the assumption of channel decorrelation requires that

Bob and Eve be located at more than one-half-wavelength away from Alice. This

is a practical assumption in many realistic scenarios and is assumed in many
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Fig. 6.16: BER comparison of OFDM-AIM-ACM (mse = 0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1).

prominent works in the literature (such as [142] [143] [144]). We have performed

additional new simulations to show the effect of the correlation between the chan-

nel of legitimate receiver and eavesdropper on the secrecy performance measured

in term of BER as a security metric as explained above.

Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18, respectively, present the BER performances for

OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-AIM-ACM when Eve’s channel is correlated to

Bob’s one. The model for channel correlation assumed in this work is similar to

the one presented in [144] and is given as follows:

he = ρhb + (1− ρ)E (6.26)

where E represents an independent channel while ρ is the correlation fac-

tor. We present BER performance for the correlation values of (ρ =

0, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99). It should be noted that even with correlation between

Bob’s and Eve’s channels, the proposed algorithms can still provide some level of

QoS based security.
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Fig. 6.17: BER comparison of Bob (OFDM-AIM-FCM) and Eve with correlation
coefficient (ρ = 0, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99).

6.5.3 OFDM-VIM-VCM

Fig. 6.19 and Fig. 6.20 present the extensive simulations related to OFDM-VIM-

VCM scheme for QoS based communication in order to maximize the spectral

efficiency. Note that the system model for this technique is the same as explained

in Section II, except the Eve link, which is not considered in this case. The basic

concept is to vary the SAR and CM with the increase in SNR to maximize the

spectral efficiency while fulfilling certain QoS requirement. In this approach, BER

and throughput curves for four types of CM order, such as M = 2, M = 4, M = 8,

and M = 16 are implemented for each of SAR type such as, 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and

4/4 and presented in Fig. 6.19, Fig. 6.20. a and Fig. 6.20. d. Afterwards, certain

curves are selected based on OFDM-VIM-VCM for QoS based communication.

In Fig. 6.20. b, we merge the BER curves of SAR values of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and

4/4 for CM order of M = 2, M = 4, M = 8, and M = 16. Similarly, in Fig.

6.20. e, throughput curves of SAR values of 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 for CM order

of M = 2, M = 4, M = 8, and M = 16 are also merged.

Afterwards, among the BER curves of Fig. 6.20. b that have similar per-

formance, we select a curve that has maximum value of throughput. From the
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Fig. 6.18: BER comparison of Bob (OFDM-AIM-ACM) and Eve with correlation
coefficient (ρ = 0, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99).

selected curves in the former step, we select those curves that have a performance

gap among them. Finally, the resultant curves are presented in Fig. 6.20. c. Af-

terwards, the corresponding throughput curves of Fig. 6.20. e related to selected

BER curves in Fig. 6.20. c are also selected and presented in Fig. 6.20. f.

Based on Fig. 6.20. c and Fig. 6.20. f, we develop a switching tables for

QoS based communication in order to maximize the throughput. In this work, as

an example, switching tables for the case of BER < 10−3 and BER < 10−4 are

presented in Fig. 6.212. The tables depict different SAR and CM values of system

for different SNR ranges to maximize the spectral efficiency while fulfilling QoS

requirements. Afterwards, these table can be used for QoS based communication

for maximizing spectral efficiency in a similar way as performed in [124]. The

result of OFDM-VIM-VCM for the case of BER < 10−3 is presented in Fig.

6.20. f.

2Note: For the first row in Fig. 6.21.a and Fig. 6.21.b the range of values are from 0 to 19.9
and from 0 to 28.6, respectively.
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(a) BER vs SNR (SAR=1/4).
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(b) BER vs SNR (SAR=2/4).
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(c) BER vs SNR (SAR=3/4).
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(d) Throughput vs SNR
(SAR=1/4).
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(e) Throughput vs SNR
(SAR=2/4).
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Fig. 6.19: OFDM-IM with SAR values of (1/4, 2/4, 3/4) and CM orders of (2, 4,
8 and 16).

6.6 Conclusion

In this work, effective algorithms that change SAR and/or CM adaptively in each

subblock of the OFDM-IM scheme based on the channel characteristics of the le-

gitimate receiver are proposed for enhancing PLS and SE. Particularly, the first

two algorithms named as OFDM-AIM-FCM and OFDM-AIM-ACM are designed

for enhancing PLS and SE, while the third algorithm named as OFDM-VIM-VCM

is designed for QoS based communication for enhancing SE. Simulation results

show that the first two algorithms can provide significant security enhancement
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(a) BER vs SNR (SAR=4/4).
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(b) BER vs SNR (Merged).
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(c) BER vs SNR (Selective).
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(d) Throughput vs SNR
(SAR=4/4).
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Fig. 6.20: OFDM-IM with SAR value of (4/4) and CM orders of (2, M = 4,
M = 8 and M = 16), merged curves for different cases of OFDM-IM and selected
curves for different cases of OFDM-IM for QoS based communication.

whereas the third algorithm ensures QoS based communication aiming to maxi-

mize spectral efficiency.
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(a) BER < 10−3 (b) BER < 10−4

Fig. 6.21: Switching table for OFDM-VIM-VCM.
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Chapter 7

Secure and Reliable IoT

Communications Using

Nonorthogonal Signals’

Superposition with

Dual-Transmission

7.1 Introduction

Fifth-generation (5G) wireless systems are not just simple evolution of conven-

tional fourth-generation (4G) networks, but they are also expected to offer many

new services beyond internet to critical communication and internet of things

(IoT). The three main services of 5G include ultra-reliable low latency communi-

cation (URLLC), enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and massive machine type

communication (mMTC) [8]. Overall, 5G will have a significant impact in many

areas of life and will bring a lot of interesting applications such as autonomous

driving, virtual reality, smart city, smart energy networks, remote surgery, drone
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Fig. 7.1: Basic block diagram of pre-coder based multi-carrier IoT communication
system with a single radio frequency chain and a single active antenna.

delivery, and so on. However, due to the broadcast nature of wireless communi-

cation, 5G is vulnerable to eavesdropping and intervention [145] [11], which may

compromise the confidentiality of the signals.

The solutions to tackle security issues in wireless communication include cryp-

tography and physical layer security (PLS) solutions [146]. Cryptography-based

solutions are not suitable enough for future communication systems, especially

for IoT-based applications. This is due to the fact that the heterogeneous nature

of future communication makes the key sharing and management processes very

challenging. Moreover, transceivers in some applications are processing restrict ed

and power limited, making encryption-based algorithms unsuitable for them [10].

To solve the issues related to encryption-based solutions for future communi-

cation systems, PLS techniques have emerged as an effective solution that can

complement the cryptography-based approaches [10]. PLS techniques can exploit

the characteristics of wireless communication such as randomness, fading, noise,

and interference to prevent unauthorized and illegitimate node to intercept or de-

code the legitimate communication. PLS techniques can exploit random channel

between the legitimate parties to extract secret keys, thus, alleviating the need

for key sharing. Moreover, various PLS techniques can be implemented by simple

signal processing techniques and can support devices with limited processing and

delay constraints such as IoT devices [11].

Among many top research areas in PLS, securing the orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform has got much attention. This is due

to the fact that OFDM is not only one of the most popular and commonly used
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waveforms in the current wireless communication system but it is also expected to

be part of future communication with a wide variety of different numerologies [11].

The techniques proposed in the literature for PLS in OFDM can be grouped into

four main classes. The first class is based on secret key generation algorithms

in which the random wireless communication channel is exploited to generate

secret keys [137]. The second class is related to channel adaptation assisted

techniques in which the basic idea is to adapt the transmission parameters of the

legitimate transmitter to enhance the performance of the legitimate receiver, for

example, adaptive modulation and automatic repeat request based schemes [23],

channel shortening [147], OFDM with sub-carrier index selection [148], etc. The

third class is based on artificial noise-based techniques. In these techniques, the

artificial noise is added based on the channel of the legitimate nodes in such

a way that it can degrade the performance of eavesdropper without affecting

the performance of the legitimate receiver [149]. The fourth class is based on

algorithms that are based on concealing features of the OFDM waveform [98].

The aforementioned algorithms are effective security techniques but some of

them were introduced without considering the unique requirements of 5G services.

Moreover, there will be applications in the 5G and beyond networks that will re-

quire reliable and secure communication with processing limited receivers [148].

However, reliability and security conflict with each other [150]. This is because

when the communication link quality is made very reliable, security is usually

reduced because reliability comes with a lot of redundancy, which can increase

the probability of eavesdropper in decoding the received data successfully [151].

Moreover, some of the security algorithms require complex processing at both

transmitter and receiver which makes them infeasible for applications with a sim-

ple receiver. Based on the aforementioned discussion, in this work, we propose a

simple dual-transmission based technique with a single active antenna transmitter

for providing secure and reliable IoT communication systems. More specifically,

data of IoT devices are superimposed using channel-based pre-coder matrices and

sent in two transmissions to achieve reliable and secure communication against

internal and external eavesdroppers.
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7.2 System Model Assumptions

The considered system model consists of a multi-carrier downlink legitimate trans-

mitter (Tx) with a single active antenna that is trying to communicate with two

single-antenna legitimate IoT devices (users) in the presence of a passive single

antenna external eavesdropper (Eve) as shown in Fig. 7.1. More specifically, the

transmitter is equipped with two antennas and a single radio-frequency chain,

where one of the antenna (antenna 1 or antenna 2) is made active for any trans-

mission with the help of switch to artificially increase the randomness of the

wireless channel for security enhancement. Furthermore, the users are assumed

to be untrusted (internal eavesdropper), which means that the individual user’s

data is also needed to be secured from each other. It is also assumed that the

transmitter has no knowledge about the channel of Eve. The channel between

Tx and any user is assumed to be slowly varying multi-path Rayleigh fading with

exponentially decaying power delay profile (PDP) and assumed to be known at

the transmitter. Moreover, channel reciprocity property is also adopted, where

the channel from the transmitter to the receiver and vice versa can be estimated

by channel sounding techniques in time division duplexing (TDD) systems [147].

The legitimate transmitter wants secure communication with the users such that

neither the external eavesdropper gets the information of the users’ signals nor

the users get each other’s information.

7.3 Proposed Algorithm for Reliable and Secure

Communication

The basic goal of this work is to fulfill the needs of those future applications that

require reliable and secure communication and have limited processing capability

at the receiver [148]. In this work, we superpose the signal of two users along

with pre-coder matrices and sent the resultant signal in two transmissions while

alternating the active antenna in each round. Having two transmission rounds,

with each being transmitted from a different active antenna, is necessary to ensure
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different channels during different transmissions. This, in turn, enables us to

design and find a special type of pre-coders that can provide security against

internal and external eavesdroppers simultaneously. Moreover, compared to the

single-user channel-based security algorithm, two users with two transmissions

introduce more difficulties to an eavesdropper. The reason is that in each round

of the proposed algorithm the used pre-coders are function of different legitimate

users’ channels. However, in the case of single-user based algorithms, the pre-

coder is a function of a single user’s channel only. So, the two rounds job is

to make it more difficult for an eavesdropper to decode the legitimate user’s

signal while making it easy for the legitimate users to decode the intended data.

Moreover, the proposed algorithm just requires a single radio frequency chain at

the transmitter.

The details of the proposed algorithm are as follows: As explained earlier, we

consider a two-user single antenna multi-carrier system as presented in Fig. 7.1.

At the Tx, the total number of modulated symbols in one OFDM block for

each user is Nf . Thus, the frequency response of each OFDM symbol for user-

1 and user-2 can be represented as x1 = [x0 x1 ..... xNf−1] ∈ C[Nf×1], and

x2 = [x0 x1 ..... xNf−1] ∈ C[Nf×1], respectively. Note that ykm ∈ C[Nf×1],

Hkm ∈ C[Nf×Nf ], and zkm ∈ C[Nf×1], respectively, represent the received sig-

nal, the diagonal matrix for frequency response of the channel, and additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) between kth user and mth active antenna of the

transmitter.

The basic idea is to first multiply each user signal with a specially designed

channel-dependent pre-coder matrix. Afterwards, superimpose the pre-coded sig-

nals and finally send the resultant signal in two transmissions (rounds) in such a

way that when the signals are combined at the legitimate receivers (IoT devices),

each user will get its reliable signal by simply demodulating the combined signal

without any complex processing. On the other hand, it will be very hard for

eavesdroppers to detect the information intended for user-1 and user-2 due to

legitimate users’ channel-based specially designed pre-coder matrices. Moreover,

the specially designed pre-coders will also make sure that the information of the
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users is also secure from each other.

The basic steps for the design of pre-coder matrices for the proposed algorithm

are presented in the subsequent discussion. On the basis of the proposed algo-

rithm, the superimposed pre-coded transmitted signal during first round from

active antenna-1 is given as:

u1 = M1ax1 + M2ax2. (7.1)

Similarly, the transmitted signal during the second round that is transmitted

from active antenna-2 can be given as:

u2 = M1bx1 + M2bx2, (7.2)

where x1 and x2 are data vectors in frequency domain intended for user-1 and

user-2, respectively, with equal power allocated to them, while M1a, M2a, M1b

and M2b are specially designed pre-coder matrices based on the channel of le-

gitimate nodes. These pre-coders will make sure that the user-1 and user-2 will

get reliable signals which are also secure from internal and external eavesdrop-

ping. We will first explain the details about the received signal at user-1, user-2,

and eavesdropper in the following two subsections. Afterward, the details about

designing the pre-coding matrices will be explained.

7.3.0.1 Received Signal at User-1

The received signal in the frequency domain at user-1 during round-1 using active

antenna-1 can be given as:

y11 = H11u1 + z11, (7.3)

where H11 and z11 are the frequency response of the channel and AWGN noise

between user-1 and active antenna-1 of the Tx during round-1. Similarly, the

received signal at user-1 during round-2 using active antenna-2 is given as:

y12 = H12u2 + z12, (7.4)
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where H12 and z12 are the frequency response of the channel and AWGN between

user-1 and active antenna-2 of the Tx during round-2. The combined received

signal from round-1 and round-2 at user-1 can be written as:

ŷ1 = y11 + y12, (7.5)

where y11 and y12 are the received signals at user-1 during round-1 and round-2

through active antenna-1 and active antenna-2, respectively. After putting the

values of y11 and y12, the combined signal can be given as follows:

ŷ1 = H11u1 + z11 + H12u2 + z12. (7.6)

Substituting the values of u1 and u2 from (7.1) and (7.2) and simplifying, we

get:

ŷ1 = H11(M1ax1 + M2ax2) + z11

+ H12(M1bx1 + M2bx2) + z12, (7.7)

ŷ1 = (H11M1a + H12M1b)x1 + (H11M2a

+ H12M2b)x2 + z11 + z12. (7.8)

The first term in (7.8) is the desired term with respect to user-1 while the

second term is undesired term. The pre-coder matrices will make sure that the

undesired term as well as the channel effects are removed and canceled at user-1.

7.3.0.2 Received Signal at User-2

Similar to user-1, the combined received signal from round-1 and round-2 for the

case of user-2 can be written as:

ŷ2 = y21 + y22, (7.9)
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where y21 = H21u1+z21 and y22 = H22u2+z22 are the received signals at user-2

during round-1 and round-2 through active antenna-1 and antenna-2, respectively.

H21 and z21 are the frequency response of the channel and AWGN between user-

2 and active antenna-1 of the Tx during round-1 while H22 and z22 are the

frequency response of the channel and AWGN between user-2 and active antenna-

2 of the Tx during round-2. After putting the values of y21 and y22, the combined

signal can be presented as:

ŷ2 = H21u1 + z21 + H22u2 + z22. (7.10)

Substituting the values of u1 and u2 from (7.1) and (7.2) and simplifying, we

get:

ŷ2 = H21(M1ax1 + M2ax2) + z21

+ H22(M1bx1 + M2bx2) + z22. (7.11)

ŷ2 = (H21M1a + H22M1b)x1 + (H21M2a

+ H22M2b)x2 + z21 + z22. (7.12)

The first term in equation (7.12) is the undesired term for user-2 while the

second term is desired term for it.

7.3.0.3 Received Signal at Eavesdropper

For the case of eavesdropper, the combined received signal from round-1 and

round-2 can be written as:

ŷ3 = y31 + y32, (7.13)

where y31 = H31u1 +z31 and y32 = H32u2 +z32 are the received signal at eaves-

dropper during round-1 and round-2 through active antenna-1 and antenna-2,
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respectively. H31 and z31 are the frequency response of the channel and AWGN

between eavesdropper and active antenna-1 of the Tx during round-1 while H32

and z32 are the frequency response of the channel and AWGN between eaves-

dropper and active antenna-2 of the Tx during round-2. After putting the value

of y31 and y32, the combined signal can be presented as:

ŷ3 = H31u1 + z31 + H32u2 + z32. (7.14)

Substituting values of u1 and u2 from (7.1) and (7.2) and simplifying as follows:

ŷ3 = H31(M1ax1 + M2ax2) + z31

+ H32(M1bx1 + M2bx2) + z32, (7.15)

ŷ3 = (H31M1a + H32M1b)x1 + (H31M2a

+ H32M2b)x2 + z31 + z32. (7.16)

The eavesdropper wants to get information about both user-1 and user-2.

Hence, for it, both the first and second terms of (7.16) are desired terms.

7.3.0.4 Pre-coder Design for the Proposed Algorithm

We need to design pre-coder matrices M1a, M2a, M1b and M2b in such a way

that the combined signal during round-1 and round-2 at the legitimate users will

provide reliable data intended for them while keeping the communication secure

from internal and external eavesdropping.

The design procedure of M1a and M1b is as follows: Firstly, in order to remove

the effect of channel at user-1, the first term in the equation (7.8) should be equal

to identity matrix and can be given as:

(H11M1a + H12M1b) = I. (7.17)
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Also, in order to cancel the interference caused by user-1 on user-2, the first

term in equation (7.12) should be zero and can be given as:

(H21M1a + H22M1b) = 0. (7.18)

Equations (7.17) and (7.18) can be jointly solved to get the values of pre-coder

matrices M1a and M1b as follows:

M1a = H22(H22H11 −H21H12)−1. (7.19)

M1b = −H21(H22H11 −H21H12)−1. (7.20)

Similarly, in order to design M2a and M2b, we will follow similar steps as

explained earlier. In order to remove the effect of the channel at user-2, the

second term in equation (7.12) should be equal to identity and can be given as:

(H21M2a + H22M2b) = I. (7.21)

Also, in order to cancel the interference caused by user-2 on user-1, the second

term should be zero in equation (7.8) and can be given as:

(H11M2a + H12M2b) = 0. (7.22)

Equations (7.21) and (7.22) can be jointly solved to get the values of pre-coder

matrices as follows:

M2a = H12(H12H21 −H11H22)−1. (7.23)

M2b = −H11(H12H21 −H11H22)−1. (7.24)

The values of pre-coder matrices M1a, M1b, M2a and M2b are given in equa-

tions (7.19), (7.20), (7.23) and (7.24), respectively, will be used in round-1 and

round-2 to make sure that the user-1 and user-2 will get reliable signals which

are secure from internal and external eavesdroppers. Note that, in the proposed

method explained earlier, we do not need any complex processing at the receiver

of user-1 and user-2 and they just simply need to add the signals from round-1

and round-2. Hence, it can support applications with processing limited receiver

(IoT-based applications).
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7.4 Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results for the proposed algorithm are presented in

order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique by using bit error

rate (BER), throughput, and peak to average power ratio (PAPR) as performance

metrics.
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Fig. 7.2: BER versus SNR performance for the proposed algorithm, SISO with
dual-transmission, and SISO-OFDM.

We consider that the Tx is employing OFDM with Nf = 64 sub-carriers with

BPSK modulation for each user and a cyclic prefix (CP) of size L is added in order

to avoid inter-symbol interference (ISI). The channel is assumed to be multi-path

Rayleigh fading channel between the transmitter and receiving nodes (such as

users and eavesdropper) with an equal number of taps (L = 9).

Fig. 7.2 shows the BER versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) plots for the

proposed algorithm, single-input single-output (SISO)-OFDM system, and SISO

with the dual-transmission (SISO Dual.), where SISO with dual-transmission is

used as a benchmark. Note that in SISO with dual-transmission, the OFDM

symbol is transmitted two times to have a fair comparison with the proposed

algorithm. It should be noted from Fig. 7.2 that the BER performances of user-

1 (Bob1-Pro.) and user-2 (Bob2-Pro.) employing the proposed algorithm are

similar to each other. However, there is a significant gap between their BER

performances and that of external eavesdropper ones, where labels E-Eve-1 and
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Fig. 7.3: Throughput versus SNR performance for the proposed algorithm, SISO
with dual-transmission, and SISO-OFDM.

E-Eve-2 present the BER performances of the external eavesdropper that is trying

to eavesdrop the signals intended for user-1 and user-2, respectively. Fig. 7.2 also

shows that there is a significant gain in BER performances of users employing the

proposed algorithm and SISO with dual-transmission (SISO Dual.) as compared

to SISO-OFDM performance. Moreover, it is also observed that there is a little

performance degradation of users employing the proposed algorithm compared

to SISO with the dual-transmission (SISO Dual.). However, SISO with the dual-

transmission cannot provide secure communication while the proposed algorithm

can provide significant gain in terms of security against internal and external

eavesdropper.
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Fig. 7.4: Comparison of PAPR performances of the conventional OFDM and
proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 7.4 presents the throughput versus SNR plots for the proposed algorithm,

SISO-OFDM system, SISO with the dual-transmission (SISO Dual.), and joint

consideration of users throughput. The reason for the joint consideration of

throughput is that the superimposed signals of user-1 and user-2 are sent jointly

during each transmission in the proposed algorithm such that the total number of

packets sent by the proposed algorithm is similar to the case of SISO. It is observed
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Fig. 7.5: BER versus SNR performance of the proposed algorithm for imperfect
case.

from Fig. 7.3 that the individual throughput performances of user-1 (Bob1), user-

2 (Bob2), and SISO with the dual-transmission are similar to each other while

worst compared to SISO-OFDM case and joint case. It is also observed from

Fig. 7.3 that the throughput performance of the joint case outperforms SISO-

OFDM at lower values of SNR while it has similar performance to the joint

case at high SNR. Moreover, it is observed that the performances of throughput

for external eavesdroppers are worse. One important point to be noted here is

that although the throughput performances of the external eavesdroppers are

not zero, quality of service (QoS) based security can still be ensured. Here, the

QoS based security [23] means to provide security based on the requirements

of different services (voice, video, etc.) instead of providing perfect security.

More specifically, different services have different QoS requirements for reliable

communication and if we make sure that eavesdropper is operating below the

QoS requirements of a specific service, we can secure that service.

Fig. 7.4 depicts a comparison of the peak to average power ratio (PAPR)
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performances of the conventional OFDM and OFDM with the proposed algo-

rithm for user-1 (Bob1) and user-2 (Bob2). It is observed from Fig. 7.4 that

there is a small degradation in the PAPR performances of the users compared

to conventional OFDM. Overall, the proposed algorithm can be a good solu-

tion for providing secure communication, especially for IoT devices with limited

processing receivers.

Analyzing the robustness of the PLS algorithm against the imperfect channel

is extremely important. In order to show the effect of the imperfect channel,

intentional error (∆h) is added to the true channel (h). The imperfect channel

is given by h̃ = h + ∆h [147]. We can model ∆h as an independent AWGN with

zero mean and variance (σ2 = e×10
−SNRdB

10 ), where the value of e determines the

quality of estimator, with lower values showing a good quality estimator. Fig.

7.5 shows the BER versus SNR performance under imperfect channel conditions

with estimators having different qualities (e = 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.06). It is observed

from Fig. 7.5 that there is a small degradation in the BER performance of the

proposed algorithm due to the imperfect estimator. However, it can be improved

by increasing the power of training sequence or/and by using a pilot with a longer

length. Moreover, there are plenty of algorithms in the literature to enhance the

channel estimator’s performances [147].

7.5 Conclusion

An effective technique for reliable and secure communication is presented for

IoT devices. Channel-dependent pre-coders with dual-transmission approach are

jointly exploited to ensure a reliable as well as secure communication against

internal and external eavesdropping. More specifically, users’ pre-coded data is

superimposed in the first step. Afterward, the mixture is sent in two transmis-

sions in such a way that after combining signals from the first and the second

transmissions, the legitimate receivers will get the reliable signal without com-

plex processing while the external eavesdropper will get the degraded version of

the signal. Moreover, the proposed algorithm also ensures that the users are also
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not able to eavesdropper each other’s data. Simulation results proved that the

proposed algorithm can ensure secure communication and suitable for IoT-based

devices because it does not require complex processing at the receivers. For fu-

ture work, the extension of the proposed algorithm for active eavesdropper case

will be considered.
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Chapter 8

Secure Communication via

Untrusted Switchable

Decode-and-Forward Relay

8.1 Introduction

Due to the advantages of wireless communication over wired communication,

wireless-based applications are becoming extremely pervasive in our daily life.

Furthermore, with the advancement in high data-rate-based applications, the

demand for bandwidth and power efficient transceivers is continuously increas-

ing [152]. To this end, cooperative communication is a suitable candidate for

providing bandwidth efficient transceivers, especially for handheld devices. More

precisely, amplify-and-forward (AAF) and decode-and-forward (DAF) are the

most popular techniques of cooperative communications [153]. In [154], the au-

thors presented hybrid relaying scheme for Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-

tiplexing (OFDM) system, which takes benefits of both DAF and AAF relaying

by adaptively switching among AAF, DAF and non-relay modes on subcarrier

basis. Although AAF and DAF are popularly used schemes in the literature, they

have some problems related to noise enhancement and error propagation. These
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problems can be overcome by using efficient channel coding schemes [153], [155]

such as convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding [156], [157].

In addition, the security aspect of wireless communication is one of the most

critical issues due to the broadcast nature of wireless communication [158]. The

use of wireless communication for sharing sensitive information (e.g. financial

transactions, personal information, etc.) makes security one of the most criti-

cal requirements for the current and future wireless systems [158]. Conventional

techniques for security have mainly focused on cryptography but the key’s es-

tablishment and management are very complex tasks in modern decentralized

networks [159]. In order to solve this issue, the research on physical layer security

(PLS) has drawn a lot of interest because of its ability to solve the challenges

offered by the conventional cryptographic-based security techniques. The PLS

techniques are capable of providing confidentiality by utilizing the impairments

of wireless channel, such as noise, fading, interference, etc. [158], [159].

This study concerns about PLS techniques for cooperative communication

systems. There is a variety of such PLS techniques [159], such as PLS-based

secret key generation using relays [160], relay-based beamforming for PLS with

and without cooperative jamming [161], relay selection for enhancing PLS [162],

adaptive power allocation dependent PLS techniques [163], noise and cooperative

jamming dependent PLS techniques with trusted and untrusted relay [164], [14],

etc.

In this study, we mainly focus on cooperative jamming with untrusted relay.

In [164], an untrusted relay was jammed with the help of an external node or

the intended receiver in such a way that it helps in the reliability but cannot

extract information from the signal. In [14], a technique composed of two phases

was proposed to provide secrecy. In its first phase, the source transmits a signal

towards relay, and simultaneously cooperates with the destination for jamming

the eavesdropper. In its second phase, the decoded source signal is transmitted

by the relay, and at the same time, this relay cooperates with the source to jam

the eavesdropper.
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In the case of untrusted AAF relay, destination-assisted jamming is an effective

technique, which takes advantages of relay, while keeping information secure from

the relay. However, in the case of untrusted DAF relay, the destination-assisted-

jamming based security techniques do not work because jamming signals from

destination affect the performance of DAF relaying [165]. Hence, DAF relaying

had not been used in untrusted network as discussed in [15]. Although AAF’s

implementation is simple, it may amplify the noise [153], so coded DAF [156] is

preferable. Motivated by [154] and destination-assisted jamming for AAF [165],

a practical technique for secure communication via DAF untrusted relay is pro-

posed. This technique allows the users to keep utilizing the benefits provided by

DAF, while keeping the information secure from the untrusted relay.

8.2 System Model and Preliminaries

The system model, presented in Fig. 8.1, consists of a source, a destination, and

a relay in a two-hop half-duplex relay-aided system. In this system, an untrusted

switchable DAF (sDAF) relaying based cooperative communication is considered.

Its normal/actual operation is DAF but it can be switched to AAF relaying in

certain predefined switching conditions because of simplicity of AAF relaying.

The relay is assumed to be passive and it can only store one frame at a time,

which means that it must forward the current frame in order to get a new frame. It

is also assumed that each node can either transmit or receive a signal at a given

time slot. In Fig. 8.1, the notations hsd, hsr and hrd denote Rayleigh fading

coefficients from source to destination, source to relay and relay to destination,

respectively. All of these coefficients are modeled as zero mean complex Gaussian

random variables [153].
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Fig. 8.1: Basic system model for cooperative communication system.

8.3 Proposed Method

In this section, the proposed algorithm is explained. The algorithm is based on

TDMA protocol and it is divided into two phases.

(A) Phase 1: In the first phase, the source shares RMS with destination through

untrusted sDAF relay in the presence of interference signal from destination.

(B) Phase 2: In the second phase, the shared RMS is used for establishing

secure cooperative communication through untrusted sDAF.

The process of phase switching is explained at the end of this section. For

reliability improvement and efficiency, coded cooperative communication system

is considered in this protocol. The explanation details of two phases of this

algorithm are as follows:
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8.3.1 Phase 1

In this phase, our system is in AAF mode. In the first time slot, T0, of phase 1,

the source encodes RMS [157], modulates it and sends a frame XRMS of QPSK

modulated signal, while at the same time the destination transmits the jamming

signal Xj [165] as presented in Fig. 8.2. It is assumed that the destination

can either transmit or receive signal at a given time slot, so in T0, it is only

transmitting interference signal. The received signal at the relay in the time slot

T0 is given by

Yr1 = hsrXRMS + hrdXj + nsr, (8.1)

where Yr1 is the received signal and nsr represents additive white gaussian noise

(AWGN) with the variance σ2 at source to relay link. The Signal to inteference

ratio (SINR) at relay is given by

SINRR
p1 =

|hsr|2

σ2 + |hrd|2
(8.2)

where |hrd|2 is the interference due to the jamming signal from destination.

The mutual information MR
p1 at relay in phase 1 is given by

MR
p1 =

1

2
log2

(
1 +

|hsr|2

σ2 + |hrd|2

)
, (8.3)

where we assume the transmission power at the destination and the source to be

the same. In the second time slot, T1, the relay amplifies the mixed signal and

forwards it to the destination. The transmitted signal at T1 is given by

Xr1 =
Yr1
amp

, (8.4)

amp =
√
|hsr|2 + |hrd|2 + σ2, (8.5)
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Fig. 8.2: Phase 1 (RMS sharing)

where amp is the normalization coefficient for power. It should be mentioned

that due to the jamming signal from the destination, the untrusted relay cannot

decode it successfully, even if it tries. In the time slot T1, the received signal at

destination from relay is given by

Y1d =
1

amp
hrdhsrXRMS +

1

amp
h2
rdXj

+
1

amp
hrdnsr + nrd, (8.6)

where Y1d is the received signal at the destination and nrd is the AWGN at the

relay to destination link.

The SINR at destination
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SINRD
p1 =

1
amp2
|hsr|2|hrd|2

1
amp2
|hrd|2σ2 + σ2

(8.7)

Since Xj was generated by destination, such jamming signal will not degrade

the performance at destination. The mutual information MD
p1 at destination in

phase 1 is given by

MD
p1 =

1

2
log2

(
1 +

1
amp2
|hsr|2|hrd|2

1
amp2
|hrd|2σ2 + σ2

)
, (8.8)

The destination can remove the interference from received signal because it

knows the interference signal that it has sent in the time slot T0. So, at the end

of phase 1, the destination demodulates and decodes the RMS.

The achievable secrecy rate with sDAF in phase 1 for is given by

SR =
1

2
log2

(
1 +

1
amp2
|hsr|2|hrd|2

1
amp2
|hrd|2σ2 + σ2

)

− 1

2
log2

(
1 +

|hsr|2

σ2 + |hrd|2

)
. (8.9)

It should be noted that at high SNR the factor |hsr|2
σ2+|hrd|2

in MR
p1 is constant and

the value of MR
p1 is negligible which ensure that RMS can not be intercepted at

sDAF. The reason of negligible value ofMR
p1 at relay is due to fact that interference

from destination degrades the performance of signal at relay.

8.3.2 Phase 2

In the second phase of our algorithm, the cooperative system switches back to its

normal (DAF) operation. In this phase, the source uses the RMS (from phase 1)

for data manipulation, and then encodes it, modulates it, and finally transmits
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a frame of secure symbols Xs in the first time slot, T0, of phase 2, that will be

received by relay and destination as presented in Fig. 8.3. The received signals

at relay and destination in time slot T0 are given by

Yr2 = hsrXs + nsr, (8.10)

Yd21 = hsdXs + nsd, (8.11)

where Yr2 and Yd21 are the signals received at relay and destination, respec-

tively, while, nsd is AWGN at source to destination link. In the second time slot,

T1, the relay will decode and then re-encode the data, modulate it, and then

forward it to the destination. The received signal at destination in time slot T1

is given by

Yd22 = hrdXr + nrd, (8.12)

where Yd22 is the received signal at destination in slot T1. The destination will

use the signals from T0 and T1 for final decoding. After decoding, the receiver

will extract information by using RMS signal.

One of the important factors in this algorithm is the relay mode switching.

In the literature, switching is controlled by SNR based algorithm [157], but in

this work, a simple case for switching, which is referred to as hard switching, is

considered. In hard switching, the system goes through phase 1 at the start of the

communication (once or for a certain predefined number to minimize errors), and

then it switches back to normal phase 2. In our system, the RMS can be updated

by switching back to phase 1 from phase 2 after a certain predefined number of

frames, which completely depends on the required security level, complexity and

delay. The relay mode switching can also be done by sending a feedback from

destination to relay and source.

In comparison to the conventional cooperative jamming techniques introduced
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Fig. 8.3: Phase 2 (Secure DAF)

in the literature [13-15], in which continuous jamming signal is required to be sent

from source, helping relay or destination, the proposed algorithm does not require

continuous jamming signal. Instead, it requires jamming signal only during phase

1 of the algorithm for sharing RMS. So, this fact makes the proposed algorithm

more power efficient as compared to others jamming based security schemes.

It should be mentioned that the proposed algorithm can also be applied in the

scenarios where there is no direct path between source and destination.
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8.4 Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results are presented by using bit error rate (BER)

as a metric to analyze the effectiveness of our proposed security method [166].

In this study, the effects of imperfect channel estimation, that may occur due to

interference, synchronization and noise errors are taken into account by adding

intentional independent estimation errors at the destination and the relay. These

estimations errors are based on values of mean square error (MSE) of a least

square estimator (LSE) [166], [167].

The estimated erroneous channels at destination can be modeled as ĥsd =

hsd + ∆hsd, where hsd is the perfect channel and ∆hsd is modeled as independent

complex Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and error variance σ2 = e ×
10

−SNRdB
10 , where, e = 0.2 is considered here. It should be noted that the value of

error variance can be improved by using estimators of good quality. For the case

Table 8.1: Simulation parameters

No. of bits per frames 1000
Modulation BPSK

Channel encoding 1/2 Convolution Codes
Channel Decoder Viterbi Decoder

Code rate 1/2
Memory 2
Channel Rayleigh fading channel

of hsr and hrd, similar assumptions for imperfect channel estimation are made as

described above. The basic parameters for both encoder and decoder for phase 1

and phase 2 are presented in Table 8.1.

In phase 1, sDAF is in AAF-mode with destination-assisted interference to se-

cure RMS from untrusted relay as explained in Section III. The BER performance

of AAF-mode (phase 1) for both perfect channel estimation (PCE) and imper-

fect channel estimation (IPCE) is presented in Fig. 8.4 by abbreviation “sDAF-

P1(PCE)” and “sDAF-P1(IPCE)”, respectively. It is observed that IPCE leads
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to a small degradation in BER that can be overcome by using training sequence

of larger length and higher power.

Fig. 8.4: BER performance for phase 1.

As explained in section III, phase 1 is used to transmit RMS that will be used in

phase 2 for secure communication. It should be noted that errors in RMS are min-

imized to a negligible value by sending multiple interleaved copies of RMS frames

in phase 1 at high SNR, and by comparing different copies. The significance of

interference from destination in phase 1 is that even if relay tries to decode the

signal, it cannot decode it properly, as presented by abbreviation “R-P1(PCE)”

in Fig. 8.4. This is due to fact that at approximately high SNR values the value

of MR
p1 is negligible which ensure that RMS can not be intercepted at sDAF. The

securely transmitted RMS will be used in phase 2 for manipulating data. Fig.

8.5 presents results for phase 2. In the first time slot of phase 2, the relay and the

destination receive RMS-manip ulated encoded data from the source. The relay

first decodes the received data by using the Viterbi decoder and then re-encodes

the data, modulates it and transmits it to the destination in the next slot. The

destination uses symbols from time slot 1 and time slot 2 to apply Viterbi de-

coder after demodulation. After decoding the data, the destination will extract

information from decoded data by using RMS as explained in Section III. The

performance of RMS-manipulated DAF versus average SNR for PCE and IPCE
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Fig. 8.5: BER performance for phase 2.

of our algorithm is presented in Fig. 8.5 by abbreviation “sDAF-P2(PCE)” and

“sDAF-P2(IPCE)”, respectively. The performance of RMS-manipulated DAF is

better than AAF relaying in the presence of effective channel coding scheme as

presented in Fig. 8.5. The BER versus SNR performance at relay in phase 2 is

presented by abbreviation “R-P2(PCE)”. Due to RMS manipulation the relay

is not able to decode the data properly. Hence, this algorithm provides secure

communication in the presence of untrusted DAF relay.

8.5 Practical Insights on the Proposed Scheme

It is important to mention that unlike many of the existing physical layer security

techniques, whose design is channel-dependent, making them extremely prone and

vulnerable to channel reciprocity mismatch and estimation errors, our proposed

security technique is channel-independent. This merit helps ease and facilitate the

practical implementation of the proposed security technique, making it hardware-

friendly.
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8.6 Conclusion

In this work, a reliable and power efficient security technique for an untrusted

DAF based cooperative communication is proposed. The technique enables us

to keep utilizing the benefits provided by DAF relay, while keeping information

secure from it. The proposed technique is more power efficient as it does not

require continuous power for jamming signal. The simulation results are provided

to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for both perfect and

imperfect channel estimation cases. Future studies can examine untrusted-relay-

assisted D2D based heterogeneous networks and untrusted secondary users in

cognitive communication.
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Chapter 9

Cognitive Security of Wireless

Communication Systems in the

Physical Layer

9.1 Introduction

The proliferation of wireless technologies in our daily life leads to an increasing

demand for these technologies. While the prevalence of wireless communication

systems presents indisputable advantages to the users, due to the open broadcast

nature of the wireless signals, the communication exchanges are exposed to the

attacks of adversaries. As opposed to its wired counterparts, the enhanced mo-

bility support of the wireless communication systems comes with the handicap

of serious security vulnerabilities from the physical layer to the application layer.

To protect the wireless signals from malicious attacks, security measures should

be provided to the user. In the existing wireless communication systems, secu-

rity concerns are addressed in the upper layers by means of various encryption

techniques. Encryption is achieved in such a way that the message is encrypted

with a key generated by using cipher, i.e., an encryption algorithm, before the

signal is transmitted. The receiver can decrypt the message by using the same
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key. However, since encryption is a way of protecting the message in the up-

per layers, it does not prevent the signal from being detected by adversaries in

the medium. Additionally, encryption increases the infrastructural overhead and

power consumption to enable the authentication, which may not be feasible in

some applications such as wireless sensor networks [168]. Data security in wire-

less domain has to adapt itself to the new wireless communications paradigm by

becoming more adaptive and flexible. To this end, implementation of communica-

tion security in the physical layer has recently become a field of interest. Existing

security threats in the physical layer can be categorized into three groups: Eaves-

dropping, jamming, and spoofing as depicted in Fig.9.1. In the physical layer

security studies, legitimate transmitter, legitimate receiver and passive attacker

are symbolized, respectively, as Alice, Bob, and Eve. The attacker might be

considered as either a jammer or a spoofer if attacker is active.

1. Eavesdropping: When Alice transmits a message to Bob, any receiver can

receive the message since the message is propagated through the whole

environment. Eavesdropping refers to a situation where Eve can receive the

message transmitted by Alice. The message needs to be protected against

the eavesdroppers.

2. Jamming: When Alice and Bob are communicating with each other, a

jammer transmits a noise type of signal to Bob with the aim of corrupting

the communication. When Bob receives both signals at the same time,

legitimate signal would be received as meaningless signal. Therefore, the

signal would not be decoded. This type of attack is named as jamming.

When the attack is held, it needs to be identified by legitimate users, and

the signal needs to be protected accordingly.

3. Spoofing: Spoofing refers to a situation where the attacker deceives Bob.

Spoofing can be carried out in two ways: a) When Alice stops transmit-

ting the signal, an attacker starts to transmit a deceiving signal to Bob.

b) When Alice transmits the signal, if an attacker transmits deceiving sig-

nal with higher power than Alice’s signal power, Bob would receive the

attacker’s signal as legitimate signal while it would consider Alice’s signal
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a) Eavesdropper ti  

b) Jammer ti

c) Spoofer tj, j i

Alice
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Bob

Eve
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Spoofer

Fig. 9.1: When Alice transmits a message to Bob at time ti, a) Eavesdropper
receives/listens the same message at time ti, b) Jammer transmits a jamming
signal to Bob at time ti, c) Spoofer listens the message at time ti and then
transmits a spoofing message at time tj where tj 6= ti.

as interference signal. Similar to the jamming case, this attack needs to be

identified and necessary precautions should be taken.

In the literature, studies on physical layer security mainly focus on spread

spectrum (SS) techniques, channel and power based solutions. In SS techniques,

the energy of the signal is spread over the wider spectrum by means of possess-

ing a wider band. SS techniques are particularly useful against the jamming

attacks and eavesdropping. In eavesdropping case, these techniques are used to

attain the low probability of interception and detection. Frequency hoping spread

spectrum (FHSS) and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) are primary SS

techniques used in the literature. FHSS is derived by hopping the signal with

a predefined pseudo-random code in the spectrum while in DSSS the energy of

the signal is spread over a wide spectrum with a pseudo noise (PN) sequence

which keeps the signal power under noise level. As mentioned in [169], these

techniques can be utilized to provide security against jamming attacks with cer-

tain vulnerabilities. For instance, FHSS technique may be vulnerable against

spoofing attacks . To overcome this issue, an anti-jamming scheme that is based
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on transmitting a secure identity generated with cryptographic methods is pro-

posed in [170]. Thus, the legitimate transceiver communication can be protected

against jamming and spoofing attacks. The drawbacks of DSSS scheme against

jammers are investigated in [171]. This drawback is defined in such a way that

when :PN sequence of jammer is matched with the transmitter’s :PN sequence,

the legitimate receiver can be jammed. To address this drawback, authors pro-

pose a watermarked DSSS scheme. In this scheme, an authentication information

is embedded to :PN sequence to make the system more resistant against jamming

attacks.

In channel based solutions, the uniqueness feature of the channel can be utilized

to improve security. Since the communication channel between Alice and Bob is

different from the channel between Eve and Bob, Alice can perform a secure

communication by using its unique channel with Bob. The effects of artificial

noise insertion in the presence of Eve is explored in [172]. The primary objective

of the artificial noise insertion is to degrade Eve’s channel while not affecting Bob’s

channel. To carry out this aim, Alice adds noise intentionally to the null spaces

of Bob’s channel. Since, Eve does not know the intentional addition of noise, she

is not able to detect the signal correctly. Thus, the secure communication would

be satisfied even if Eve’s channel is not known. Primarily, eavesdropping and

spoofing can be prevented with channel based solutions.

In power based solutions, received signal strength (RSS) and directional an-

tenna are used to provide security. RSS is utilized to detect the primary user (PU)

emulation attack in [173]. In the cognitive radio network, there are PUs and sec-

ondary users (SUs). SUs use the licensed spectrum of PUs. If PU utilizes any

bands in its spectrum, SU does not use the same band in order not to cause

interference on PU. To determine which bands are utilized by PU, SU can use

spectrum sensing algorithm. There might be spoofers in the environment to

deceive SUs by masquerading the PU. A verification algorithm to detect the

spoofers is proposed in [173] by utilizing the signal characteristics and location of

the legitimate transmitter. RSS measurements are performed within a wireless

sensor network. All transmitters locations can be estimated by identifying the

RSS peaks. In [174], directional antennas are explored against jamming attacks
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instead of the more conventional omni-directional antennas. The connectivity is

maintained under jamming attacks with directional antennas. Since there are

multiple antennas in Bob, certain antennas can easily be reconfigured towards

a direction other than the direction where the jamming signal is coming from.

In this case, the transmitter can keep the connectivity with the legitimate re-

ceiver with higher data rate when compared to omni-directional antenna usage

case. Wyner introduces the wiretap channels, namely eavesdropper’s channel

in [175]. He aims at rendering the signal meaningless taken by wire-tapper. To

achieve this, Wyner utilizes signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) differences observed at

Bob and Eve. If Eve’s SNR is lower than Bob’s SNR, Alice can initiate a secret

communication with Bob without any information leakage to Eve via encoding.

While the aforementioned studies provide a security only in the physical layer,

the security in cross layer is investigated in the following studies. The require-

ments and benefits of cross layer security are presented for wireless sensor net-

work (WSN) in [176]. As explained in [176], cross layer design should work collab-

oratively to detect the adversaries while enabling the efficient power consumption.

The cross layer utilization by means of the intrusion detection is proposed in [177].

It is proved that security which is obtained by exploiting the data coming from

different layers such as link and network layers is increased significantly when

compared the single layered security solutions in terms of true positive rates.

Besides the studies focusing on the specific security issue, in a few studies, the

physical layer security literature is surveyed. In each of these papers, authors

examine the security studies from different perspectives. In [178] and [179], and

from a bigger picture in [180] and [181], authors investigate the security in cog-

nitive networks. While authors in [182] explain the security issues in health care

domain, authors in [183] look at these issues in smart grid applications.
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9.2 Motivation

Although existing efforts satisfy the security needs of the users under certain

conditions and for specific wireless communications systems, they might fail in

others. For instance, since channel based solutions have complete dependency on

channel conditions, while these solutions would work when legitimate transceiver

is static and has reciprocal channel, these solutions would fail when the legiti-

mate transceiver is either mobile or performs communication based on frequency

division duplexing. Alternatively, SS techniques can be employed to protect data

against jamming attacks and eavesdropping. When there is a spoofer in the envi-

ronment, if an additional protection algorithm as given in [170] is not proposed,

SS technique would fail. Moreover, using an additional algorithm would increase

the complexity of the legitimate transceiver. Another issue with SS techniques

is related to :PN or hopping sequence sharing. When a legitimate transmitter

sends :PN or a hopping sequence to a legitimate receiver, if the sequence is not

protected, an illegitimate node can capture this secret information. Therefore,

illegitimate node can easily eavesdrop, jam, or spoof the legitimate receiver. As

explained in Section 9.1, power based solutions would help to locate the users

against spoofing and jamming attacks. In RSS based localization, it is assumed

that illegitimate node uses omni-directional antennas and multiple receivers mea-

sure the RSS of this node to be able to perform true localization. If illegitimate

node employs the directional antenna, localization would fail [184]. Power based

solutions therefore would not provide security against eavesdropper since the lo-

cation of eavesdropper is unknown.

All of these weaknesses of the existing solutions indicate the necessity that the

security threats need to be investigated with more comprehensive solutions in the

physical layer. In this study, we propose cognitive security (CS) concept which

provides adaptive security solutions in the communication systems by exploiting

the physical layer security from different perspective. The adaptiveness relies on

the fact that radio adapts its propagation characteristics to satisfy secure com-

munication based on specific conditions. In this paper, the conditions are defined

as the user density, application specific adaptation, and location. Please note
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that, in the existing efforts, security is provided when the legitimate transceiver

is under attack(s). However, the security is performed in CS concept before the

attack occurs. In other words, CS proposes that the necessary precautions are

required to be taken before the attack takes place based on the conditions which

are explained in detail in the subsequent sections. Thus, the systems would ad-

just the propagation parameters of the radio against possible threats. With the

given conditions, CS should:

� Increase the reliability in the wireless communication systems. Since

transceiver would be able to adjust the security level, increasing the se-

curity adaptively will increase the overall reliability of the communication

system automatically. Especially, when a receiver is under jamming attack,

one of the most important problems is to satisfy reliable communication to

guarantee the quality of service requirement. CS would play an important

role in this situation.

� Decrease the system complexity. The active attackers need to be detected

in current security mechanisms. This requires additional algorithms to be

implemented in the systems. Since, in CS concept, detecting the attackers

is not necessitated, this would reduce the complexity caused by the usage

of the additional algorithms.

Along with these advantages, CS should also:

� Increase the data rate. The radio resources allocated for providing secure

communication can be reduced for the cases which do not necessitate high

level of security due to low probability of threat. For instance, if the security

is based on the location, let say, in rural areas, security level is lowered

when compared to urban areas. Since some resources which are allocated

to provide security would remain empty, these resources will be used for

data communication. Thus, the users who live in rural areas would have

higher data rates.

� Decrease the energy consumption. It is important to lower the consumed

energy in the systems during the communication, e.g., in mobile devices.
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If security level is lowered in uplink, the mobile device would be able to

transmit the same amount of data in less duration since the data rate would

be higher.

9.3 Cognitive Security Concepts

The system model for cognitive physical-layer security is illustrated in Fig.9.2.

The radio combines the relevant information obtained from the radio channel

and environment. Based on the available knowledge, the context is detected. To

improve the detection performance, the statement information can be attained

from the upper layers. After an associated security mechanism is determined by

the radio, the level of the security can be adjusted as a function of the intensity

of threat.

Context 
Detection

Security Type
Decision

Level 
Adaptation

Action

Upper 
Layers

Physical Layer 
(Baseband)

RF channel / 
Environment

Prevention

Statement 
Information

Context 
Information

Fig. 9.2: System model for cognitive security

In this study, we define three the CS concepts: User density, application specific

adaptation and location.

9.3.1 User Density

User density refers to a number of users per unit area. If the number of users

is high in a given area when compared to a predetermined normal, e.g., schools,
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hospitals, it can be stated that the area has high density in terms of the number

of users and named as high user density through the rest of the paper. From

the security perspective, high user density is an important parameter, especially

for CS concept. As mentioned in Section 9.1, there are three threat groups in

physical layer security studies. The radio can act intelligently to provide secure

communication in spite of the fact that these three groups are probable to occur

related to the user density. For specific places such as hospitals, office blocks,

airports, security is highly important. Jammers, eavesdroppers or spoofers are

expected to exist in such places as shown in Fig.9.3. In [185], authors define the

probability of eavesdropping (or attacking) in a given area A.

P (e) = 1− e−ρA (9.1)

where ρ is the node density. For a given area, when the node density increases,

probability of eavesdropping increases as well.

Density is the detectable data by the radio. In a high user dense area, since

most of the resources would be occupied by the users, the detection of the density

can be achieved by observing the total number of allocated resources at a time.

When high density is detected, attackers would aim to affect the communication

in between legitimate users, for instance, between a patient and a doctor in the

hospital. Implantable medical devices (IMDs) such as defibrillators and peace-

makers are implanted within the patient’s body and are monitored and controlled

by the physician with the help of external unit wirelessly. This wireless nature

will make the IMDs vulnerable to attacks which might disrupt the communication

by jamming or sending wrong information to the legitimate receiver by spoofing.

In both cases, if the patient is in a critical condition and needs an emergent

treatment, since the doctor won’t be able to know the patient’s situation because

of jamming or spoofing, s/he will not treat his/her patient. The result might

therefore be fatal for the patient. In this case, to immune to attacks, the radio

might increase the security. If the high user density stems from the office block,

legitimate users might be eavesdropped. The aim of the eavesdropper is to cap-

ture the company’s critical information. Another important issue is that there

might be many jammers, eavesdroppers, or spoofers who work collaboratively in

high user dense areas. The security can possibly be improved significantly by
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adaptively adjusting the propagation parameters of the radio.

There might be various reasons for users to gather in a given area such as

stadium, hospital, school, or airport. Since it is not possible for a radio to detect

the reason of users’ gathering, the necessary information can be obtained from

the upper layers. For instance, if the users in the high dense area send important

documents, this can be detected by the upper layers and this information is

provided to radio. Based on this notice, radio can consider that the density stems

from the employees who work in an office block. This type of security approach

is named as cross layer security in the literature [176]. As defined in Section 9.2,

one of the key advantages of CS is to increase the data rate. If a holistic approach

is not considered, data rate might be decreased unnecessarily in some cases. For

instance, assume that the security should be higher in office blocks than the

security in stadiums. Since radio does not have the reason of users’ gathering, it

would increase the security to the same level in all high user dense areas. This

may not be desirable for every situations. For the same amount of user data, high

secure communication might necessitate more resources to be allocated than less

secure communication. Therefore, data rate in the relevant dense area would

decrease. When the density in question is occurred in the stadiums, data rate

would become more critical. The security level in the stadium should not be the

same as the one in the office blocks. This situation can be considered as the

probability of error in the increment level of security.

9.3.2 Application Specific Adaptation

Application specific refers to different fields such as military, commercial, and

health monitoring in which the radio is used. Communication is typically held

wirelessly in these fields. To minimize or alleviate the interference, different fre-

quency bands are allocated for each field. These different bands carry significant

context information for the radio. This helps the radio to detect the type of

application for which the communication is being fulfilled.
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Fig. 9.3: Attackers would appear in the user dense areas. Also, they are more
likely to jam or spoof the vehicular communication in the intersections.

Each application has different security requirement. While it is high for mil-

itary communication, it might be low for commercial applications, such as for

cellular communication. Ensuring secure communication requires more resources

to be allocated and a higher data rate is vital for commercial sector. Allocating

as many resources as in military communication for security reasons to carry out

the communication may therefore not be feasible in commercial domain. In any

case, communication needs to be provided securely when the transceiver is under

attacks. Existing security threats would differ based on time and place where

the communication is being held for each application. For instance, when the

country is in peace, passive attacks like eavesdropping would be significant for

military communication. But, if there is an emergency situation such as a battle,

jamming and spoofing are going to be very serious issues as well. In these types

of situations, security needs to be adjusted accordingly. The existing algorithms

which are proposed to protect the data from eavesdroppers may not provide the

security in jamming or spoofing scenarios as mentioned in Section 9.2. This indi-

cates that securing the communication against each type of attacks necessitates
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different solutions. In any emergency situation, military may need to reach out to

the public across the country or may need additional resources for the communi-

cation. To meet this demand, military has to utilize certain ubiquitous structures

such as cellular base stations and broadcasting antennas. Although security level

might be lower in cellular communication when compared to military, when the

emergency situations occur, radio should be able to detect it and adapt itself

to new situations. Since the cellular or broadcasting structure is not suitable to

implement the same security methods, the radio should provide more secure com-

munication via the physical layer security mechanisms. Herein, military would

protect its communication against jamming or spoofing attacks. If the security

level depends on the application, it needs to be adaptively managed.

One another important application is the internet of things (IoT) for future

wireless networks. Various types of technologies such as implantable medical

devicess (IMDs), WSN, autonomous vehicles will share the bands in IoT. These

different technologies may require different level of security. For instance, while it

is critical to provide high security for IMD, it may need less security in smart home

applications such as controlling the refrigerator over the internet. Therefore, CS

will play an important role in 5G and beyond networks in terms of providing and

adjusting necessary security and data rate needs for each application.

9.3.3 Location

Specific location or social environment where the communication is fulfilled is

an important parameter for CS concept. For some devices such as unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs), the location information is required to find their geo-

graphical position. Therefore, it is important to provide security against attacks

based on the location information. It can be said that, there is a high corre-

lation between the type of the security threats and the location. For instance,

for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, location determines the type of the

communication between vehicles. When two vehicles go back-to-back on the

road, the communication is performed to maintain a minimum distance between
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vehicles, namely space cushion, through the sensors at all times to not cause an

accident. Alternatively, when two vehicles encounter an intersection where there

is a significant decision making process, the type of the communication would be

different. One issue is the order of the vehicles to cross the intersection [186].

While this example highlights the importance of the location in terms of the type

of the V2V communication, this location information is also critical to satisfy

the secure communication between vehicles. The two vehicles at the intersection

point need to talk to each other while simultaneously monitoring the measure-

ment of the sensors to detect any possible rear vehicle. This may lead to some

security gaps to attack the vehicles that are at the intersection point as depicted

in Fig.9.3. In this situation, there are two possible security issues: Jamming and

spoofing. An attacker may destroy the communication of the vehicles or may

send the same message to two vehicles such as the priority of who would pass

first. Both situations would eventually cause an accident. The security level can

be significantly increase if the radio is able to detect the location. Thus, the

accident may be precluded.

In terms of social environment, three types of environments can be considered:

Rural, suburban and urban areas. The main difference between the environment

types is the population density. At this point, it is important to emphasize

that the social environment should not be confused with user density in terms

of the detectability. As mentioned above, user density definition covers a small

area such as stadiums, schools, and it can be within urban, suburban and rural

areas. However, environment covers the whole urban, suburban, or rural area by

definition.

In wireless communication, environment information is important in terms of

the capacity. For instance, to increase the capacity, various deployment strategies

of the base stations (BSs) are applied. While the BSs whose coverage area is as

high as 1-2 km might be sufficient to serve for the users in rural areas, the small

BSs whose coverage area is around 10-200 m would need to be deployed in urban

areas to meet the users’ demands. To provide a secure communication, environ-

ment is a significant parameter. Based on the environment type, security need

would differ, especially in the public safety context. The crime rates are much
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higher in urban areas. For example, 39 crimes are recorded per 1,000 residents in

rural areas while 79 crimes are reported in urban areas in England. To decrease

the crime rate, governments need to take necessary preventions. When a crime

or an emergency situation occurs, each unit of the system, e.g., mobile devices,

networks etc., should work coordinately and securely so that the relevant govern-

ment agent can act promptly. If the system is under jamming or spoofing attacks,

the communication might be disrupted. Therefore, a high security level should

be provided for each unit. Since, most of the time, this is the case for the urban

areas, radio should adaptively increase the security based on the environmental

information for the wireless systems. In conclusion, the type of environment also

determines the level of security rather than just the security itself.

Figure 9.4 shows the relation between security needs and type of environment

in terms of probability of attacks. This figure is drawn, i.e. not based on simu-

lation, to only help readers to visualize this relation. The probability of attack

increases in the urban areas when compared to rural areas. It is also visual-

ized that the increasing probability of attack increases the usage of resources for

security reasons, which also leads to decreasing data rate.

Another importance of the location information is related to the devices which

have dependency on accurate geographical position such as UAVs. While UAVs

can be controlled from a ground station, they can also have pre-installed location

and mission information and perform duty automatically. In both cases, UAVs

necessitate location information obtained from global positioning system (GPS)

satellites. Attackers would intend to disrupt the communication between UAV

and GPS satellite.

Please note that UAVs are used for different purposes in different areas. While

they are used for policing in public safety, they are also utilized in scientific

researches, for disaster relief, and in armed attacks. Each type of usage may

require the security in different levels in terms of localization. While the low level

of security might be enough to provide communication in disastrous relief cases

with the aim of obtaining high data rate, high level of security would be necessary

in armed attacks. On the other hand, when the country is in battle, UAVs used
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Fig. 9.4: Based on the environment information, security needs can change. While
the probability of attack might be higher in urban areas, it might be low in rural
areas. The increased probability of attack increases also the resource usage to
provide higher security, which also leads to decreased data rate.

for other purposes such as for commercial usage can also be utilized to defend

the country against the enemies. Since the enemies’ aim would be to disrupt or

spoof the communication between UAVs and GPS satellites, UAVs would need to

increase the security accordingly to not be harmed or controlled by the enemies.

As highlighted above, the aim in this study is to take the necessary precautions

based on some conditions, any type of new security mechanism is therefore not

proposed within CS concept. Instead, three different conditions are given to help

radio to determine if the security is a need or not. In Table 9.1, the benefits of the

CS concept related to security threats are enlisted. After the security need occurs,
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Table 9.1: Advantageous of Cognitive Security Concept against Security Threats

Security Threats Explanation of Cognitive Security Conditions Benefits

Eavesdropping

* Increase the secrecy rate (vs. information rate) in scenarios of high user dense
areas such as office blocks, airports or locations such as urban areas Data rate,
or specific applications such as military, public safety Latency,
* Relax the secrecy constraints, i.e., increase the information rate, for conditions Energy Consumption
such as rural areas, WiFi, cellular communication

Jamming
* The level of security against jamming, e.g., processing gain in spread spectrum, Reliability,
is adaptively increased in locations such as intersections of roads, or specific Complexity,
applications such as military, public safety Latency

Spoofing

* Enable the spoofing detection mechanism when the condition exists, and disable
the algorithm, or use a simpler method, in high user dense areas such as office Complexity,
blocks, stadiums, or locations such as intersections of roads & location dependent Reliability
UAV devices, or specific applications such as military, in-vivo communication

any current security solution can be utilized. At this point, it is worth mentioning

that the CS should not be confused with context-aware security concept. In

context-aware security, the information is mainly obtained by different sensors.

Based on the these information, the system in upper layers tries to detect if there

is an attack. If so, then, the necessary security algorithm is placed. In other

word, the focus in context-aware security is on providing the necessary security

when it is a need based on the context information such as temperature, speed

etc. [187] as in conventional approaches in the security studies [180] and [181].

In CS, the security need is determined based on the conditions regardless of the

attack occurs.

In Fig. 9.5, we compare the CS with fixed security (FS), in which the security

level is the same for any conditions, for the user density case in terms of rate vs

the number of eavesdropper. The rate is computed as Rate =
∑

i log2(1+SNRi).

where i is the antenna index. As given in (9.1), when the user density increases in

a given area, the probability of eavesdropping also increases. Based on (9.1), we

realize this increment as the increasing number of eavesdropper in the figure. We

assume that Alice transmits the signal to Bob from multiple antennas and there

are multiple eavesdroppers working collaboratively. We assume that the trans-

mitter utilizes multiple antennas with artificial noise to provide security during

communication with Bob. Invoking that the signal transmitted by multiple an-

tennas can be considered as multidimensional signal, one of these dimensions is

allocated for the data transmission to Bob while the remaining ones are used for

the artificial noise transmission. In FS case, we assume that the number of trans-

mit antennas of Alice is fixed. In this case, when the number of eavesdroppers

increases, Eve’s rate will also increase. Since only fixed number of antennas is
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used to send artificial noise signal, the desired security will be achieved only for

the cases where the number of Eavesdroppers are less than the number of dimen-

sions allocated for the artificial noise at the transmitter. Therefore, the sum rate

of the eavesdroppers will increase by increasing the number of collaborating ma-

licious nodes. For this case, the rate of Bob will remain constant. In CS case, the

number of transmit dimensions for the artificial noise of Alice changes with the

number of eavesdroppers in the environment. While the security level of eaves-

dropper stays the same because of having constant rate, Alice’s rate decreases.

It is because the total transmit power of Alice is fixed and shared between the

data and artificial noise signals.
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Fig. 9.5: When the number of eavesdropper increases in a given area, while the
rate of Bob remains constant in the FS case, it is decreasing in CS. However, in
terms of the security, CS provides higher security than FS case.

9.4 Conclusion & Open Issues

Providing security in wireless communication is a critical task. In this paper, we

focused on the security in physical layer where we proposed CS concept. Radio

can adapt its security level in CS by considering three different conditions which
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are defined as user density, application specific adaptation, and location. These

conditions come along with certain challenges which can be listed as:

9.4.1 How to detect if the condition exists?

To make the security adaptive, ensuring the detectability of context information

is critical. While some of the context information such as user density is easy to

detect via available spectrum sensing techniques [188], for some of them such as

application specific, it is a hard task. As explained in Section 9.3.2, when the

country is in battle and the military needs to use the cellular stations and fre-

quencies for the communication, radio should have the capability to increase the

security. Here, the question arises as to how the radio realizes that condition. If

there is a need to obtain some parameters from the upper layers to detect the con-

text information, how should radio collaborate with those layers? Collaboration

between the layers is also a subject of cross-layer techniques [176].

9.4.2 How to identify the correct statement about the

context?

As mentioned in Section 9.3.1, detailed knowledge might be needed to adapt the

security level after detecting the existence of context information. For instance,

the reason of users’ gathering can be an entertainment event which might not

necessitate a high security level while it can be required in business environments.

How one can differentiate the statement of the context emerges as a hot topic.

9.4.3 What type of security mechanism can be used and

how much resource should radio allocate?

There are many studies to secure the communication in physical layer most of

which focus on specific circumstances. Especially, after detecting the context
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information and identifying the correct statement, the third step is: ‘Other than

current efforts, what type of security mechanisms should be performed depending

on the information captured from the environment and upper layers?’. Will this

new method provide higher security than the existing efforts? For which context

will it be a remedy? Regardless of whether a new method is proposed or any

existing solution is used, how is the security level adjusted? For instance, based

on the security threat, the waveform can be determined in the physical layer. If

there is a jamming attack, spread spectrum waveform can be utilized. In this case,

the security level can be considered as the processing gain, i.e., the amount of

spreading. As a final note, the adaptation ability of a specific technique to change

the security needs should also be considered. For instance, transmit power can be

a limiting factor for some users which might restrict the flexibility of the security

level in artificial noise insertion based techniques. Alternatively, in SS, total

available bandwidth needs to be considered while performing the adaptation.

In this study, we provided different conditions which necessitate CS. However,

it is highlighted that various new context information can be integrated into CS

concept by taking the dynamic nature of the wireless communication systems.
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Chapter 10

Physical Layer Security for

Downlink NOMA: Requirements,

Merits, Challenges, and

Recommendations

10.1 Introduction

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has received significant attention for 5G

and beyond wireless systems due to its unique properties such as high spectral

efficiency, low latency, improved coverage, massive connectivity, fairness and so

on [189]. However, compared to orthogonal multiple access (OMA), there are

some critical security risks in NOMA. More specifically, due to the broadcast

of superimposed messages from multiple users at the same time over the same

resources, there is a risk that an eavesdropper can overhear the information of

multiple users if NOMA transmission is successfully intercepted. Moreover, in

NOMA, there is a need of securing confidential messages from each other in case

of untrusted users [11].
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To cope up with these security risks, physical layer security (PLS) techniques

have emerged as a promising solution that can complement and (in some cases)

may even replace the cryptography-based approaches [11] [190]. PLS exploits

the dynamic features of wireless communications, for example, random channel,

fading, interference, and noise, etc., to prevent the eavesdropper from decoding

data while ensuring that the legitimate user can decode it successfully. PLS ap-

proaches can be exploited to extract keys from the channel, thus avoiding key

management issues. Furthermore, in PLS, channel-dependent resource alloca-

tion and link adaptation can be designed to provide flexible and scenario-specific

security for 5G and beyond [11].

Based on the potential of PLS for future networks and security concerns in

NOMA, designing PLS techniques for NOMA is a promising area of research.

However, there is still a paucity of research works in this direction [16] [191].

In this article, we first provide a quick overview of NOMA flavors and basic

principles to explain security concerns more clearly. This is followed by security

design objectives and solutions provided by PLS. Then, we present the merits

of PLS in NOMA as compared to OMA. Challenges of PLS in NOMA, possible

solutions, and future directions are addressed in the following section. The final

section concludes the article.

10.2 Dominant Flavors and System Model for

NOMA

In this section, different types of NOMA, basic system model, and NOMA prin-

ciples are presented to explain the security designs more clearly.
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Fig. 10.1: Downlink NOMA detailed model which consists of a single Base Station
(BS) with one Near User (NU) and one Far User (FU) in the presence of an
external eavesdropper (cloned at different possible positions).

10.2.1 NOMA Dominant Flavors

NOMA supports massive connectivity and enhanced spectral efficiency by al-

lowing resource allocation in a non-orthogonal manner. There are two basic

types of NOMA schemes: Power-domain (PD) NOMA and code-domain (CD)

NOMA [189]. In PD-NOMA, different users’ signals are directly superimposed

by assigning channel quality-based power allocation to them, while sharing the

same frequency-time resources. CD-NOMA, on the other hand, is like Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA), where different users are allowed to share

the same frequency-time resources by using unique orthogonal code. However,

CD-NOMA uses non-orthogonal codes with lower cross-correlation or sparse se-

quences. While uplink NOMA [192] has also been studied, more focus is given

to downlink NOMA, especially by the standardization bodies, such as the third

generation partnership project (3GPP) and IEEE. For example, a downlink ver-

sion of PD-NOMA has been proposed for 3GPP-LTE-Advanced [193]. Hence,

this paper will mainly focus on PLS techniques applied to downlink PD-NOMA

to elaborate on the novel challenges and future recommendations for it.1

1Note that we will use the term “NOMA” in the remaining part of the paper to represent
“PD-NOMA” [189].
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10.2.2 System Model and Principles of NOMA

Consider a simple two-user downlink NOMA scenario that consists of a single

base station (BS) with one near user (NU) and one far user (FU) in the pres-

ence of an external eavesdropper (cloned at different possible positions) as shown

in Fig. 10.1. The BS first superimposes the users’ signals by allocating them

different power levels and broadcasts the mixture to all users using the same

time-frequency resources. The power allocation in NOMA is done in such a way

that the FU (user with lower channel gain) is allocated more power and NU (user

with higher channel gain) is given low power. The receivers of NOMA employ

different strategies for different users in accordance with their channel character-

istics. More specifically, the NU has to decode the signal intended for FU first,

and afterward, it subtracts the detected signal from the received signal and then

decodes its intended data. This process is known as successive interference can-

cellation (SIC). On the other hand, the FU directly decodes its information while

considering the information of its partner as noise. It should be noted that for the

sake of explanation two users case is considered here; however, the discussion is

also applicable to multiple (more than two) users case. The above-mentioned case

is for single-input-single-output (SISO)-NOMA, where channels are represented

by scalars. However, matrices are used to represent the channels of multi-input-

multi-output (MIMO)-NOMA. In the case of matrices, ordering of users based on

power is quite challenging [189]. In the literature, two main designs are proposed

for MIMO-NOMA case: 1) Beamformer based MIMO-NOMA, where different

beams are allocated to different users and SIC is employed at users sharing the

same resource block [189], 2) Cluster based MIMO-NOMA, where users are di-

vided into clusters and a single beam can serve all the users in the cluster. In

this approach, SIC is adopted among users sharing the same cluster [189].
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Fig. 10.2: Security based approaches for internal and external eavesdropper based
on beamforming and AN.

10.3 Security Designs Objectives

In this section, different security design objectives for NOMA are presented and

explained. To evaluate the secrecy performance of any security algorithm, the

secrecy rate is one of the popular metrics in PLS. It is defined as the difference be-

tween the capacity of the legitimate user channel (main channel) and the capacity

of the eavesdropper channel (wiretap channel).

In general, different users in NOMA can have different requirements in terms

of reliability, throughput, and security, etc. which implies that the design of PLS

techniques should consider these requirements. Moreover, there are two types of

eavesdroppers: 1) External, and 2) Internal. An internal eavesdropper is from

the set of legitimate users of the network, while the external one is not from

that set [190]. The eavesdropper can be considered 1) active, or 2) passive. The

active eavesdropper can interrupt wireless communication by launching jamming

or channel estimation attacks while passive eavesdropper just spies on the com-

munication without interfering with the ongoing communication.

This work is focused on both internal eavesdropping as well as passive external

eavesdropping. The objectives of security design for NOMA can be divided into

three major categories based on its requirements as follows:
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� Security designs against external eavesdroppers.

� Security designs against internal eavesdroppers.

� Security designs against both internal and external eavesdroppers.

The details of security designs and solutions provided by PLS are presented in

the subsequent part.

10.3.1 Security Designs against External Eavesdroppers

In this scenario, NU and FU are trusted. So, the design goal here is to secure

the messages of NU and FU from an external eavesdropper. Based on the basic

model presented in Fig.10.1, there are different possibilities for Eve’s location.

In some cases, Eve is closer to BS compared to users, and her channel is better

than far legitimate users. Hence, the location of Eve can affect the security

performance of NOMA system and should be considered while designing security

algorithms. Moreover, different users are allocated different power levels, due to

which they are protected in an unequal manner with respect to Eve’s location.

More specifically, Eve can eavesdrop their signals to different extents.

The necessary conditions that need to be taken into consideration while de-

signing algorithms for this scenario are as follows: Firstly, the basic SIC should

be normally operated with the security algorithm, which means that the proposed

algorithm should not affect the basic SIC process and the performance of normal

NOMA. Secondly, the algorithm is also expected to work even in the case of

having strong spatial similarity between channels of legitimate and illegitimate

parties.

The popular PLS techniques for external eavesdropping in the literature in-

clude channel-based optimization of the power allocation for each user, subcarrier

assignment to users, channel ordering of NOMA users along with the decoding or-

der, optimization of beamforming policies, adding interfere signal, key generation,

phase manipulation, transmit antenna selection (TAS) approaches and inter-user
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interference exploitation, etc. [11] [16]. The brief details of popular approaches

are as follows:

10.3.1.1 Beamforming

The basic idea of the beamforming-based security approach in OMA is to en-

hance the power of the signal at the legitimate users while suppressing it in other

directions [11] as presented in Fig. 10.2 (left). However, this approach may not

be able to fulfill the above-mentioned design requirements for secure NOMA. For

example, the beamforming design matrices based on maximum ratio transmission

for near and far users increase the strength of both users’ signals which may not

guarantee perfect SIC processing at near user [194]. Hence, these techniques need

to be intelligently modified.

10.3.1.2 Artificial noise (AN) with beamforming

AN based techniques with beamforming are very effective against external eaves-

dropping in NOMA, especially when Eve is closer to BS compared to the legiti-

mate user. The basic idea is to transmit intentional interference simultaneously

with the desired signal by using the beamforming approach to degrade the perfor-

mance of eavesdropper while fulfilling the above mentioned basic security design

requirements for NOMA as presented in Fig. 10.2 (right bottom). The per-

formance of such types of techniques is highly dependent on the availability of

channel state information (CSI) of the eavesdropper. In the case of full CSI avail-

ability at the BS, optimal and efficient beamformers can be designed to enhance

the security [16]. However, when CSI is not available, the beamformer should

be designed to send AN in all directions except in the direction of the desired

user while sending the intended signal in the direction of the desired user [194].

The major challenge here is to ensure secure communication while fulfilling the

above-mentioned conditions.
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10.3.1.3 Power allocation

Power allocation approaches based on channel conditions of legitimate users can

make the interception of users’ signals difficult for eavesdropper under certain

settings in NOMA [195]. In the case of full CSI availability, the power alloca-

tion can be optimized to maximize the secrecy rate (security) of the legitimate

users [195]. However, in the case of imperfect CSI, optimal power allocation for

maximizing secrecy rate (security) is not possible [16]. So, in such cases, the

goal is to maximize the difference in data rate between Eve and users as much as

possible.

10.3.1.4 Cooperative beamforming and jamming

Cooperative communication can enhance the reliability of NOMA systems by

cooperative diversity. Moreover, it can also enhance the security of the NOMA

system by distributed beamforming with and without cooperative jamming. In

the case of distributed beamforming, the signal is directed towards the desired

direction by collaborative action of relays [196]. On the other hand, in case of

distributed beamforming with cooperative jamming, a group of relays is selected

to focus the desired signal in the intended direction while the remaining relays

are used to degrade the performance Eve by sending AN [196].

10.3.2 Security Designs against Internal Eavesdroppers

In this scenario, no external eavesdropper is assumed; however, the users are

untrusted. The design goal here is to secure information of users from each other,

while making sure that the SIC operation works normally. Moreover, in this case,

the channel is known at the BS, which makes the design process different than

the previous case. Internal eavesdropping can be divided into two types:

� Eavesdropping of FU by NU
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� Eavesdropping of NU by FU

10.3.2.1 Eavesdropping of FU by NU

In the basic NOMA principle, the main security risk for FU is that the NU has to

decode (or demodulate) the signal of FU in order to apply SIC. Another important

thing is that the FU’s signal is allocated more power, which makes its detection

easier for the NU. The design goal here is to avoid leakage of information of FU

to NU, while making sure that SIC works normally. To further elaborate on this

issue, it should be pointed out that there are two types of SIC receiver: The first

one is symbol-level SIC receiver, in which FU’s signal is demodulated but

not decoded in order to apply SIC, while the other one is codeword-level SIC

receiver, where FU’s signal is demodulated and decoded in order to apply SIC.

In the codeword-level-SIC case, the data can only be secured by cryptography-

based techniques. However, for the case of symbol-level-SIC, PLS techniques

can be applied. In symbol-level based SIC, security can be provided to FU’s

data by transforming its data into another domain by using a special sequence

such that NU can apply SIC normally, but cannot decode the information of FU

[197]. Moreover, this transformation can also be done by using channel-dependent

features. Note that there are not too many contributions to the literature in this

direction.

10.3.2.2 Eavesdropping of NU by FU

In the basic NOMA principle, the FU can decode its signal directly, considering

the information of near as noise. However, after obtaining its own signal, it

may detect the signal of NU. The design goal here is to secure the data of NU

from FU while making sure that SIC works normally. In this case, designing

security methods is easier as compared to the security problem of FU’s data.

The BS can employ PLS techniques based on power allocation, beamforming,

or any other adaptation-based algorithm to satisfy the security requirement of

NU while making sure that the basic data rate requirement of FU is fulfilled.
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For example, in the case of beamforming, the design should consider the balance

between ensuring security at the near user while reliability at the far user, as

presented Fig. 10.2 (right top).

10.3.3 Security Designs against both Internal and Exter-

nal Eavesdroppers

In this scenario, there is an external eavesdropper as well as an internal eaves-

dropper where the users in the network are not trustable. The design goal here

includes the security of signals intended for NU and FU from external eavesdrop-

per as well from each other. This case is the most challenging one with respect

to security design. The design algorithms should make sure that SIC will work

normally while fulfilling the above goals. One possible way to provide security,

in this case, can be by the transformation of the signal of near and far users into

another domain by using some randomization sequences [197]. However, this is

still an open research area, and a lot of research efforts are needed in this direc-

tion. A summary of the objectives of security designs, complexity, and popular

solutions for NOMA are presented in Table. I.

10.4 Merits of PLS in NOMA

In this section, we present some of the merits of NOMA over OMA with respect

to PLS under certain conditions.

10.4.1 Higher Sum-Secrecy Rate

In NOMA, the signals are not sent separately like OMA. Hence, multi-user in-

terference and PLS can be processed collaboratively. Moreover, user selection,
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Table 10.1: Summary of the objectives of security designs for different scenarios
in NOMA focusing on passive External Eavesdropper and Active internal eaves-
dropper.

Scenarios for
security

Design objectives Design
Complex-
ity

Candidate solu-
tions

External
Eavesdropper

Securing NU and FU
data against external
Eavesdropper while
keeping normal SIC

Normal Beamforming, Power
allocation based, in-
terference exploita-
tion based, TAS, co-
operative communi-
cation, etc.

Internal
Eavesdropper

Securing users’ in-
formation from each
other while ensuring
normal SIC

Against
NU: High
Against
FU: Normal

Against NU:
Transformation of
FU to other domain
Against FU:
Beamforming Power
allocation, TAS etc.

External and
Internal
Eavesdropper

Securing users’ in-
formation from each
other as well as from
external Eve while
having normal SIC

Highest Transformation of
users’ signal into
another domain,
interference assisted,
etc.

number of clusters, intra-cluster and inter-cluster power allocation can be de-

signed based on the quality of service requirements of legitimate users such as

data rate, reliability, etc. to enhance the secrecy rate of the system. For example,

power allocation based on channel conditions of legitimate users can enhance the

security of the system under certain settings as presented in Fig. 10.3 of [195] . It

should be noted from the figure that the average sum secrecy rate (ASSR) of the

NOMA system improves with the increase in the number of users as compared

to OMA under specific settings. The reason for the improvement in ASSR is due

to the dominance of legitimate users’ high spectral efficiency [195].
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Fig. 10.3: Average Sum Secrecy Rate (ASSR) versus the transmit power for
different number of users (n=2, n=3, n=4).

10.4.2 Inter-User Interference Exploitation for Securing

Massive MIMO System

In the case of a massive MIMO system, AN-based security techniques face com-

plexity issues. In such cases, NOMA can help us to provide secure communi-

cation without using AN [4]. For example, consider a clustering-based Massive

MIMO NOMA system employing non-orthogonal channel estimation in the pres-

ence of multiple active eavesdroppers [4] as presented in Fig. 10.4. The nodes in

this system suffer from intra-cluster and inter-cluster interference; however, this

inter-user interference can be exploited intelligently in NOMA to provide secure

communication [4]. More specifically, power allocation coefficients during chan-

nel estimation and multiple access stages can be designed in such a way that it

will enhance the performance of legitimate users and degrade the performance

of active eavesdroppers [4]. Moreover, this approach can also be extended to

full-duplex NOMA to provide secure communication [16].
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Fig. 10.4: Secure massive MIMO with NOMA by using inter-user interference,
where users are divided into four clusters [4].

10.4.3 Securing Uni-Cast Message from Multi-Cast Re-

ceivers

An interesting advantage of NOMA is to secure a uni-cast message from intercep-

tion by the untrusted multi-cast receivers while improving spectral efficiency [5]

as presented in Fig. 10.5, where uni-cast message is for a specific receiver while

the multi-cast message is for all the receivers in the set of specific receivers. In

OMA, uni-casting and multi-casting are transmitted separately and can be in-

tercepted easily by multi-casting receivers as presented in Fig. 10.5. However,

the NOMA principle can be used to degrade the intercepting capabilities of the

multi-casting receivers similar to the case of securing NU message from untrusted

FU receiver [5]. More specifically, joint power allocation and beamforming strate-

gies can be used to enhance the secrecy of uni-cast message while preserving the

reliability of multi-cast message [5]. Moreover, in OMA, two slots are required to

send uni-casting and multi-casting information while in NOMA both information

types can be transmitted simultaneously by using a single slot [5] as presented in

Fig. 10.5.
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Fig. 10.5: Multi-casting and Uni-casting in NOMA and OMA [5].

10.4.4 Channel Correlation and Security

Most, if not all, PLS techniques (based on small scale fading) assume that the

received signals at Eve and Bob will experience independent fading if they are

roughly half a wavelength apart. This assumption is valid only in a sufficiently

rich scattering environment. In the case of a poor scattering environment, these

algorithms will not ensure secure communication. However, NOMA with large

scale fading based security algorithms can provide secure communication under

certain circumstances even in a poor scattering environment [191] [4]. Moreover,

in the case of a rich scattering environment, both the small and large scale fading

based security algorithms can be applied in NOMA.

10.5 Challenges and Future Research Direc-

tions

This section presents the challenges in securing NOMA using PLS alongside some

of the proposed solutions and research directions.
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10.5.1 Challenges for Security against FU and External

Eavesdroppers

There are considerable contributions in the literature regarding the provision of

secure communication schemes against untrusted FU and external eavesdroppers

(in case of trusted internal users), such as channel-dependent power allocation,

beamforming, cooperative communication, TAS and inter-user interference, etc..

However, the majority of the research works assumes the availability of full, par-

tial or statistical information about the CSI of Eve, which is difficult to achieve in

case of passive eavesdropping. Moreover, some techniques provide security at the

cost of performance degradation. Hence, conventional techniques should be in-

telligently modified, and novel techniques should be proposed to provide security

for NOMA. Some of the potentially interesting techniques like multi-dimensional

directional modulation scheme, cyclic feature suppression-based techniques, and

channel-based interleaving, etc., have not been explored for such cases, whereas

these techniques have the potential to be used in such situations [16].

10.5.2 Security Challenges against Untrusted NU and

both External and Internal Eavesdroppers

The design of security algorithms against untrusted NU and both internal and

external eavesdropper is extremely challenging. The only solutions available in

the literature so far are based on the transformation of signals into another do-

main. This transformation is done by using a transformation sequence that needs

to be shared between the legitimate parties [197]. The sequence can be shared by

PLS approaches, such as full-duplex jamming based techniques for sequence shar-

ing [197] which requires complex hardware. In this direction, the channel-based

phase manipulation of symbols, directional modulation and cross-layer security

techniques can also be effective. For example, automatic repeat request (ARQ)

with AN can be jointly designed to provide security against internal and external

eavesdropping in NOMA similar to the work presented in [198]. Moreover, joint
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composite constellation design and ARQ with adaptive modulation can also be

used to provide security against untrusted NU. Furthermore, in the case of a rich

scattering environment, channel-based manipulation security techniques can also

be employed in such scenarios. This is still an open area and a lot of research

efforts are needed to provide security for such cases while making sure the SIC

operation works normally.

10.5.3 Passivity and Limited Observations

A lot of techniques in the literature of secure NOMA consider that the illegitimate

user is just spying the information. However, in future networks, there may exist

illegitimate nodes that can interfere with the normal operation of the NOMA

system by active attacks, such as pilot spoofing attacks, etc. These attacks are

more critical in NOMA because of the broadcast of superimposed messages of

multiple users at the same time. Quite a few PLS techniques in the NOMA

literature are robust to active eavesdroppers’ case [4]. Hence, there is a need

of designing PLS techniques that are robust to active attacks from eavesdrop-

pers. Moreover, collaborative-eavesdroppers with multiple observations may lead

to zero secrecy rate [190]. Hence, there is a need for understanding the implica-

tions of collaborative-eavesdroppers and multi-observation cases while developing

security techniques for NOMA.

10.5.4 SIC and Eve Capability

In the literature, it is assumed that eavesdroppers use the same SIC procedure

as legitimate users. However, an eavesdropper can apply alternative strategies

for eavesdropping, for example, it may decode a signal in the first step that is

decoded in the last stage of SIC at legitimate users, which can affect the overall

security performance of the system. Moreover, a powerful eavesdropper can apply

parallel interference cancellation to simultaneously decode the users’ signal [189].

Possible alternative approaches by eavesdropper should also be considered while
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designing security algorithms.

10.5.5 SIC Error Propagation and Secrecy

The security algorithms in NOMA mainly rely on the assumption that perfect

channel estimate is available, and the signals are perfectly separated at the re-

ceiver side (perfect SIC). However, if there is an error in any of these signals during

SIC, then the remaining signals may also be detected erroneously [199]. Hence,

the effect of imperfect SIC and imperfect channel estimation should be consid-

ered while designing security algorithms for NOMA, so that these drawbacks can

be avoided. Therefore, it is also recommended to use an efficient non-linear de-

tection algorithm at each state of SIC to alleviate the effect of imperfect SIC

and practical channel calibration solutions for imperfect channel estimation case.

Moreover, new interference cancellation schemes and improvement in signal pro-

cessing chip technology that can benefit the legitimate receivers are also of special

interest [189].

10.5.6 AN based Security Schemes

AN-based techniques are one of the popular techniques in the literature. In

these techniques, an artificial interference signal is added in the null-space of the

legitimate user channel to degrade the performance of Eve. However, in NOMA,

when AN is added based on the individual user, it also causes AN leakage in the

range space of other NOMA users which degrades their performance. Moreover,

AN may increase peak to average power ratio (PAPR), sacrifices some power,

and is also sensitive to imperfect channel estimation. Thus, it is recommended

to design AN, not only to provide security but also to reduce the amount of

out-of-band emission (OOBE), adjacent channel interference and average PAPR,

etc. [198].
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10.5.7 Multi-Cell Case and Other Technologies

In the case of multi-cell NOMA, there are a lot of challenges to provide secure and

reliable communication due to inter-channel interference. However, there is not

much work in this area. Algorithms for joint processing, coordinated beamform-

ing, and coordinated scheduling need to be proposed to ensure reliable and secure

multi-cell NOMA. Moreover, there is also the paucity of PLS research works for

NOMA integrated with other technologies such as millimeter-wave, full-duplex,

visible light communication, cognitive radio, heterogeneous networks, and coor-

dinated multi-point, etc.

10.5.8 Cross-layer, Context-Aware and Hybrid Security

Techniques for NOMA

In the literature of PLS techniques in NOMA, transmission parameters of the

physical layer are optimized according to legitimate users’ channel characteristics

to provide secure communication without considering upper layer parameters.

However, to meet the diverse requirements of NOMA users and for joint design

of throughput, secrecy, delay, reliability, and respective trade-off among them, the

concept of cross-layer security design from the perspective of physical layer should

also be considered such as: 1) Cross MAC-PHY layer: In this approach, MAC

layer features (for example, channel accessing, multiplexing, ARQ and control of

resource allocation, etc.) can be optimized jointly with physical layer parameters

to provide efficient QoS based security solution [198], 2) Cross NET-PHY layer

security: In this approach, the network layer features such as relaying, routing and

path determination, etc. can be optimized jointly with physical layer parameters

for enhancing security of the system [190], 3) Cross APP-PHY layer: In this

approach, physical layer parameters of transmission are jointly optimized based on

channel characteristics as well as on the basis of applications, services and features

of data to provide efficient security solution based on the requirements of users.

Finally, designing hybrid techniques by combining signal’s security approaches

(PLS) with data security approaches (cryptography) can further enhance the
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security of the NOMA-based systems.

10.5.9 IRS assisted PLS for NOMA

Recently, reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RIS)-assisted networks have been

proposed as a promising power-efficient solution to enable a smart and control-

lable wireless propagation environment. Basically, the RIS is a large array of

passive reflecting elements that intelligently reflect the impinging signals in order

to add different signals constructively or destructively at receivers [200]. This fea-

ture can be exploited to enhance PLS against external and internal eavesdropper

in NOMA.

10.6 Conclusion

NOMA promises high spectral efficiency, low latency, and massive connectivity,

while PLS offers simple and effective security solutions. Together, these two

technologies are capable of supporting the exceeding efficiency and security re-

quirements of 5G and beyond networks. In this article, the key security design

requirements of NOMA and the strength of PLS as a solution to fulfill these

requirements are discussed. By employing PLS to NOMA, spectrally efficient,

adaptive, and secure systems can be realized. However, the challenges and fu-

ture recommendations explained in this work need to be investigated further to

address the open issues. Practical secure NOMA systems can be developed by

modification of current PLS techniques and/or proposing new novel techniques

that do not require extra processing, extra signaling, or major modification in

the receiver structure.
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Chapter 11

Primary User Emulation and

Jamming Attack Detection in

Cognitive Radio via Sparse

Coding

11.1 Introduction

Due to the rapid growth in wireless technology and services, the scarcity of the

wireless spectrum has become a major problem [201]. To meet the requirements of

future wireless networks and to alleviate this spectrum scarcity problem, cognitive

radio (CR) is one of the most promising solutions. CR allows spectrum sharing

between the primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs). More specifically, it

enables SUs to opportunistically utilize empty spectrum bands without harming

the PUs by following these steps: i) determining whether the channel is occupied

or not, ii) choosing the best part of the spectrum based on their quality of service

(QoS) requirements, iii) coordinating with other users to access the spectrum,

and iv) leaving the channel whenever a PU starts to transmit its data [202].
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Although CR is a promising solution to address the spectrum shortage prob-

lem, it is inherently vulnerable to both traditional and new security threats [203].

This is due to the wireless nature and unique characteristics of CR. Traditional se-

curity threats include eavesdropping, spoofing, and jamming attacks [204], while

new security threats include spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) and pri-

mary user emulation attack (PUEA) [203,205].

An eavesdropper tries to “hear” the secret communication between legitimate

nodes while a spoofer can modify, intercept, and replace the messages between

the legitimate parties. On the other hand, a jammer can generate intentional

interference signals to degrade the quality of communication for both PUs and

SUs. Thus, a jammer can also prevent an SU from efficiently utilizing the white

spaces of the spectrum by causing false alarms regarding spectrum occupancy

[204].

In an SSDF attack, an illegitimate node provides false sensing information to

degrade the performance of the collaborative spectrum sensing approach, where

collaborative approaches include the interaction of multiple CRs to improve the

sensing performance in the fading environment. On the other hand, PUEA is

based on emulating the characteristics of the PU transmission to deceive the

SUs about spectrum occupancy. PUEA prevents them from utilizing the existing

spectrum holes and can even cause interference to the PUs in some cases [206].

Popular PUEA types include malicious and selfish attacks. The malicious at-

tackers’ objective is to degrade the CRs performance by preventing them from

opportunistic exploitation of spectrum. Particularly, a malicious attacker de-

stroys the operations of the CR network. Thus, it can stop CRs from sensing

and can also disengage the already used spectrum by them. On the other hand,

a selfish attacker aims at exploiting the space of the spectrum by preventing

other secondary users from using it. More specifically, it focuses on enhancing its

consumption of the spectrum by degrading the overall fairness of the system.

The focus of this work is to detect false alarm about the spectrum occupancy

that is caused by illegitimate nodes. An illegitimate node can transmit a signal
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similar to that of a PU, considered as a primary user emulator (PUE), or can send

an unstructured signal, considered as a jamming attack. In the literature, several

solutions are proposed for illegitimate node detection. For instance, the power

level of the signal through the energy detection (ED) algorithm can decide on

the source of the signal [207] using a pre-defined threshold. In [208], the authors

presented a Markov random field-based belief propagation framework with ED for

PUEA detection. Firstly, SUs employ the energy-based algorithm and calculate

the belief values about the real source of the signal. Afterwards, the belief values

are shared between different users. Finally, the average belief value is compared

with the pre-defined threshold. If the average is less than the threshold, it is

assumed that the signal source is fake, otherwise, the source of the signal is

assumed to be real. These approaches are simple, however, they are shown to

create high levels of false alarm rates. Cross-layer techniques are also effective for

illegitimate node detection. In [209], the authors proposed a cross-layer approach

for jamming attack and PUEA detection in CR networks by using information

from physical layer spectrum sensing, statistical analysis of routing information,

and prior knowledge about PUs. This technique is effective for detecting PUEA

and jamming attack. However, there is an excessive overhead in analyzing and

comparing information from physical and network layers.

The wireless channel and inherent physical characteristics of communication

devices are also effective for illegitimate node detection [210–213]. For instance,

wireless channel-based detection schemes are proposed in [210–212] for PUEA

detection. These techniques are based on the fact that the channel between

different transmitter-receiver pairs is different due to its spatial decorrelation

nature. In [213], the inherent physical layer features of devices based on hardware

impairments are exploited for PUEA detection. Nevertheless, these techniques

require excessive software and hardware overheads for their implementation.

Localization-based detection is also popular for PUEA detection. The basic

idea is to infer the position of the signal’s source by using the received signal

and compare it with a database of pre-known locations of legitimate PUs. How-

ever, database management is not applicable in all scenarios [214,215]. Similarly,

the authors in [216] used the time difference of arrival-based position estimation
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approach for PUEA detection. However, this requires a strict synchronization

between the receiver and the transmitter.

Machine learning (ML)-based solutions also received considerable attention for

CR security. In [217], an anomaly detection framework for CR networks based on

the characteristics of radio propagation is proposed. However, it does not consider

specific attacks and is designed only for the detection of general anomalies. In

[218], the authors proposed a technique based on support vector data description

(SVDD) and zoom fast Fourier transform (zoom FFT). In the first step, the

pilot and symbol rate are estimated using zoom FFT. Afterwards, a boundary

around the PU objects is constructed using the SVDD classifier which is used to

distinguish between PU and PUE. However, this method does not perform well in

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) operating conditions. Furthermore, the method

fails when the PUE is extremely intelligent (the only information unknown by

the PUE is the channel). In [219], the authors proposed an ML-based algorithm

for PUEA detection that exploits the signal strength and boundaries around

the position of PU for the correct detection. This method is good in terms of

complexity but it suffers from performance degradation.

Recently, compressive sensing (CS)-based approaches were applied in spec-

trum sensing where CS offers several benefits. For example, it can alleviate the

need for high sampling rate analog-to-digital converters [220–222]. This results

in a reduction of the overall complexity, energy consumption, and memory re-

quirements. Following its success in various application areas [220], CS has been

applied to the problem of PUEA detection. Works along this line include PUEA

detection based on CS and received signal strength [223]. This approach needs

multiple sensors throughout the network. Hence, it increases the overall complex-

ity. Another example considers exploiting belief propagation and CS for PUEA

detection [224]. However, this requires a centralized node for its implementa-

tion. In [225], the authors proposed an algorithm for jamming attack detection

in wide-band CR. In the first step, CS is performed to estimate a wide-band spec-

trum. Afterwards, an ED algorithm is applied to identify the occupied spectrum

sub-bands. Lastly, waveform parameters of the sub-bands are compared with the

known user database to determine the jamming attack. However, this method
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also requires database management.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for PUEA and jamming attack detec-

tion corresponding to the narrow-band spectrum using the convergence patterns

of the sparse coding over channel-dependent sampled dictionary. This conver-

gence is characterized by the sparse coding residual signal energy decay rates.

The proposed algorithm does not require a centralized node or strict synchro-

nization between transceiver ends. Moreover, it does not require information

from multiple sensors for the implementation. Furthermore, it eliminates the

need for estimating the sparse coding error tolerance or the sparsity level, as typ-

ically required in CS-based approaches. The reason is that the sparse recovery in

the proposed algorithm is just used for energy convergence rate revelation rather

than accurate signal reconstruction. The main contributions of this paper are as

follows:

� First, the decaying pattern of sparse coding is used for PUEA detection. This

is achieved by exploiting the convergence patterns of the sparse coding over

a PU channel-dependent dictionary. In this context, these patterns guide on

identifying a spectrum hole, a PU, and a PUE through ML approaches.

� Second, jamming attack detection is also performed based on the decay pattern

of sparse coding. Here, the idea is that the noise and jamming signals are

not compressible because they are not structured. So, residual energy decay

patterns with a channel-dependent dictionary along with the non-compressive

nature of jamming signals are used for efficient jamming attack detection via

ML classification.

Notation: Upper-case bold-faced, lower-case bold-faced and lower-case plain

letters represent matrices, vectors, and scalars, respectively. The symbols ‖.‖0

and ‖.‖2 denote the number of nonzero elements and the 2-norm of a vector,

respectively. The 〈·, ·〉, †, and C symbols represent inner product, Moore-Penrose

pseudoinverse, and complex number field.
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11.2 Preliminaries and System Model

This section reviews background information related to CS, sparse recovery, and

ML approaches.

11.2.1 Compressive Sensing and Sparse Recovery

Using a random sensing matrix, CS merges data measurement and compression

into a unified operation. CS applies to compressible signals, i.e., either the ex-

plicitly sparse signals, or the ones admitting sparsity in a certain domain [226].

Let us assume a signal vector y ∈ CN . A compressed version of y can be

obtained by applying a measurement matrix Φ ∈ CM×N as yc = Φy, where

M � N . Hence, a reduction in dimensionality from N -to-M is achieved. A

high-dimensional version of the original signal can be reconstructed from this low

dimensional measurement via sparse recovery [226].

Generally speaking, let us assume that a signal y admits sparse coding over

a dictionary (D ∈ CN×K). The signal can be represented in terms of D as

y ≈Dw, where w ∈ CK is a sparse coefficient vector. The calculation of w can

be cast as follows.

argmin
w
‖y −Dw‖2

2 s.t. ‖w‖0 < S, (11.1)

where S denotes the sparsity level of the signal. Sparse recovery is an NP-hard

problem. However, sparse recovery methods offer efficient approximate solutions.

As shown in (11.1), the `0 pseudo-norm is principally used to exactly quantify

the sparsity level. However, its minimization is mathematically intractable and

highly complex. Therefore, there exist only approximate solutions to `0 mini-

mization, such as the matching pursuit and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)

approaches. Alternatively, this problem can be overcome by relaxing the `0 norm

minimization condition to minimizing the `1 norm which is a loose bound on

sparsity. Still, `1 minimization is convex and accepts linear programming. Thus,

replacing `0 minimization with `1 minimization offers a significant reduction to
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the computational complexity of sparse coding. However, `1 minimization re-

quires information about the noise level of the signal being recovered. Thus, in

this work, we adopt approximate `0 minimization through the OMP algorithm 1.

The intrinsic sparsity of the signal can be revealed by a dictionary. This

dictionary can be formed of fixed basis functions such as Fourier basis, Gabor

functions, wavelets, and contourlets. Alternatively, it can be generated as a

learned dictionary. In this setting, a dictionary is obtained by training over

training data signals Y ∈ CN×L [228]. This dictionary learning process can be

formulated as

argmin
W,D

‖W i‖0 s.t. ‖Y i −DW i‖2
2 < ε ∀ i, (11.2)

where ε represents error tolerance. Since the problem is non-tractable and non-

convex, most of the dictionary learning algorithms perform the learning by itera-

tively alternating between a sparse representation stage and a dictionary update

stage. As an example, the K-SVD algorithm [228] is one of the widely used

algorithms for the dictionary learning process.

The above-mentioned dictionary learning is a computationally demanding pro-

cess. Therefore, developing efficient alternatives to the classical dictionary learn-

ing approach is needed for CR-related applications [221]. In this context, the

use of sampled dictionaries is an efficient alternative. One can obtain a sampled

dictionary by picking a set of randomly-selected data vectors that serve for the

sparse coding without the need for applying an expensive learning process. Thus,

this offers a compromise in terms of computational complexity at a tolerable loss

in the representational power of the dictionary. In [222], the use of sampled dic-

tionaries is justified by their usage to represent data points in a specific class,

which have a general similarity. Similarly, sampled dictionaries are used in this

work to represent signals.

1The proposed algorithm is not limited to OMP and it can be implemented with any sparse
recovery algorithm [227]. We prefer to use the OMP algorithm since it is computationally
efficient and simple.
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11.2.2 Residual Components in Pursuit Sparse Coding

A widely used sparse representation algorithm is OMP. This algorithm is based

on iteratively obtaining the coefficients in a sparse coefficient vector (w). Par-

ticularly, each iteration identifies the location and adjusts the value of a nonzero

element in w. This is achieved by selecting one atom (column) from a dictionary

D and adjusting its respective weight.

To implement the above-explained atom selection and coefficient update pro-

cesses, algorithms such as OMP define a so-called residual signal r. Conceptually,

r represents signal portions that have not yet been represented by the selected

dictionary atoms. Hence, sparse coding initializes r with the signal itself, as

r ← x. In the first iteration, the sparse representation algorithm loops through

all dictionary atoms and selects the one most similar to the current residual r.

Once this atom is selected, the corresponding weight is calculated. To this end,

the next residual is calculated by subtracting the resultant one-atom sparse ap-

proximation from the original residual. Then, the residual is considered as a new

signal for which another dictionary atom is selected and another coefficient is

calculated and the process continues until a certain halting condition is met.

The interesting point to consider in the above-explained sparse coding ap-

proach is that the energy of the residual components should dramatically decrease

as sparse coding progresses. Intuitively, this is because more atoms are selected,

and thus more signal portions are excluded from the residual.

11.2.3 Machine Learning for Classification

The successful works of the ML algorithms in many application areas such as com-

puter vision, fingerprint identification, image processing, and speech recognition

led these algorithms to become appealing for the area of wireless communica-

tion [229]. These ML algorithms are categorized under three categories called

supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning-based
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ML algorithms are widely used for classification problems when the number of

present classes is known and the information of the classes that samples belong

to in the training stage is available.

Amongst many supervised learning-based algorithms, the feed-forward neural

network has received growing interest in classification problems since it can rec-

ognize classes accurately and quickly [230]. This network can be used with a

single-layer and multi-layer. Although single-layer algorithms are computation-

ally good, these algorithms can only be used for simple problems. Alternatively,

the multi-layer-based algorithms that include the usage of one or more hidden

layers are used. Even though these algorithms increase computational complex-

ity, they are able to solve more complex problems. Besides the effect of the extra

layers, the number of neurons that are used in hidden layers is also effective on

the accuracy and complexity performances. Therefore, it is quite significant to

set these hyper-parameters optimally. Moreover, the complexity and accuracy

performances can be increased by feature extraction (with the domain knowl-

edge). Along this line, CS is used to extract features in this work with the aim

of increasing the performance of the ML.

11.2.4 System Model

The system model used is intended to characterize the existence of legitimate

and illegitimate source nodes. Thus, it consists of a PU node, an SU node,

and an illegitimate node as presented in Fig. 11.1. In this setting, an SU node

opportunistically exploits the spectrum in the presence of an illegitimate node

that can launch either PUEA or jamming attack. A jammer transmits a random

signal, while a PU node and a PUE transmit structured signals that mimic the

legitimate PUs.

We can represent the transmitted signal as: x = As, where A is a coeffi-

cient matrix with a size of N × N . Each component is denoted by ai,j with

i, j = 1, . . . N , and s = [s1(t), . . . , sN(t)]T represents the transmitted data vector.

Any coordinate of s is given as si(t) =
∑∞

k=−∞ dku(t−kTs)ej2πfc,ot, where Ts is the
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symbol duration, fc,o represents the center frequency, d represents digitally mod-

ulated data symbols, u(t) represents the pulse shaping filter, and o = 1, 2, . . . , N .

The signal at the receiver sent by any node can be written as

y = hx + n, (11.3)

where h is a multipath Rayleigh fading channel between any transmitter-receiver

pair and n is additive white Gaussian noise. Due to the spatial decorrelation

concept, the channel between different transmitter-receiver pairs is assumed to

be different [12].

Primary 

user

PUE/jammer

Secondary 

user

False alarm about 

spectrum occupancy

Detect that PU is not 

transmitting

Send a fake structured 

or jamming signal

1.31
Fig. 11.1: The basic system model: a PUE and a jammer want to degrade SU’s
spectrum utilization by sending fake signals.

11.3 The Proposed Algorithm for PUEA and

Jamming Attack Detection

The objective of this work is to differentiate between the following hypotheses:

y =


n H0 : there is no PU,

hPUxs + n H1 : a PU is present,

hixs + n H2 : a PUE is present,

hixn + n H3 : a jammer is present,

(11.4)

where n is additive white Gaussian noise and y is the received signal. Besides,

hPU denotes the channel corresponding to the legitimate PU, hi is the channel
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corresponding to PUE or jammer, xn represents the (unstructured) jamming

signal, and xs is a structured signal. In this work, two goals are set. The first

is to detect PUEA, i.e., to differentiate between the H0, H1, and H2 hypotheses.

The second goal is to detect jamming attacks, i.e., to differentiate between H0,

H1, and H3.

To meet the above-mentioned goals, a compressed version of the received signal

is observed by the CS algorithm and its sparse coding is calculated with respect

to a PU channel-depended dictionary DPU . As detailed in Section 11.2, sparse

coding iteratively minimizes the energy of a residual (‖r‖2). For each iteration,

we calculate the value of ‖r‖2. Then, we quantify the rate of its decay using the

gradient operator (|G|). It is noted that the speed of this decay depends on the

harmony between the received signal and the dictionary.

The convergence profile of this residual or gradient versus iteration can be

used to distinguish between the aforementioned hypotheses. The idea behind

this approach is that the unstructured signals (noise and jamming) are not com-

pressible, while structured signals are compressible. Hence, different signals have

different ‖r‖2 and |G| profiles that help to distinguish between different hypothe-

ses. Following the same logic, different signals have different patterns based on

the similarity between the dictionary atoms and signals. In other words, residual

energy patterns show how much dictionary atoms can guarantee accurate and

sparse representation for signals that can also help in distinguishing between var-

ious hypotheses. Intuitively speaking, a signal that is compressible in the given

dictionary has a faster decay speed compared to other signals. Thus, if the dic-

tionary is channel-dependent, it will also affect the pattern corresponding to ‖r‖2

and |G|, which can be used also to differentiate between different hypotheses.

To this end, we analyze the usefulness of ‖r‖2 and |G| in distinguishing be-

tween the aforementioned hypotheses in (11.4) with the following test. We use

a test set of 103 quadruplets of synthetically-generated received signals (y) that

correspond to the hypotheses H0,H1, H2, and H3, respectively. In other words,

one signal is mere noise, the other one is the signal received from the legitimate

PU, the third one is a PUE signal that mimics the PU signal, and the fourth one
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is an unstructured jamming signal. These signals are generated as described in

Section 11.5.

For each quadruplet, we calculate a PU-dependent dictionary (DPU) based

on the known PU channel (hPU). In this work, a channel-dependent dictionary

is obtained by convolving a set of randomly selected data (X) with the channel

corresponding to the legitimate PU. Formally stated, DPU = hPU ∗X, where

∗ denotes convolution. Afterwards, we perform an iterative sparse coding oper-

ation on a compressed version of each signal in the quadruplet with DPU while

calculating ‖r‖2. Next, we calculate the gradient of each residual vector as |G|.

The average values of ‖r‖2 and |G| in the above-explained test are presented

in Fig. 11.2. In view of this figure, it is seen that one can differentiate between

the four hypotheses based on |G| and ‖r‖2 using ML approaches. For example,

the gradient of H1 has faster decay as compared to H0, H2, H3 as presented in

Fig. 2 (f), Fig. 2 (e), Fig. 2 (g), and Fig. 2 (h), respectively. The reason for

exhibiting a faster decay is that the received signal in H1 (corresponding to PU)

is the only one compressible in the given dictionary.

Based on the above discussion, we present the proposed algorithm. It is di-

vided into two main stages. First, is a classifier training stage, where one uses

a comprehensive set of training signals. We can either concatenate ‖r‖2 and its

absolute gradient |G| into a unified feature vector or use them separately as clas-

sification features. These features are used to make training data sets f i0, f i1, f i2,

and f i3 according to the hypotheses explained in (11.4).

For the case of PUEA detection, the training set contains f i0, f i1, and f i2

corresponding to the hypotheses H0,H1, and H2, respectively. On the other

hand, for the case of jammer detection, the training set contains f i0, f i1, and f i3

corresponding to the hypotheses H0,H1 and H3, respectively. Afterwards, these

training vectors, along with their class labels are fed to the ML training stage,

where a classifier model is trained accordingly. The workflow of the training

set preparation stage is pictorially described in Fig. 11.3-(a). In this figure, Yi
n

represents the set of compressed received signals yi0, yi1, yi2 for the case of PUEA
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detection or yi0, yi1, yi3 for the case of jamming attack detection. Similarly, Fi
n

represents the set of training vectors.

After classifier training, the testing stage represents the run-time operation

of the proposed algorithm. This process is explained in Fig. 11.3-(b). For each

incoming test signal, y, sparse coding is performed over DPU and feature vector f

is obtained. Afterwards, f is fed into the learned classifier. Finally, this classifier

will decide on the hypothesis corresponding to the current signal of interest. An

analysis of this idea is provided in the Appendix.

11.4 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we roughly quantify the computational complexity of the proposed

algorithm. This complexity is primarily required by sparse coding and ML.

The OMP computational complexity at the k-th iteration is O(MK + KS +

KS2 + S3) while the overall complexity is O(MKS + KS2 + KS3 + S4), where

S represents the sparsity level [231]. Thus, the overall computational complexity

of sparse coding with a sparsity level of M is O(KM2 + KM2 + KM3 + M4).

This can be simplified as O(2KM2 + KM3 + M4). Note that sparse coding is

used during both the training and the testing phase in the proposed algorithm.

The computational complexity of ML is divided into two main stages which

are training and testing. The computational complexity of two-layer neural net-

work per sample is O(e(lk+ml)) for training stage, where e denotes the number

of epochs, while k, l, and m represent the number of neurons at the input, hid-

den, and output layers, respectively. The total complexity of training stage is

O(ep(lk +ml)) for p number of samples. Moreover, the computational complex-

ity of training per sample is roughly double as compared to the complexity of

testing per sample [232]. It is worth to note that k = 2M , since ‖r‖2 and |G| are

concatenated into a unified feature vector in the simulations.
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11.5 Results and Discussion

This section presents numerical experiments to assess the performance of the

proposed algorithm comparing it with the ED approach.

11.5.1 Parameter Setting

The simulations are conducted with different modulation settings based on the

system model specifications presented in Section 11.2. The modulation types used

include quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), pulse amplitude modulation

(PAM), frequency-shift keying (FSK), and phase-shift keying (PSK). Moreover,

the proposed algorithm uses a 100 × 400 dictionary. For each received signal,

a channel realization [153] is generated for the PU and uncorrelated channel

realizations are generated for illegitimate node based on channel decorrelation

concept [12]. The assumed model of hPU is: hPU = ρh + (1 − ρ)E, where E

represents an independent channel, ρ is the correlation factor and h is Rayleigh

fading channel [23]. The details of the simulation parameters are presented in

Table 11.1.

We use a standard two-layer feed-forward network [230] for that consists of a

hidden layer and an output layer with sigmoid functions. The number of hidden

neurons is set to 64 while the number of output neurons is set to the number of

elements in the target vector which is 3 (corresponding to the number of classes

in PUEA or jamming attack detection). For the case of PUEA detection, the

vectors f i0, f i1, and f i2 are used for training. For jamming attack detection, f i0,

f i1, and f i3 are used as input vectors. Energy decay rate and gradient vectors

‖r‖2 and |G| are used as feature vectors. Here, the dimension of both ‖r‖2 and

|G| is 1×M . Therefore, the feature vector dimension 1× 2M .

It is noted that we take 4000 samples from each class in the training stage for

all cases and 1000 samples from each class in the testing stage for each of the

SNR values. Also, the neural network is trained over the SNR values ranging
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Table 11.1: Synthetic received signal simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Channel Model Rayleigh

No. of taps 7
Channel Delay Unit Sample Period

Signal Length 100
Oversampling Rate 10

Pulse Shaping Square-root-raised-cos.
Raised Cos. Symbol Span 50

Raised Cos. Roll-off Factor 0.2
Correlation Factor 0.9

between −5 dB and 15 dB with a step size of 5 dB.

11.5.2 Performance Analysis

This section presents the performance analysis of the proposed algorithm in terms

of confusion matrices, receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves and area

under ROC (AUROC) curves. For the jamming detection scenario, it is assumed

that the illegitimate node broadcasts non-structured signals. On the other hand,

it is assumed that PUE signal’s parameters are identical to that of PU signal.

To examine the performance of the classification, confusion matrices are of-

ten used. They present the number of both correctly and incorrectly classified

observations. Thus, diagonal elements present the number of those observations

correctly classified while off-diagonal elements indicate the number of incorrectly

classified observations.

Table 11.2 presents the confusion matrices for the case of PUEA detection for

different M and SNR values, where M is the number of samples in the compressed

received signal. It is observed from Table 11.2 that the overall performance of

the proposed algorithm is satisfactory for PUEA detection, especially at high

SNR. Besides, the performance also improves with the increase in the values of

M . Table 11.3 presents the confusion matrices for the case of jamming detection
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for different M and SNR values. It is seen from the table that the classification

accuracy based on the proposed algorithm improves with the increase in M and

SNR similar to PUEA case.

It is also observed from Tables 11.2 and 11.3 that the performance of the

proposed jammer detection outperforms PUEA detection. This is because the

jammer detection benefits from both the non-compressive nature of the jamming

signal and the channel-dependent dictionary while the PUEA detection benefits

only from the channel-dependent dictionary.

In classification, if a signal belongs class i and is correctly classified in to

belong to the same class, then it is said to be as true positive (TP ). If it is

wrongly classified to belong to a different class j, then it is said to be a false

negative (FN). If, however, the signal does not belong to class i and is wrongly

classified as such, then it is counted as false positive (FP ). Finally, if it does not

really belong to i and is classified to belong to i, then it is a true negative (TN).

To this end, the true positive rate (TPR) or recall can be defined as TPR =

TP/(TP + FN), whereas the false positive rate (FPR) can be defined as FPR =

FP/(FP + TN). ROC curves and AUROC curve values show the capability of

a classifier to distinguish between different classes. ROC is a probabilistic curve

which is plotted with a TPR on the vertical axis and FPR on the horizontal axis.

Ideally, the TPR equals 1 and the FPR equals 0. Generally speaking, the closer

the ROC curve is to the top-left corner, the better the performance. Similarly,

the higher values of the AUROC curve shows better performance. In this work,

there are three classes (H0, H1, H2 or H0, H1, H3) and ROC curve for each class

is plotted separately.

Fig. 11.4 and Fig. 11.5 present a performance comparison of the proposed algo-

rithm with the ED-based ML algorithm for PUEA and jamming attack detection,

respectively. In the case of ED-based ML, the energy of the received signals is

used for the detection of different hypotheses while using ML structure similar

to the one used for the proposed algorithm. It is observed from Fig. 11.4 and

Fig. 11.5 that the ROC curves of the proposed algorithm are closer to the top-left
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corner compared to ROC curves of the ED-based algorithm for PUEA and jam-

ming attack detection. Moreover, Tables 11.4 and 11.5 also show that the values

of AUROC of the proposed algorithms are higher compared to the AUROC values

of the ED-based algorithms to detect different hypothesis presented in (11.4). For

example, the proposed algorithm outperforms the ED-based algorithm by 2.24 %

in the case of PUEA and 6.88 % in case of jamming attack detection in terms of

AUROC values. This is because the energy patterns in the residual and gradient

vector enhance the detection capability of the proposed algorithm compared to

the ED-based algorithm.

From an ML point-of-view, a trained model (classifier in this work) should not

memorize the inputs used in its training. To investigate this quality in the trained

ML classifier model in the proposed algorithm, Fig. 11.6 shows the training and

testing losses versus epochs for the PUEA detection when M = 100. In view of

this figure, it is evident that the accuracy of the training sets converges to the

test set. These results signify the absence of overfitting, thereby validating the

generalizability of the proposed model. In other words, the trained model does

not memorize the training data. Here, it should be noted that we include the loss

graph only for M = 100 case of PUEA to avoid repetition. For the other values

of M and for the jammer case we observe the similar behavior in loss graphs.

11.6 Conclusions

In this paper, the convergence patterns of sparse recovery are exploited for the

purpose of PUEA and jamming attack detection. Sparse recovery was conducted

over a legitimate PU channel-dependent dictionary. Consequently, the signal from

the legitimate node has smooth convergence as compared to the signal from the

illegitimate node. Essentially, this awes to the fact that this signal is the only

one compressible in the domain exclusively defined by this sparsifying dictionary.

Besides, the non-compressive nature of a jamming signal with sparse coding over

a PU channel-dependent dictionary was also exploited to detect jamming at-

tacks. This detection algorithm made use of ML-based approaches. Numerical
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experiments showed the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and its superior

performance compared to ED-based ML algorithms. These results were vali-

dated in terms of confusion matrices, ROC curves, and values of AUROC curves,

as quality metrics. In terms of AUROC curve values, the proposed algorithm

outperformed the ED-based algorithm by 2.24 % in the case of PUEA and 6.88

% in case of jamming attack detection.

Appendix Residual Energy Gradient Decay Anal-

ysis

The proposed algorithm is based on the convergence patterns in the sparse coding

of the compressed received signal. More specifically, the proposed algorithm uses

a channel-dependent dictionary to identify different characteristics of gradients

and residuals to detect PUEA and jamming attack.

In this work, we employ the computationally-efficient OMP for sparse coding.

Let us focus on its first iteration for the sake of simplicity. At the start of the

first OMP iteration, the signal itself is used to initialize the zero-th residual r0.

Afterwards, OMP chooses an atom (d) from the atoms of the given dictionary

DPU that have the strongest similarity to the r0. This similarity is characterized

by the projection corresponding to each atom as E = dd†. The updated residual

after the selection of atom can be given as

r1 = r0 −Er0. (11.5)

For simplicity, the least-squares refinement of OMP is ignored. With each iter-

ation, the residual magnitude is decreasing and the pattern of the concatenated

residual values (‖r1‖2
2) is used for classification.

To this end, the first element in G can be represented as

G(1) = ‖r1‖2
2 − ‖r0‖2

2 =
〈
r1, r1

〉
−
〈
r0, r0

〉
. (11.6)
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Using this gradient magnitude property we can differentiate the cases H0, H1,

H2, and H3. The general received signal can be given as: y = hx + n and we

can write the G(1) as follows

G(1) = ‖y − Ey‖2
2 − ‖y‖2

2. (11.7)

For the first hypothesis H0, x = 0. Thus, y is merely noise and can be written

as

G(1)H0 = ‖n − En‖2
2 − ‖n‖2

2,

=
〈
n−En,n−En

〉
−
〈
n,n

〉
,

=
〈
n,n

〉
− 2
〈
n,En

〉
+
〈
En,En

〉
−
〈
n,n

〉
. (11.8)

With respect to the properties of projection, we know that
〈
En,n

〉
=〈

En,En
〉

= ‖En2
2‖. Hence, (11.8) can be written as

G(1)H0 = −‖En‖2
2. (11.9)

Following the same logic, G(1) for H1, H2 and H3 can be expressed as follows

G(1) =
〈
hx + n−E(hx + n),hx + n−E(hx + n)

〉
−
〈
hx + n,hx + n

〉
,

= a− 2b + c− d, (11.10)

where a, b, c and d are defined next. Specifically, a can be written as

a =
〈
hx + n,hx + n

〉
,

=
〈
hx + hx

〉
+
〈
hx + n

〉
+
〈
hx + n

〉
+
〈
n + n

〉
,

=
〈
hx + hx

〉
+ 2
〈
hx + n

〉
+
〈
n + n

〉
. (11.11)

Assuming that the noise is independent of hx,
〈
hx + n

〉
= 0, we can write

(11.11) as

a =
〈
hx + hx

〉
+
〈
n + n

〉
. (11.12)
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By its turn, b can be expressed as

b =
〈
hx + n,E(hx + n)

〉
,

=
〈
hx + n,Ehx + En

〉
,

=
〈
hx,Ehx

〉
+
〈
hx,En

〉
+
〈
n,Ehx

〉
+
〈
n,En

〉
,

=
〈
Ehx,Ehx

〉
+
〈
hx,En

〉
+
〈
n,Ehx

〉
+
〈
En,En

〉
,

=
〈
Ehx,Ehx

〉
+
〈
En,En

〉
, (11.13)

where
〈
hx,En

〉
=
〈
n,Ehx

〉
= 0.

Moreover, c can be expressed as

c =
〈
E(hx + n),E(hx + n)

〉
,

=
〈
Ehx + En,Ehx + En

〉
,

=
〈
Ehx,Ehx

〉
+
〈
En,En

〉
. (11.14)

Lastly, d can be given as

d =
〈
hx + hx

〉
+
〈
n + n

〉
= a. (11.15)

Based on (11.12), (11.13), (11.14) and (11.15), and making the appropriate

substitution, G(1) can be written as

G(1) = a− 2b + c− d,

= −2
〈
Ehx,Ehx

〉
− 2
〈
En,En

〉
+
〈
Ehx,Ehx

〉
+
〈
En,En

〉
,

= −
〈
Ehx,Ehx

〉
−
〈
En,En

〉
. (11.16)

Finally, the generic expression of the gradient magnitude for hypotheses H1,

H2 and H3 can be expressed

G(1)H1,H2,H3 = −‖Ehx‖2 − ‖En‖2, (11.17)

where h corresponds to hPU in case of PU or hi in case of PUE/jammer as

explained in (11.4). Moreover, x will be structured in case of PU and PUE, while

unstructured in the case of a jamming attack.
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Fig. 11.2: The averages of ‖r‖2 versus sparse coding iteration for received signals
under hypotheses H0, H1, H2 and H3 are in (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively,
while the averages of |G| versus sparse coding iteration are presented in (e), (f),
(g), and (h), respectively.
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Fig. 11.3: An illustration of the proposed algorithm for (a) training stage, (b)
testing stage.
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Fig. 11.4: Comparison of the proposed algorithm with the ED-based ML algo-
rithm for PUEA detection using ROC curves.
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Table 11.2: Confusion matrices for PUEA detection.

M=30
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

18.2 31.5 50.3 98.4 1.6 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
2.5 44.4 53.1 2.6 61.1 36.3 7.0 63.5 29.5
32.6 26.8 40.6 0.6 50.4 49.0 3.4 43.1 53.5

M=50
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

36.0 29.4 34.6 99.4 0.6 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
1.4 37.4 61.2 2.9 71.2 25.9 7.2 71.6 21.2
35.4 16.3 48.3 0.3 52.8 46.9 5.9 45.3 48.8

M=70
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

57.6 19.1 23.3 99.9 0.1 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
1.5 70.9 27.6 4.3 57.0 38.7 8.1 69.2 22.7
33.8 15.9 50.3 0.4 43.8 55.8 10.7 34.9 54.4

M=100
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

88.9 6.4 4.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0
1.4 81.2 17.4 1.0 53.0 46.0 4.0 79.4 16.6
32.2 6.7 61.1 0.3 17.0 82.7 3.2 35.0 61.8
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Table 11.3: Confusion matrices for jamming attack detection.

M=30
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

12.5 25 62.5 98.4 1.6 0 100 0 0
0.9 44.6 54.5 2.3 54.8 42.9 3.5 58 38.5
27.3 25.6 47.1 0 27.9 72.1 1.3 26.2 72.5

M=50
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

24.5 20.9 54.6 99.5 0.5 0 100 0 0
0.9 51.9 47.2 2.4 65.3 32.3 4.6 69.7 25.7
42.7 14.5 42.8 0 23.5 76.5 2.6 20 77.4

M=70
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

29.8 15 55.2 99.5 0.5 0 100 0 0
0.2 63.3 36.5 2.1 65.6 32.3 4.3 74.1 21.6
37.6 14.3 48.1 0 18.7 81.3 2.6 16.4 81

M=100
0 dB 5 dB 10 dB

H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

58.2 3 38.8 100 0 0 100 0 0
0.3 90.6 9.1 0.7 88.8 10.5 1.1 93.8 5.1
37 3.7 59.3 0 10.7 89.3 0.2 4.9 94.9

Table 11.4: AUROC values for PUEA.

PU Hole PUE
ED-based 0.9089 0.9560 0.8719
Proposed 0.9152 0.9828 0.8943

Table 11.5: AUROC values for jamming attack.

PU Hole Jammer
ED-based 0.9097 0.9542 0.8820
Proposed 0.9830 0.9637 0.9508
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Fig. 11.5: Comparison of the proposed algorithm with the ED-based ML algo-
rithm for jamming attack detection using ROC curves.
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Fig. 11.6: Model loss graph for the PUEA detection when M = 100.
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Chapter 12

Conclusion and

Recommendations

12.1 Concluding Remarks

To deal with the challenge of secure communication for future wireless communi-

cation; novel physical layer security solutions are proposed and developed in this

thesis. The conclusions drawn from different research studies can be summarized

as follows:

� The generation of secret keys from reciprocal wireless channel by exploiting

their randomness nature, is an emerging area of interest to provide secure

communication. One of the main challenges in this domain is to increase the

secret key length, extracted from the shared channel coefficients between

two legitimate communication parties, while maintaining its randomness

and uniformity. This paper has provided a secret key generation method,

called channel quantization with singular value decomposition (CQSVD),

which exploits the reciprocity of M ×M MIMO channel. In this method, a

phase randomization (PR) key vector for symbol level encryption is gener-

ated by applying alternative form of SVD on channel’s phase and magnitude
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matrices. It was shown that for M ×M MIMO channel, a key length of

(2M3) can be generated. Simulations with a simple 4 × 4 MIMO chan-

nel have been presented. The scheme has been analyzed for perfect and

imperfect channel estimation as well as for perfect and imperfect channel

reciprocity.

� In indices based work, efficient algorithms are proposed for secret key gen-

eration from the wireless channel, where key bits are not only generated by

amplitudes of the subcarriers but also by the indices of subcarriers corre-

sponding to highest channel gains. Specifically, in the first step, the com-

municating nodes convert the correlated frequency response of the channel

at them into random order by exploiting random interleaver. Afterwards,

the estimated channel response in the frequency domain at them is parti-

tioned into small subblocks. Finally, the key bits are generated by both

amplitudes of individual subcarriers by comparing with their mean as well

as by indices/positions of good sub-channels in each subblock by employing

a look-up table. The proposed novel dimensions for secret key generation

results in the enhancement of overall KGR without degrading overall per-

formance as shown by simulation results. More specifically, there is a 50

% increase in key rate as shown by JKG performance compared to the

CKG approach due to the involvement of the proposed dimensions of key

generation. For future work, different variations of the proposed algorithm

assuming different activation ratios and block sizes can be considered. In

addition, the proposed algorithm of secret key generation can be extended

to other domains such as time, space, and code domains.

� Channel shortening based work presents a simple, spectral and power effi-

cient scheme for providing secure OFDM communication system. In this

work, a practical spectral and power efficient security method is presented

that is based on channel shortening. Channel shortening equalizer coeffi-

cients are designed based on Bob’s channel and CS is used at transmitter in

such a way that the effective channel ensures no ISI at Bob, while causing

ISI and performance degradation at Eve, thus, QoS based security can be

provided. The simulation results are given for both perfect and imperfect
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channel estimation to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the

proposed algorithm. The proposed scheme can provide QoS based security

and can successfully secure voice communication between legitimate par-

ties. The idea can be extended to provide security to any single carrier or

multi carrier CP based system.

� In OFDM-IM based work, effective algorithms that change SAR and/or

CM adaptively in each subblock of the OFDM-IM scheme based on the

channel characteristics of the legitimate receiver are proposed for enhancing

PLS and SE. Particularly, the first two algorithms named as OFDM-AIM-

FCM and OFDM-AIM-ACM are designed for enhancing PLS and SE, while

the third algorithm named as OFDM-VIM-VCM is designed for QoS based

communication for enhancing SE. Simulation results show that the first two

algorithms can provide significant security enhancement whereas the third

algorithm ensures QoS based communication aiming to maximize spectral

efficiency.

� An effective technique for reliable and secure communication is presented

for IoT devices. Channel-dependent pre-coders with dual-transmission ap-

proach are jointly exploited to ensure a reliable as well as secure communi-

cation against internal and external eavesdropping. More specifically, users’

pre-coded data is superimposed in the first step. Afterward, the mixture is

sent in two transmissions in such a way that after combining signals from

the first and the second transmissions, the legitimate receivers will get the

reliable signal without complex processing while the external eavesdropper

will get the degraded version of the signal. Moreover, the proposed algo-

rithm also ensures that the users are also not able to eavesdropper each

other’s data. Simulation results proved that the proposed algorithm can

ensure secure communication and suitable for IoT-based devices because it

does not require complex processing at the receivers. For future work, the

extension of the proposed algorithm for active eavesdropper case will be

considered.

� In this work, a reliable and power efficient security technique for an un-

trusted DAF based cooperative communication is proposed.The technique
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enables us to keep utilizing the benefits provided by DAF relay, while keep-

ing information secure from it. The proposed technique is more power

efficient as it does not require continuous power for jamming signal. The

simulation results are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed algorithm for both perfect and imperfect channel estimation cases.

Future studies can examine untrusted-relay-assisted D2D based heteroge-

neous networks and untrusted secondary users in cognitive communication.

� In this work, a cooperative game theory, based on NBS, is applied to develop

a fair user association scheme to enhance the physical layer security of down-

link hetnets. Firstly, a bargaining scheme for two BSs is presented. And,

then scheme for two BSs is extended to multi-player bargaining scheme. In

the multi player bargaining scheme, firstly, the BSs are grouped in to pairs

by Hungarian algorithm and then in each pair two player bargaining scheme

is applied. The two BSs case have complexity of O(N log2N) while multi

player case have complexity of O(M2N log2N + M3). Simulation results

indicate that the proposed solution can enhance security while providing

fairness among users.

� The majority of the PLS research focused on the single attack but neglected

the consideration of joint attacks in wireless networks, such as joint attacks

of eavesdropping, spoofing, and jamming. In cognitive security work, a new,

yet promising research direction to defend against joint attacks is presented.

We proposed an entirely novel concept related to intelligent security with

the aims of providing proactive, adaptive, reliable, and robust security solu-

tions for wireless communication systems. The cognitive security engine is

driven by the information it receives from the upper layers and PHY. This

information is then processed by the system to first determine the best

suited level of security for the particular use case and scenario. Afterward,

appropriate resources are allocated to ensure secure communication.

� NOMA promises high spectral efficiency, low latency, and massive connec-

tivity, while PLS offers simple and effective security solutions. Together,

these two technologies are capable of supporting the exceeding efficiency

and security requirements of 5G and beyond networks. In this article, the
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key security design requirements of NOMA and the strength of PLS as a

solution to fulfill these requirements are discussed. By employing PLS to

NOMA, spectrally efficient, adaptive, and secure systems can be realized.

However, the challenges and future recommendations explained in this work

need to be investigated further to address the open issues. Practical secure

NOMA systems can be developed by modification of current PLS techniques

and/or proposing new novel techniques that do not require extra processing,

extra signaling, or major modification in the receiver structure.

� In this paper, the convergence patterns of sparse recovery are exploited

for the purpose of PUEA and jamming attack detection. Sparse recovery

was conducted over a legitimate PU channel-dependent dictionary. Con-

sequently, the signal from the legitimate node has smooth convergence as

compared to the signal from the illegitimate node. Essentially, this awes to

the fact that this signal is the only one compressible in the domain exclu-

sively defined by this sparsifying dictionary. Besides, the non-compressive

nature of a jamming signal with sparse coding over a PU channel-dependent

dictionary was also exploited to detect jamming attacks. This detection al-

gorithm made use of ML-based approaches. Numerical experiments showed

the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and its superior performance

compared to ED-based ML algorithms. These results were validated in

terms of confusion matrices, ROC curves, and values of AUROC curves, as

quality metrics. In terms of AUROC curve values, the proposed algorithm

outperformed the ED-based algorithm by 2.24 % in the case of PUEA and

6.88 % in case of jamming attack detection.

12.2 Challenges and Future Research Direc-

tions

This section presents the challenges and future research directions for designing

practical, efficient, and secure future wireless systems.
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� Secrecy design based on service requirements From key-based Shannon’s

model to key-lessWyner’s mode, much of the PLS techniques are designed

to simply obtain secure messaging service without focusing on the security

level needed by other applications such as URLLC, video, voice, gaming,

streaming, and mMTC. For such applications, the primary objective is to

offer a reliable data transfer to the user, which lies within the standard QoS

requirements. Under these conditions, it can be inferred that the perfect

secrecy, such that there is no data leakage to Eve, is not a strict requirement

for providing a secure service. The truth is that the QoS requirements of

every service are different from the others, and if Eve is operating below

these requirements, practical service-based secrecy can be attained. Conse-

quently, redesigning the present PLS schemes from a realistic point of view,

which takes into consideration the QoS requirements of different services,

can direct future research in this domain.

� Cross-layer security design Although the cross-layer security design is a

modern and promising research area yet it does not have the attention it

deserves. This domain of security includes cross APPPLS, cross NET-PLS,

cross MAC-PLS, and their hybrid designs. These relatively new approaches

include the functionalities, principles, and mechanisms of upper layers in

the PLS design process and integrating them jointly to enhance the security

performance.

� PAPR of AN-based and precoding security techniques The PAPR is linked

with the nonlinearities in power amplifiers. However, within the realms of

PLS and its literature, the influence of the precoding and AN-based security

techniques on PAPR is often forgotten. A lack of tangible work on this prac-

tically crucial aspect might even hinder the application of many effective

AN-based security techniques in real-world situations. Hence, considering

such issues while designing security schemes is strongly recommended.

� Security in LOS environment Ensuring secure communication in LOS sce-

narios is quite challenging if the eavesdropper is located within the same
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direction as that of Bob. Under such circumstances, many PLS tech-

niques, including conventional beamforming, directional modulation, AN-

based MIMO techniques, etc., will not be able to ensure secure communica-

tion. In general, designing practical PLS approaches that can retain their

applicability in diverse scenarios, including time-invariant and nondispersive

channels, has become increasingly important. Additionally, it is assumed

in the majority of PLS techniques Physical layer security designs for 5G

and beyond 581 that Bob’s channel is uncorrelated with respect to Eve’s

channel. However, this might not always be the case, for example, in poor

scattering environment, there may be a strong correlation between Bob’s

and Eve’s channels. Under such circumstances, the level of PLS will reduce

significantly. Therefore, investigating and reviewing the present PLS tech-

niques under these conditions open new doors to the applications of the

security methods available currently.

� Robust channel estimation and channel reciprocity calibration The majority

of the PLS techniques (against eavesdropping and authentication) revolve

around exploiting the CSI and its availability at the transmitter and receiver

sides. As a result, it is imperative to perform robust channel estimations and

reciprocity calibration, which is undoubtedly a challenging task to achieve

in practice. Hence, the effect of channel estimation error and reciprocity

mismatch should be considered while designing any security algorithm to

ensure that it is robust against all the aforementioned drawbacks. The

issue can be solved by incorporating efficient practical channel calibration

and estimation methods in the design process.

� Joint design of secrecy, throughput, delay, and reliability An interesting

dimension that is of great importance but has not been explored with in-

terest in recent times in the literature is the combined design of secrecy,

throughput, delay, reliability, and the trade-off among them. Generally, of-

fering PHY-secrecy constraints may unwittingly compromise other system

requirements. AN-based techniques, for instance, impact power efficiency,

whereas channel coding-based techniques prove to be detrimental to spec-

tral efficiency. Therefore, it is imperative to include design principles that
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directly affect the system performance criteria such as delay, packet loss,

throughput, and PER in the future research work surrounding security.

� Impersonation attacks PHY-authentication mostly depends on the unique-

ness of CSI andAFE imperfections of any transmitter or receiver. However,

PHY-authentication is also vulnerable to impersonation attacks in the case

when an attacker is near to a legitimate device. Moreover, preprocessing

of the transmitted signal can alter the channel estimation at the receiver.

Furthermore, counterfeiting attacks can also be launched on AFE-based au-

thentication. Protecting PHY-authentication from impersonation attacks

is still an open area for further research.

� Challenges related to solution against jamming attacks Designing practical

generic jamming detection methods and countermeasures that can deal with

multiple jamming attacks in different types of wireless networks is still an

open issue. The majority of jamming detection and anti-jamming solutions

are focused on the static environment. The design of effective solutions

in the case of a mobile network environment, where different jammers can

change their positions, is quite challenging. Moreover, the majority of the

solutions are not efficient in terms of resources, and there is an urgent

need for designing novel and resource-efficient solutions. Furthermore, there

is also a need for designing intelligent anti-jammers that can differentiate

whether the packet is lost due to jamming or weak channel.

� Mixed attacks in wireless networks and cognitive security

The majority of the PLS research focused on the single attack but neglected

the consideration of joint attacks in wireless networks, such as joint attacks

of eavesdropping, spoofing, and jamming. A new, yet promising research di-

rection to defend against joint attacks is presented in [49,50]. The authors

proposed an entirely novel concept related to intelligent security, called,

cognitive security, for wireless communication, with the aims of providing

proactive, adaptive, reliable, and robust security solutions for wireless com-

munication systems. The conceptual block diagram of the framework is

shown in Figure 18.20. The cognitive security engine is driven by the infor-

mation it receives from the upper layers and PHY. This information is then
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processed by the system to first determine the best suited level of security

for the particular use case and scenario. Afterward, appropriate resources

are allocated to ensure secure communication.

� A new direction for PLS In the literature, PLS is considered as a solution

to provide security against confidentiality, spoofing, and jamming. How-

ever, PLS is beyond that. PLS, in general, endorses the process of some-

one not being able to extract any useful information from the transmitted

PHY-signals. The PHY-information includes power, location, angle, data,

mobility, velocity, size, power, SINR, RF-front properties, impairments, fin-

gerprinting, state, frequency, modulation, RSSI, and so on. In other words,

the security concept is not only about protecting data and communication,

but it also envisions safeguarding the whole radio environment map. Hence,

PLS can secure all properties of PHY-signals so that these properties cannot

be used by any illegitimate node for attacking the communication, imper-

sonating, eavesdropping, tracking, or any other misuse. More specifically,

even one cannot equalize, and demodulate but can still get some informa-

tion about the PHY-properties in the earlier phase of the receiver. For

example, radar can estimate the speed, location, size of an object without

demodulating the signal. Hence, securing all PHY-properties of signals is

necessary to ensure secure future wireless networks. This aspect of PLS

needs to be considered for future communication systems.

� Hybrid security techniques It is worth mentioning that hybrid security tech-

niques offer enhanced security on more than one level. Such approaches

consist of multiple levels of security, where one stems from SINR-based

techniques while the other is either from complexity-based techniques or

conventional cryptography techniques.

Logically, the combination of different schemes in a single approach makes

the system more robust towards hacks and eavesdropping. However, it will

also increase the complexity of the overall system.

Combination of different techniques and their combined effect on security

is an interesting area for future research.
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